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Robot software risks the hazard of dimensional inconsistencies. These incon-
sistencies occur when a program incorrectly manipulates values representing
real-world quantities. Incorrect manipulation has real-world consequences that
range in severity from benign to catastrophic. Previous approaches detect dimen-
sional inconsistencies in programs but require extra developer effort and technical
complications. The extra effort involves developers creating type annotations for
every variable representing a real-world quantity that has physical units, and the
technical complications include toolchain burdens like specialized compilers or
type libraries.
To overcome the limitations of previous approaches, this thesis presents novel
methods to detect dimensional inconsistencies without developer annotations.
We start by empirically assessing the difficulty developers have in making type
annotations. In a human study of 83 subjects, we find that developers are only
51% accurate and require more than 2 minutes per annotation. We further find
that type suggestions have a significant impact on annotation accuracy. We find
that when showing developers annotation suggestions, three suggestions are better
than a single suggestion because they are as helpful when correct and less harmful
when incorrect. Since developers struggle to make type annotations accurately, we
present a novel method to infer physical unit types without developer annotations.
This is novel because it is the first method to detect dimensional inconsistencies
in ROS C++ without developer annotations, and this is important because robot
software and ROS are increasingly used in real-world applications. Our method
leverages a property of robotic middleware architecture that reuses standardized
data structures, and we implement our method in an open-source tool, Phriky.
We evaluate our method empirically on a corpus of 5.9 M lines of code and find
that it detects real inconsistencies with an 87% TP rate. However, our method only
assigns physical unit types to 25% of variables, leaving much of the annotation
space unaddressed. To overcome these limitations, we extend our method to utilize
uncertain evidence in identifiers using probabilistic reasoning. We implement our
new probabilistic method in a tool Phys and find that it assigns units to 75% of
variables while retaining a TP rate of 82%. We present the first open dataset of
dimensional inconsistencies in open-source robotics code, to our knowledge. Lastly,
we identify extensions to our work and next steps for software tool developers to
build more powerful robot software development tools.
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11 Introduction
Advances in robotic technology may increase the safety, reliability, and productivity
of myriad human endeavors. For robots, the inescapable link between sensing
and actuation is software. Robot software can enable new capabilities, like self-
adaptivity and advanced autonomy. However, the potential benefits of robotics are
fettered by our inability to rapidly prototype and deploy reliable, resilient software
systems.
Building reliable robot software is hard because of software complexity and
interactions between software, hardware, the environment, and the real-world.
Additionally, the arsenal tools for software assurance is only beginning to focus
on robot-specific concerns, leaving a gap between assurance about the runtime
behavior of the software and assurance of the runtime behavior of the physical
system. One concern for robot software is violating the rules of dimensional analysis.
Essentially, dimensional analysis specifies that you can only add or compare
quantities that are of the same kind, or dimension. Each physical dimension can
also be represented by a unit of measure, such as time being measured in seconds
(s) in the SI System [2]. All sensor values and all actuator commands are quantified
in terms of physical units, such as meter (m) or radian-per-second (rad s−1). For
robot software to be correct, every mathematical manipulation, assignment, or
comparison of physical units must be correct. Further, when different software
2Figure 1.1: Code snippet from SoftBank’s Romeo robot [1] containing a
dimensional inconsistency detected by our tool Phriky, subsequently
acknowledged and patched by the developers. package: ros-aldebaran source:
https://git.io/v6Xll, fixed source: https://git.io/v6xkH
components exchange data, both must agree on what each element of exchanged
data means in the real world [3]. Getting the physical units correct can be hard for
developers to always get right.
Consider the simple code snippet in Figure 1.1 belonging to the ‘Romeo’
robot [1]. The expression on line 191 calculates the distance between the current
position and the goal by multiplying and adding several values. These values
are represented by the datatype double. The code compiles without complaint as
all variables have the same programming type. However, this distance function
incorrectly adds m to m2, which is physically meaningless, and called a dimensional
inconsistency or simply inconsistency in this work. The inconsistency in how the
units are combined in the code constitutes a fault that will go undetected by the
type system, likely to manifest later as incorrect behavior. Furthermore, this code
might pass tests because it can be coincidentally correct at two or almost correct
(a weaker version of a test oracle) for very small values of x, y, and z, making it
difficult to detect the fault until the robot does something very wrong.
When a robotic software system incorrectly manipulates physical units, it
can have real-world consequences, as shown in these three examples: 1) an
interplanetary robot incinerated in Mars’ atmosphere [4] after being sent a rocket-
thrust command in pounds-force when it was expecting Newtons; 2) Air Canada
143 ran out of fuel mid-air [5] after being loaded with insufficient fuel when new
3avionics software had been updated to metric while the ground refueling system
used Imperial units; and 3) the Cygnus spaceship aborted a docking procedure
with the International Space Station [6] (ISS) after their GPS data strucutes were
found to be unsynchronized when using two different time attributes. These high-
profile, real-world consequences might represent only a fraction of all the times
system developers encountered these hazards since this work finds dimensional
inconsistencies in 6% of open-source robotics software repositories (§ 6).
Over the years, many solutions have been proposed to ensure that programs
never contain dimensional inconsistencies. Already in 1978, Loveman and Karr [7]
proposed protecting programs from these kinds of defects by employing a type
system, a kind of logical framework that specifies rules for correctly handling
data and operations that ensures a desirable property, called type safety. From
a theoretical perspective, the problem of avoiding dimensional inconsistency in
software programs is solved. However, in practice, developers often choose not to
employ type systems because type systems require extra time and tools—a burden
many developers are unwilling to bear. The burden requires developers to add
extra information to every identifier in the program, specifically the physical unit
type information, called a type annotation. Over the years, developers have “voted
with their keyboards” [8] (see § 3.2.3.3) and chosen to build robot software without
physical unit type annotations. These annotations have an anecdotal reputation of
imposing an annotation burden, but there has been little empirical evidence on how
accurately and quickly developers make type annotations.
Overall, this work seeks to better understand the burden of making type annota-
tions, propose new methods for dimensional analysis of robotic programs without
type annotations, and measure how frequently these dimensional inconsistencies
occur in real-world software.
4Figure 1.2: High-level overview of the proposed approach, Abstract Type
Inference and Type Checking
To help quantify the burden of making type annotations, we design a human
study and approximate the type annotation task using an online test, administered
to 83 participants with programming experience recruited using Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk [9]. We find that developers are only 51% accurate when making
type annotations and take nearly two minutes for each annotation. This result
implies that making type annotations is a difficult, time-consuming process. But
without complete physical unit type annotations, developers risk dimensional
inconsistencies.
To help developers avoid dimensional inconsistencies without type annotations,
we describe a method of inferring physical units type using evidence from shared
message data structures common in the robotics software community (see § 2.4).
By encoding physical unit conventions about these shared message data structures,
we can automatically infer the physical unit type for some program variables.
We find that our method is able to use the inferred types to detect dimensional
inconsistencies with an 87% true positive rate, with no additional developer effort.
As shown in Figure 1.2, we will do this with Abstract Type Inference (ATI). The
figure shows untyped code as an input, and we use information from the robotics
domain and information available in variable names to automatically infer the
5physical unit types for program variables. As shown in the figure, once we have
inferred the physical unit types, we propagate these types through the dataflow of
the code and detect type inconsistencies. Our method requires a one-time effort
to link attributes of shared messages to their corresponding physical unit types.
However, this one-time effort benefits all developers who use the shared messages,
reducing duplicated work.
To shed light on how frequently these dimensional inconsistencies occur, we
analyze a corpus of 5.9 M lines of code in open-source repositories that use these
shared messages. We find that 6% (211/3, 484) of repositories contain dimensional
inconsistencies. We further find that 75% (267/357) of the dimensional inconsis-
tencies we detect occur when developers use shared message contrary to their
specified physical unit type, hindering interoperability. These findings are the first,
to our knowledge, to measure how frequently dimensional inconsistencies occur
in robot software.
1.1 Contributions
The contributions of this work include the following:
First, a study of developers showing that they correctly annotate variables
with physical unit types only 51% of the time and require two minutes to make a
single correct annotation. We find that correct suggestions significantly improve
annotation accuracy. The study further determined that when showing developers
annotation suggestions, three suggestions are better than a single suggestion
because they are as helpful when correct and less harmful when incorrect.
Second, a method to automatically infer physical units for ROS variables and
detect dimensional inconsistencies. This is novel because it is the first method
6to detect dimensional inconsistencies in ROS C++ without developer annotations,
and this is important because robot software and ROS are increasingly used in
real-world applications.
Third, an implementation of this method in an open-source tool Phriky, and an
evaluation of Phriky showing an 87% True Positive (TP) rate in 231 open-source
systems.
Fourth, a large-scale empirical study of Phriky on a corpus of 5.9 M lines of
code. We find at least 6% (211/3, 484) of repositories contain inconsistencies.
Fifth, an improvement to the detection power of Phriky using evidence in
variable names combined with evidence from shared libraries in an open-source
tool Phys. Phys was a collaborative effort previously published in [10]. The other
authors contributions includes creating a substring similarity metric, using proba-
bilistic graphical models for abstract type inference and formulating probabilistic
constraints, choosing prior probabilities for various kinds of evidence according to
norms in probabilistic reasoning, contributing to the core programming of Phys,
and contributing to the evaluation and debugging of Phys’s results. My contribu-
tions to Phys in the work presented here includes guiding the extension of Phriky
to reason probabilistically about type assignments in the tool Phys, contributing
to the evaluation and debugging of Phys’s results, creating the code corpus used
during evaluation, examining and classifying the inconsistencies detected by Phys,
the comparison between Phys and Phriky, and the proposed extensions to Phys
to make it an annotation tool.
Sixth, an empirical study of Phys on 108 files to determine two things: 1) Phys
can infer units for 82% of variables; and, 2) Phys detects dimensional inconsisten-
cies with 82% accuracy in a corpus of 60 files.
7Seventh, a detailed discussion of the design considerations required to extend
Phys into a physical unit type annotation assistant. Specifically, we propose a
new physical unit type annotation format, and ordering of the annotation worklist
that balances the benefit of the information gained with cost of interrupting a
developers current context.
Finally, an open dataset of physical inconsistencies identified by the tool Phys.
To our knowledge, this is the first open dataset of dimensional inconsistencies.
1.2 Outline of Dissertation
The rest of this work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background
information about the SI System, dimensional analysis, and physical unit types, and
gives motivating real-world code examples showing dimensional inconsistencies.
Chapter 3 discusses related work and how dimensional analysis and physical unit
types have previously been addressed in software engineering. Chapter 4 describes
an empirical study of developers, investigating how accurately and quickly they
make correct physical unit type annotations. Chapter 5 describes an improved
method of ATI for physical unit types that capitalizes on assumptions about shared
data structures commonly used in robotic systems. Chapter 6 details the result of
an empirical study of a 5.9 MLOC software corpus, investigating how frequently
dimensional inconsistencies occurs and what kinds exist. Chapter 7 describes a
method for physical unit type inference using variable names that addresses some
of shortcomings revealed during the empirical study. Finally, Chapter 8 discusses
our contributions and identifies future work.
This work includes previously published material, specifically:
8• Assessing the accuracy of type annotations (§ 4) appeared in [11] and an
extension of the work is currently under submission.
• Inferring types from ROS messages (§ 5) appeared in [12].
• Phriky (§ 5.3) appeared in [13].
• An empirical evaluation on a large code corpus (§ 6) appears in [14].
• Phys (§ 7.2) appeared in [10] and is joint work with Dr. Xiangyu Zhang and
Sayali Kate of Purdue University.
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This chapter presents background information in four areas: 1) physical units in
the SI System and how they are used in programs; 2) dimensional analysis and
inconsistencies; 3) how type checking is used to perform dimensional analysis
using type annotations; and, 4) robotic middleware and the Robot Operating
System (ROS).
2.1 Physical Units and the SI System
Physical phenomena are quantified in comparison to one another. The comparison
is usually made with respect to a standardized quantity or unit, such as meter-
per-second or furlongs-per-fortnight. The set of units we consider are the seven base
units of the International System of Units (SI) [15], as shown in Equation 2.1. We
also include radian, degree, and quaternion because they are widely used. The
seven base units can be combined to represent other physical quantities and these
combinations are called derived units. For example, the Newton is the SI unit of
force and is a derived unit. One Newton can be expressed in terms of its equivalent
base units, (kilogram ∗ meter) ∗ (second ∗ second)−1, or equivalently kg m s−2.
To express units more formally, we extend the convention from Allen [16] that
models units as types and defines a simplified unit type language:
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ut ::= kilogram | meter | second | mole | ampere | kelvin | candela
| radian | degree | quaternion | unity | ut1 ∗ ut2 | ut−1 | δ (2.1)
The binary operator ‘∗’ means multiplication, unity is identity, ut−1 is a unit’s
inverse, and δ represents the unknown unit. In the rest of this work, we omit ‘∗’
for brevity and adopt the convention that successive units are multiplied. The
units radian, degree, and quaternion are equivalent to unity with dimensionless
units meter-per-meter [17], but developers know and use them. The unknown
unit δ is useful in expressing and tracking uncertainty in units. The grammar ut
generates the set of all possible unit assignments.
2.2 Dimensional Analysis & Inconsistencies
All mathematical expressions must adhere to the rules of dimensional analysis for the
results to be consistent with the physical world. The rules were first identified in
1822 by Fourier [18] but formalized in 1922 by Bridgeman [19]. These rules govern
how physical quantities may be correctly combined, compared, and manipulated.
Further, dimensional analysis abstracts quantities by kind, for example, all distances
are lengths regardless of whether they’re measured in SI Unit meters (m) or Imperial
Unit feet (ft). The units meter and feet are lengths but different ‘units-of-measure’
or ‘physical units’. The dimension is independent of the physical units. Essentially
there are three rules in dimensional analysis:
1. Consider each quantity as a combination of one or more dimensions.
2. Only add/compare like with like.
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3. Multiply quantities by adding exponents.
The simple logic of rule 2 is one we seek to enforce in programs. This work
enforces the consistency rules of dimensional analysis but reports inconsistencies
in terms of physical units, because developers are more familiar with physical
units.
The rules of dimensional analysis still apply even if developers use quantities
like pound-feet, from the Imperial unit system. Dimensional analysis applies
because it is more general than any particular system of units. For example,
adding f eet to meters is dimensionally consistent though still physically incorrect.
To be correct, quantities must be both dimensionally consistent and quantified
in the same unit of measure. For quantities to be compatible, they must first be
converted (scaled) to the same units. In this work, we focus the SI unit system
because it is standard in the scientific and robot software communities [20]. We
leave consideration of different units as a possible extension to our work (see
§ 7.8.4).
Every base unit in the SI system corresponds to a base dimension. For example,
the base unit meter has a base dimension of length. Other measurements of length,
like smoots or furlongs, have different units than meters but the same dimension
length. Based on dimensional analysis, we define rules for addition, comparison,
and assignment as shown in Table 2.1, where ut1,2 ∈ ut.
Essentially, dimensional analysis specifies that you can only add or compare
quantities with the same dimension. As shown in Table 2.1 the dimensional
analysis rule for addition corresponds to Equation 2.2 and the rule for comparison
corresponds to Equation 2.3. The rule in Equation 2.4 extends dimensional analysis
to the software domain, because dimensional analysis has no notion of assignment.
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INCONSISTENCY TYPE DEFINITION
Addition of Inconsistent Units ut1{+,−}ut2 → {consistent}⇔ (ut1 = ut2) (2.2)
Comparison of Inconsistent Units ut1{<,>,≤,≥,=, 6=}ut2 → {consistent}⇔ (ut1 = ut2) (2.3)
Assignment of Multiple Units (ut1 ← ut2)→ {consistent}⇔ (ut1 = ut2) (2.4)
Table 2.1: Dimensional inconsistencies types and their definitions.
Figure 2.1: Inconsistent assignment. ROS Message Twist, designed
for linear and angular velocities, instead used for positions in
lines 740-746. Comment from source.
Operations that violate Equations. 2.2-2.4 are called dimensional inconsistencies in
this work.
We now show code examples for each of the three dimensional inconsistencies
types shown in Table 2.1.
2.2.1 Assignment of Multiple Units
The code example shown in Figure 2.1 shows an assignment on lines 740 with the
variable current position.x being assigned a value from msg->linear.x. Both
variables have the data type float, but they represent quantities with different
physical units. Variable msg->linear.x is part of a class called Twist, declared in a
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shared library (see § 2.4 for more on shared libraries) geometry msgs and specified
to have physical units meters-per-second, while current position.x is part of a
class called point with attributes specified to have physical units meters. Because
the specified units are different than the units being assigned, this code does not
satisfy Equation 2.4 and is therefore inconsistent. Notice the comment “TODO:
fix this it is ugly!!” on line 737, showing that some developer noticed this
problem. We call this kind of inconsistency assignment of multiple units. As is,
this code implicitly converts from one unit to another. At best, this inconsistency
will make the code harder to maintain and understand. At worst, this implicit
conversion might lead to unintended system behavior.
2.2.2 Comparison of Inconsistent Units
Figure 2.2: Inconsistent comparison. package:ros-teleop source:https://git.io/v6Xld
A second example is shown in Figure 2.2 line 65 where system developers
compare two variables’ magnitudes. The comparison is between twist.linear.y
and twist.angular.z. The Twist data structure is defined in geometry msgs,
a shared library. The variable linear.y has units meters-per-second while the
variable angular.z has units radians-per-second. This comparison does not satisfy
Equation 2.3 and is therefore inconsistent, and we call this comparison of inconsistent
units. The system developer might have a reason to make this comparison, but
such choices in code are suspicious and should be conspicuously documented and
justified, especially for shared code.
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2.2.3 Addition of Inconsistent Units
Figure 2.3: Inconsistent addition. Adds force to torque in distance metric.
package:eband local planner source: https://git.io/v6X8T
Figure 2.3 shows another example of an inconsistency on line 1094 in an
addition expression. This sums the squares of three quantities: force.x, force.y,
and torque.z. The problem with this expression is that the units for force (kg m s−2)
are different than the units for torque (kg m2 s−2). Adding the square of force to
the square of torque is not consistent by Equation 2.2. We call this addition of
inconsistent units.
In the case shown in Figure 2.3, the developers intentionally add units of different
types to achieve a desired behavior, specifically, to implement Quinlan and Khatib’s
‘elastic-band’ controller [21]. This code, for example, creatively adds force to
torque to limit the total ‘force-torque’ exerted by a system. In the developer’s
defense, this calculation might behave as intended given input that implicitly
normalizes these values. However, adding quantities with dissimilar units is
generally devoid of physical meaning. Without explanation, this code might
be considered a bewildering hack that works on one particular system, in one
particular circumstance. Since this code is intentional, then the dimensional
inconsistency reveals the existence of latent assumptions about the physical system.
These assumptions hinder code re-use since system developers must duplicate the
system and environment or risk unintended behavior.
These examples illustrate how dimensional inconsistencies—addition of in-
consistent units, comparison of inconsistent units, and assignment of multiple
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units—can result in programs that are difficult to understand and maintain, incor-
rect, or hard to reuse.
2.3 Dimensional Analysis through Type Checking
Broadly, this work seeks to detect software faults by performing dimensional
analysis through type checking programs. Type checking was first proposed by
Milner, who said, “well-typed programs cannot go wrong” [22]. Milner observed
that computer programs could be written in languages that assign types to data
structures. These types add extra information about data structures and can
be used in conjunction with a type theory to specify allowable operations and
interactions. Applying type systems to programs requires developers to add
some kind of type association, such as during variable declaration or by making
type annotations. Making type associations takes time and makes the program
more complicated, but yields benefits to developers such as fewer defects, easier
maintenance, improved usability, as has been shown empirically (see § 3.2).
At a high level, there are three parts to type checking. First, type systems
specify how types may interact while upholding desirable properties. In this work
our type system is based on dimensional analysis and the SI System of units. Next,
type associations connect identifiers in the program to a type in the type system.
Lastly, type enforcement mechanisms check that the typed program conforms to
the type systems’ rules. There are multiple ways to connect identifiers to types.
Primitives like string, float, and int are supported by many type languages and
developers associate variables to a type when the variable is declared or assigned.
When a developer seeks to associate a program identifier with a type, she
can do so in several ways, such as type support libraries, languages, or language
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extensions. For all these ways, developers must add extra information to associate
an identifier to the correct type. Ideally, a developer might have a priori knowledge
of every identifier’s type, but this is not always the case. In many situations,
such when reading or maintaining code, developers determine the correct type by
reasoning about code operations and interactions in the type domain. Developers
reason using the available evidence to infer a type for an identifier.
We define the type annotation task as follows. Let T be the set of types in
some type domain and V be the set of program variables. Then the type annotation
task is to find the function f that maps from program variables to types, such that:
f : V→ T (2.5)
We assume the set of types T contains the empty element e to account for the
case when a program variable does not have a type. Finding the type annotation
function f is usually a manual process and requires developers to find evidence to
link program variables to types.
Definition 1. Type Annotation Task: find a function from program variables to types.
There are at least four kinds of code evidence developers could use to find f
and reason about types: variable names, comments, code operations, and context.
For example, in the code:
l i n V e l = 0 . 4 2 ;
The variable name linVel provides a hint that this variable represents a linear
velocity with physical unit type meter-per-second (m s−1) because it contains the
substrings lin and Vel. The substring lin might be linear and the substring Vel
might mean velocity.
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Code comments can also contain useful clues. Consider, for example, the
comment following this code:
g o a l t o l e r a n c e = 0 . 0 1 ; / / one cm
The comment one cm, which might stand for centimeter, together with the value
0.01 provides evidence that goal tolerance’s type is meter (m).
Code operations provide evidence for how variables interact with respect to
the type domain. In the code:
x = x v e l * durat ion ;
The physical unit type of x is inferred from evidence in the expression on the
right-hand-side as the result of the multiplication expression. If x vel’s type is
linear velocity measured in meter-per-second (m s−1) and duration’s type is second
(s), then x’s type must be meter (m).
The context surrounding a variable can provide useful clues for types. For
example, domain specific libraries can define data structures with domain-defined
physical unit types that, when used with other code, create a context in which
other variables’ types can be inferred. This kind of contextual clue is used by the
type inference tool Phriky [13]. Variables that interact with shared libraries’ data
structures can then be inferred by flow. These contexts are limited in that not all
program variables come from or interact with shared libraries.
Contexts, code operations, comments, and identifier names can help developers
determine a unit type for a variable, but not all variables have a corresponding
type in the type domain (their type is e, the empty element). For example, Boolean
values (bool) and program counters (int) rarely imply a physical unit type. Some
values are dimensionless, a magnitude without physical units, such a scaling factor
or ratio.
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Determining whether a variable has a unit type is the first part of the annotation
burden, followed by assigning the correct unit type. We denote the developer
effort of time and energy to perform the type annotation task as the type annotation
burden.
Definition 2. Type Annotation Burden: The time and effort by developers to associate
an identifier to a type, if any.
2.4 Robotic Message-oriented Middleware: The Robot Operat-
ing System (ROS)
Robotic system developers recognized that a lack of a standard way to represent
ubiquitous physical data, like range sensor readings and motor actuator commands,
made software less reusable or modular [23, 3]. To improve robot software modu-
larity, in 2001 NASA’s CLARAty architecture [23] introduced a message-passing
software architecture. In this message-passing architecture, reusable libraries
specify data structures commonly used to exchange sensor and actuator values
between software components [24]. Sensor and actuator data are attributes of
classes defined in shared libraries. Shared libraries are code intended to be reused
and shared across multiple contexts, often by many separate developers. The
classes defined in shared libraries have attributes that are quantified in terms of
physical units.
This message-passing architecture has now been widely adopted by the robotics
community, especially in a popular framework called the Robot Operating System1
(ROS) [25]. ROS programs are used increasingly in both academic and industrial
1As of July 2018, ROS has +5600 citations, monthly downloads of 16 M packages and 2 M web
pageviews. Source: http://wiki.ros.org/Metrics
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robots, including industrial automation at Boeing [26] and autonomous driving
at BMW [27], and contains many variables representing quantities measured in
physical units. ROS is specified to use the SI system [28].
These variables with physical units are attributes of classes specified in shared li-
braries. For example, a shared library for navigation is nav msgs, for geometric rela-
tionships, the shared library is geometry msgs, and for sensor values, the shared li-
brary is sensor msgs. Within these libraries, there are a variety of attributes such as
geometry msgs::twist.linear.x (m s−1), nav msgs::odometry.angular.y (s−1), and
sensor msgs::imu.angular velocity covariance (s−2). Note that the ‘::’ symbol
is particular to C++ and indicates a ‘contained within’ relationship. This link be-
tween data structures and their corresponding physical units is how we can apply
dimensional analysis to programs without developer annotations..
Before ROS software is run, it is usually organized into ROS launch files.
ROS launch files are a way to organize and interconnect separate computational
concerns that together perform a unified purpose when executed. ROS launch
files can start and control part of a system, a whole system, or multiple systems.
A launch file is an XML file with named parameters that identifies separate,
individually executable binary files that will all be executed simultaneously.
The tool Haros [29], short for ‘High-Assurance ROS’ is a pluggable framework
for running static analysis tools on ROS code. Haros uses the launch file to
identify sets of files, each set is a separate compilation unit.2 As of 2019, the Haros
framework has been adopted by Open Robotics [30] (the maintainers of ROS) as
the official code analysis framework for ROS. Haros is both a static analysis tool
and an umbrella tool that runs a collection of other static analysis tools (called
2A compilation unit is code, perhaps in multiple files, that the compiler treats as one logical
unit.
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‘plugins’ in Haros). One of the key features of Haros is its ability to statically
identify how code is connected in a ROS computation graph given a ROS launch
files [31]. In § 7.8.2, we propose an extension to our work that would enable
compatibility with Haros.
Now that we have the necessary background, we turn to previous efforts that
are related to our work.
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3 Related work
Previous efforts relate to this work in several ways. We first discuss efforts related
to robot software and shared library message data structures. Next, we discuss
how dimensional analysis is applied to programs, both with and without manual
type annotations. Finally, we look at work relating to helping developers make
type annotations, the required link between program variables and type checking.
3.1 Unit Types in Robot Software
Support for standardizing the physical units used in robotic software was proposed
in 2003 by Vaughn, Gerkey, and Howard [32] expanding on the ideas of NASA’s
CLARAty architecture (see § 2.4). However, static type checking specifically for
robotics software was not implemented until 2007 by Biggs [33], to our knowl-
edge. Biggs used custom C++ type libraries to support dimensional analysis and
the technique required manual type annotations. Like Biggs’s work, we target
robotic software, but unlike Biggs’ work, we seek to be IDE-independent and type
annotation free.
The importance of standard message formats between software components
(like in the robotic middleware described in § 2.4) for checking unit interoperability
was first identified by Damevski [3], and later emphasized in robot software by
Walck et al. [34], Jung et al. [35], and Magyar et al. [24]. We exploit that ROS
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defines message structures in shared libraries that have physical unit types by
specification. This might seem to limit the applicability of our proposed approach
to just ROS programs, but we observe that other robotic message-passing-middle
frameworks beyond ROS similarly adopt this standard message-passing design
pattern, including: Orocos [36], OpenRTM [37], MOOS [38], and Yarp [39]. Because
ROS is the most commonly used of these robotic middleware frameworks, we
target ROS for impact.
3.2 Dimensional Analysis in Programs with Type Checking
In this section, we first discusses work related to type checking and its effectiveness,
then describe how type checking is used to perform dimensional analysis. Next,
we discuss methods to perform type checking both with and without developer
annotations. Lastly, we discuss methods to help developers make type annotations.
3.2.1 Type Checking and Empirical Studies of their
Effectiveness
One of the best and most time-tested methods of determining if a program has
desirable properties is type checking [40, 41, 42, 43]. Many empirical studies
confirm the benefits of type systems. Prechelt and Tichy [44] compared the impact
of static type checking on student programmers using Ansi C and K&R, where
Ansi C’s compiler type checked procedure arguments and found significantly
fewer defects in programs written with static type checking. Like this work, we are
interested in empirical measurement of types, but unlike this work we use existing
code artifacts (in § 4) rather than newly created ones and we assume a robotics
domain with physical unit types. Spiza et al. [45] demonstrated that using type
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names alone helps an API’s usability, even with no type enforcement mechanism.
Hannenberg et al. [46] showed that programs using static type checking are easier to
maintain. Rojas and Fraser’s [47] work emphasized the importance of semantically
useful names. We likewise find that variable names contain useful clues (see
§ 4.3.5), but unlike their work, we also find that a misunderstood name can lead to
incorrect type annotations and false dimensional inconsistencies. The empirically-
measured benefits of type systems can come at the cost to developers in time and
effort to make type annotations.
3.2.2 Dimensional Analysis in Programs
For physical units and dimensional analysis, in 1978 Karr and Loveman [7]1
advocated for the design of programming languages with support for unit types,
but required a separate type for every physical unit.
We instead specify physical types using a vector to represent the exponents of
the seven base SI Units, an idea first proposed by Gonzalez et al. [49], yielding a
compact representation of all possible units. Many subsequent efforts, including
this work, use this vector representation because it allows multiplication by adding
exponents. Novak et al. [50] presented a generalized algorithm for converting
between different units-of-measure. We consider units-of-measure (i.e., kilometer
vs. millimeter) to be natural extension of our work (se § 7.8.4). The next theoretical
advance came when Allen showed that physical units form an Abelian group [16]2
that can be represented as a formal language. We adopt Allen’s convention and
show physical units as a formal language (see § 2.1).
1Karr and Loveman identify Cheatham’s work [48] from 1960 as the earliest idea of incorporat-
ing dimensional analysis into programming languages.
2Abelian groups are finite or infinite sets with a binary operation (for units, multiplication) that
satisfy associativity, commutativity, closure, and have identity and inverse elements.
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Recent work by Xiang, Knight, and Sullivan [51] proposed type checking of
‘Real-World Types’ [52], a superset of dimensional analysis [19]. This includes 35
different real-world types and 97 type rules. Their analysis requires that an analyst
examine all program tokens to decide what type rules apply and what needs to be
annotated. Like their work, our work goes beyond dimensional analysis because
we also check rotational representations like quaternions, common in the robotic
domain. We also look for inconsistent use of data structures contrary to their
specification (Equation 2.4). Unlike their work, the various techniques proposed in
this work (§ 5 and § 7) do not require developer annotations.
3.2.3 Checking With Type Annotations
Most previous efforts impose both annotation burdens and toolchain burdens. The
toolchain burdens include specialized compilers or dependencies on unit type
libraries. Table 3.1 shows a summary of various efforts to enable dimensional
analysis in programming languages. As shown in the table, some languages like
F# have full language support for physical unit types and dimensional analysis
built in by design, although they require type annotations. This section addresses
methods requiring type annotations.
3.2.3.1 Full Programming Language Support.
Specialized language support for units based on the ideas of Allen [16] is built into
the Java variant Fortress [80]. More recently, unit consistency as envisioned by
Kennedy [89] has been built into F#. We observe that the open-source robotics com-
munity appears to have limited adoption of these languages, with our search [14] of
3, 484 open-source robotics repositories yielding no instances of either Fortress or
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Table 3.1: Programming Languages and Support for Dimensional Analysis.
LANGUAGE WITH TYPE ANNOTATIONS WITHOUT
ANNOTATIONS











Fortran [71] [72] [73]
Haskell [74] [75]








F# files. F# is not supported by Open Robotics (the maintainers of ROS) nor is there
an indication that support for F# is planned, and Fortress might be supported by
ROS in the future, but currently Java is supported only experimentally [90].
3.2.3.2 Programming Language Extensions.
Early efforts in the 1970-80s proposed programming language extensions to sup-
port dimensional analysis and physical unit checking of programs. All these works
extend the target language and therefore require special compiler extensions to
run. These efforts also require a type annotation for each variable representing a
physical quantity. Gehani [82, 83] proposed extending Pascal, House [85] identi-
fied that Gehani’s ideas of type consistency could be checked entirely at compile
time, Agrawal et al. [84] built a dimensional analysis package for Pascal, Manner et
al. [53] built an extension for Ada that required a separate type definition for each
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physical unit meaning that additional unit types had to be added to support
particular applications, Baldwin et al. [86] implemented physical units for Pascal,
Both Hilfinger et al. [55] and Rogers et al. [57] built Ada packages to support static
physical unit type checking. Umrigar et al. [58] created a compiler that supported
dimensional analysis on a non-standard version of C++, and Delft et al. [77] made
an extension for Java. Unlike our work, all of these efforts impose toolchain and
annotation burdens on developers. Notably, Orchard et al. [72] built a Fortran
dimensional analysis tool that identifies ‘critical variables’ that would provide the
most information when annotated and reduces the annotation burden by 80%.
Orchard et al.identify this subset by framing the annotation problem as performing
Gaussian Elimination on the set of linear equations formed by multiplication
interactions between program variables in log-space [72].
We likewise would like to explore the impact of prioritizing variables for
annotation. There have been so many ‘units-of-measure’ academic papers that
Bennich et al. [91]’ work ‘The next 700 Unit-of-Measure Checkers’ identified the
vast quantity and variety of efforts, highlighting the missed opportunities for
reusing existing analysis frameworks.
3.2.3.3 Type Libraries.
Several efforts seek to provide dimensional analysis using type libraries. Unlike
program extensions, these efforts do not require specialized compilers and instead
rely on an extensible type mechanism built into the language. These efforts create
a dependency on the type libraries themselves and still require type annotations.
Macpherson [56] built a library for dimensional analysis alone, relying on a
newer version of Ada that supported type libraries. Cmelik et al. [66] use C++
class templating to implement dimensional types that can be statically checked.
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Brown et al. [67] created a static type library for C++ tailored to the needs of the
Fermilab research institute, including modes for high-energy and quantum physics.
Jiang and Su’s Osprey [63] targets Java and uses constraint solving to infer physical
unit types for unknown variables. Schnable et al. [68] built boost::units for C++,
but our analysis of 213 open source systems in § 5 finds only 3% of systems
reference boost::units. Unlike these efforts, our work imposes no extra toolchain
or annotation burden.
3.2.3.4 Mechanism to Transform Annotations
To avoid the dependency problems with type libraries, Chen, Feng, Hills, and
Ros¸u released a series of papers [92, 93, 59, 60, 94, 61] describing a ‘Program
Rewriting’ or ‘pluggable policies’ approach to enable dimensional analysis with
static type checking. This technique still requires that developers undertake the
effort of making type annotations, but puts the annotation (or type association) in
program comments. Putting the type association in comments makes the program
compatible with the compiler without adding dependencies, thereby avoiding the
toolchain burden. Program rewriting uses type associations in these comments to
transform the program to a version that can be statically checked for dimensional
inconsistencies. Unlike their work, we encode the type association in a kind of
lookup table (see the ‘Mapping’ in § 5.2). Also unlike their approach, we infer
physical unit types from shared robot software libraries and variable names rather
than requiring developers to make type associations manually.
3.2.3.5 Specialized Tools for Domain Specific Dimensional Analysis Support.
In addition to these extensions for general programming languages, many ef-
forts built targeted support for dimensional analysis into domain-specific tools.
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Khanin et al. [95] implemented dimensional analysis in Mathematica, Antoniu et
al. [96] built a spreadsheet checker XeLda, Hinsley [97] implemented dimensional
analysis in Plancktonica—a system for biological oceanographic computing, Bro-
man et al. [98] built an extension for Modelica, Cooper et al. [99] devised a physical
units checking enforcement mechanism for the modeling tool CellML, Maehne et
al. [100] created an extension to SystemC-AMC that uses the type annotation library
boost::units to declare domain-specific types for Systems-on-Chips, such as the
micro (µ) distances, forces, and voltages. Roy et al. [101] built a tool SimCheck to
check for dimensional inconsistencies in Simulink programs unit type annotations,
and Owre et al. [102] built a tool DimSim also to check Simulink programs but with
support for compositional analysis, meaning it could reason about physical units
not previously declared as types but created through mathematical operations.
Ou et al. [103] built a type system extension for physical units in C++ related to
computer graphic rendering that implemented dimensional analysis through type
checking, but requiring type annotations. Eliasson [104] also built support for
dimensional analysis in biological models in the language CellML. Griffioen built
the Pacioli language as a proof-of-concept for statically typed matrices [105]. Nan-
jundappa et al. [106] built a correct-by-construction type extension to the modeling
language MRICDF (Multi-Rate Instantaneous Channel-connected Data Flow) used
for synthesis of embedded system software. Krings et al. [107] built a physical unit
type library for the B modeling language using annotations inside pragmas, a kind
of compiler directive.
Like these approaches, we target a particular domain (robotics), but unlike
these approaches, our method works on a general programming language C++ and
imposes no toolchain burdens. Also, unlike our work, all these extensions require
type annotations.
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3.2.4 Checking Without Type Annotations
We now discuss efforts that do not require type annotations, as seen on the
right-hand side of Table 3.1. In 2005, Gao, McCammant, and Ernst [64, 65]
proposed a method to perform dimensional analysis without annotations by
clustering program variables semantically, using dataflow analysis to determine
variable interactions, and inferring inconsistencies by detecting flow between
semantically distant clusters. The underlying assumption of their approach is
that semantic similarity metrics like WordNet [108], which is based on large-
scale analysis of natural language used on the internet, accurately identifies the
similarity or dissimilarity of program identifiers. Since this technique relies on
semantic similarities of any words, it is somewhat more general than dimensional
analysis or even real-world types. For example, their technique could detect that
adding a variable named turtle to a variable named girdle is likely inconsistent
because the words are too semantically distant. This approach was expanded in
2015 the tool Ayudante [79]. Unfortunately, Ayudante did not report an extensive
evaluation and the tool is not available to our knowledge. Like this effort, we seek
to use information in variable names and combine this with dataflow analysis.
Our investigations into this approach indicate that the greater generality of this
approach comes at a cost within the physical units domain. Although words like
‘speed’ and ‘velocity’ are semantically similar by WordNet, within the robotics
domain ‘speed ’and ‘velocity’ can mean either linear or angular movement, a
non-trivial and critical difference. Unlike their effort, we specialize for the robotics
domain.
Another similar effort is the tool UniFi [78] that infers dimensions automatically
by mining a program for contradictory variable type usages, much in the same
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manner as Lackwit [109], but for dimensional analysis. For example, if a program
contains two variables n and m, and two statements n = n+m and n = n ∗m, then
if n and m have any physical unit type there exists a dimensional inconsistency, no
matter what units n and m might have. Like those tools, we infer and propagate
abstract types through assignment and detect inconsistent usage. Unlike their
work, we can detect inconsistencies without requiring at least two contradictory
usages of the same variable. For example, our approach can detect the addition of
inconsistent units in Figure 1.1 even if these variables were used only once in this
program, whereas UniFi would not detect this inconsistency.
Several efforts infer types using uncertain information in variable names and
detect type violations such as Raychev et al. [110] and Xu et al. [111] both of which
target Python programs. Overall, we propose a technique similar to these in § 7, but
one key difference is that we model the constructive nature of physical unit types
that can create new types (derived units, discussed in § 2.1) through multiplication
and division. Our work also incorporates robotics domain knowledge that lets us
infer some physical units with very high certainty, because they are specified in
ROS message types. Dash et al. [112]’s tool RefiNym uses semantic information
in variable names to suggest type refinements. Like their work we seek to use
evidence in variable names but unlike their work we want to make an initial type
inference rather than a refinement. Hellerdoorn et al. [8] learn type patterns from
annotated TypeScript code to predict types in JavaScript. They report ≈ 70%
accuracy. Unlike their work, which uses a relatively simple type system (int,
string, etc.), the type system of physical units is more complicated. Further, they
have a large corpus (+100, 000 files) of typed code to mine whereas we do not.
Malik et al. [113] attempt to learn TypeScript types directly from identifiers, but
their 84% type prediction accuracy would cause an unacceptable number of false
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positive inconsistencies to be useful. Again, unlike their work, we do not have a
corpus from which to learn an association between identifiers and types.
3.3 Helping Developers Annotate Code with Tools
This section discusses techniques and tools to help developers make code annota-
tions, and relates to our discussion of a type annotation tool extension presented
in § 7.8.1. This related work also indicates that making manual annotations is a
burden for developers, and therefore motivates both our inquiry into quantifying
the annotation burden discussed in § 4 and our methods to apply type checking
without developer annotations in § 5 and § 7. Unlike the previous sections, the
annotations and types discussed here are broader than physical unit types, and the
analysis is not based on dimensional analysis but instead based on type checking
more generally.
3.3.1 Type Qualifiers
Type qualifiers extend an existing type system and require annotations to link iden-
tifiers to the qualified type. To help developer reason about the consequences of
applying type qualifiers, Vakilian et al. created the interactive tool Cascade [114].
The authors found that Cascade works best when the developer and automated
tool work together when compared with an automated tool working alone. Cas-
cade is ‘universal’ in that it can apply any type qualifier that works with the
Checker framework [115]. Further, Cascade is ‘speculative,’ meaning that it
shows developers the potential consequences of assigning a type qualifier while
developers add qualifier annotations. Shankar et al. [116] built a type qualifier
system and inference-based type checker for legacy C programs to detect format
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string vulnerabilities. They use a special version of C called Cqual [117] that
includes an extensible type qualifier framework. Their approach requires manual
annotation but uses flow to find tainted, unsecure strings. Like their work we
use flow and seek to detect problems with existing systems, but unlike their work
we do not require language variants or specialized compilers. Greenfieldboyce
and Foster [118] proposed a similar type qualifier inference tool for Java, called
Jqual. Jqual parameterizes the precision of the analysis, specifically for optional
context-sensitive and field-sensitive analysis. Our analysis aims at a more lightweight
analysis, leaving exploration of performance/precision trade-offs for future work.
3.3.2 Type Annotation Burden in Java and Javascript
Chalin et al. [119] report anecdotal evidence for the difficulty of annotating ‘non-
nullity’ in large Java codebases to motivate their work on automatic annotation.
Also in Java, Dietl, Ernst, and Mu¨ller [120] identify the type annotation burden as
a primary motivation for their work on static type inference for Generic Universe
Types. In JavaScript, Gao, Bird, and Barr [121] examined how type annotations
can detect bugs, and quantified their annotation burden in terms of a time tax
and token tax. The authors measured their annotation effort and reported the
time and number of tokens to annotate to detect one bug. Using their token tax
(token-annotation-per-bug) and time tax (time-per-bug), we infer their time per
single annotation to be 127.8 s for TypeScript and 135.8 s for Flow. TypeScript
and Flow are versions of JavaScript with a type system, type annotations, and
a type enforcement mechanism (described in § 2.3). In our empirical study of
developers making phyical unit type annotations in § 4.3.2, we measure a very
similar 136.0 s for a single type annotation in § 4.3.2. Generally, we assume that
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we can help developers by automatically inferring types as opposed to making
developers do all type annotations by hand. Like their work, we are interested
in the cost of type annotation, but unlike their work, we measure the time for a
population of 71 individuals and not just the three authors themselves and our
work is in a very different domain, namely, physical unit types.
This concludes our discussion of related work. In the next chapter, we discuss
an empirical study showing that developers struggle to make type annotations
correctly.
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4 Study of Developers: Better Understanding the
Type Annotation Burden
This chapter presents an empirical study of developers that measures how quickly
and accurately developers make type annotations. Type annotations are the link
between program identifiers and their corresponding type in a type system. We
discuss our research questions, methodology for the empirical study, and details
of how the study is conducted including the sample population and code artifacts.
We then present results for timing, accuracy, and an examination of how and why
developers choose particular type annotations. We finish with an examination of
code attributes that might influence the difficulty of particular annotations.
The material presented in this section extends material previously published
in [11] by presenting new results for the impact of three suggestions versus a single
suggestion.
4.1 Introduction
Type checking, as discussed in § 2.3, is one of the best and time-tested methods
of ensuring that software has desirable properties. To enable the power of type
checking, developers must have a way to associate identifiers to their corresponding
type. Traditionally, developers make this association by adding type annotations.
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Like code annotations generally, making type annotations is an onerous burden
for developers. It is burdensome for several reasons, including that developers
must first determine what needs to be annotated and then assign a correct type,
all part of the annotation burden [119] (see Definition 2). But...how burdensome? In
spite of the ‘common knowledge’ that making annotations is burdensome, we lack
empirical evidence of how and why it is burdensome. By richly characterizing
the factors that influence the difficulty of making annotations, we aim to help
researchers and tool builders better target future solutions.
We concretize this work in the physical unit type domain (see § 2.1– 2.1), which
is just one type domain amoung many that vary greatly in complexity [41]. Picking
any single type domain might threaten how our results generalize (see § 4.4.1.2).
However, no matter the type domain, we observe that developers must still reason
about how code operations impact types in the type domain.
This chapter reports on an empirical study of 83 subjects to answer these
questions about type annotations:
RQ1 How accurately do subjects assign types?
RQ2 How quickly can subjects make correct type annotations?
To address these foundational questions, we design an empirical study wherein we
show subjects a code snippet with a variable that might require a type annotation.
In our study, subjects choose a type annotation for the indicated variable from
a drop-down list of frequently occurring domain types, and then subjects are
required to provide an explanation for why they chose a type.
We believe that, in the near future, an increasing number of automated tools
will be able to suggest type annotations. In cases when automated methods cannot
determine the exact type with certainty, this leaves the developer to finalize the
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type given one or more suggestions. We find no previous work measuring the
impact of suggestions on annotation accuracy. Therefore we ask:
RQ3 What is the impact of suggestions, both beneficial and detrimental?
RQ4 How does the impact of a single suggestion compare to three sugges-
tions?
To better understand why and how developers assign a type, we pose a qualita-
tive research question:
RQ5 Why do developers choose a particular type?
We address this question by requiring subjects to provide a detailed explanation of
each type annotation, and organizing their responses using Grounded Theory [122].
Our findings are:
• Subjects’ type annotation accuracy is only 51%.
• It takes more than two minutes to make a correct type annotation (136 s), so
even smaller programs might take hours to manually annotate.
• Suggestions have a strong impact on annotation accuracy, with a single
suggestion increasing accuracy to 73% when correct and reducing accuracy
to 28% when incorrect.
• Three suggestions outperform one suggestion with respect to overall accuracy,
because three incorrect suggestions are less harmful than a single incorrect
suggestion, and three suggestions (correct first) benefits accuracy nearly as
much as one correct suggestion.
• Providing multiple suggestions does not significantly increase the time to
make a correct annotation.
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• The main reason subjects provide for assigning a type is variable names,
both for correct and incorrect annotations, while reasoning about the abstract
domain together with variable names is more likely to credited for correct
annotations.
• By analyzing code attributes, we find that making an incorrect annotation is
significantly less likely in the presence of good identifier names.
• Annotation accuracy goes down as the number of variables involved in
reasoning about the domain type assignment goes up.
• Identifying what variables need to be typed is valuable to developers.
4.2 Methodology: Accuracy, Duration, and Suggestions
Determining whether a variable has a unit type is the first part of the annotation
burden, followed by assigning the correct type from type domain. In this work,
we measure the time and accuracy of type annotations as proxies for the effort
of the type annotation burden (see § 2.3). In this section, we describe both our
research questions and how we address these questions with an experiment using
a test instrument made from code artifacts. We discuss the experimental design by
first showing how we find code artifacts from open-source repositories, then how
code artifacts become test questions, and how subjects are recruited. Finally, we
describe the phases of the study.
4.2.1 Research Questions
To better understand how developers make type annotations, we pose several
research questions. By answering these questions, we seek empirical evidence for
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the accuracy and timing of the type annotation burden, the impact of suggestions,
and the reasons developers make type annotations.
We now discuss each research question in detail.
4.2.1.1 RQ1 How Accurately Do Subjects Assign Types?
This question seeks to measure the accuracy of developers assigning types to
program identifiers. We do this for two reasons. Firstly, to determine if there is
empirical evidence supporting the claim that the type annotation task is difficult
for developers. Secondly, to establish a baseline accuracy for developers to make
type annotations without automated support, which helps quantify the expected
utility of a tool that automatically suggests types annotations.
4.2.1.2 RQ2 How Quickly Can Subjects Make Correct Type Annotations?
This question helps us better assess how much time is required to correctly
associate a type to an identifier. From this measurement, we might extrapolate
the time required to annotate whole programs, and thereby better understand the
temporal dimension of the type annotation burden.
4.2.1.3 RQ3 What is the Impact of Suggestions, Both Beneficial and
Detrimental?
Suggestions are important because we believe that developers will increasingly
work together with type annotation tools to infer and suggest types. We imagine
these kinds of tools might use sources of evidence with various degrees of certainty,
such as domain knowledge, identifiers, comments, and context [123]. These sources
could provide useful clues but are uncertain.
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4.2.1.4 RQ4 How Does the Impact of a Single Suggestion Compare to Three
Suggestions?
We ask about the impact of three suggestions to determine if there is a differ-
ence between the effects of a single suggestion and multiple suggestions. We
choose three because previous work suggests developers consider only the top few
recommendations [124].
4.2.1.5 RQ5 Why Do Developers Choose a Particular Type?
Unlike the previous research questions, RQ5 is qualitative and asks why and how
developers choose a type? In § 2.3, we identify possible sources of information
developers might use to determine a type, but this question seeks to elicit the
developer’s reasoning and thought process for making particular type assignments.
Once subjects have selected a type annotation, they are then required to provide
an open-ended explanation. We collect explanations because we want to better
understand how subjects reason about choosing a type, both when the type
annotation is correct and when it is incorrect.
These are the research questions we address in this work. The next section
describes the experiment we conduct to address these questions.
4.2.2 Experimental Setup
To answer our research questions, we design an experiment to replicate the type
annotation. We considered a range of experimental options, including an in-person
test with developers in a controlled environment. However, we reasoned that
a web-based test would allow us to ‘cast a wider net’ and recruit more subjects
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drawn from a larger pool, since in a web-based test might cost less to administer
per subject and could reach our to subjects accross the world.
We therefore design a web-based instrument that addresses all our research
questions at the same time. In our experiment, we administer to developers a
web-based test with questions based on code artifacts. Each test is a collection
of 10 questions, drawn from a pool of 20 code artifacts. We apply treatments to
questions to explore our research questions.
4.2.2.1 Type Domain and Code Artifacts
There are myriad type domains each with specific challenges and characteristics.
For all type domains, developers seeking to assign a type annotation must reason
about the abstract type and choose a type. We choose to instantiate the type
annotation task (§ 2.3) within the domain of physical unit types, described in § 2.1.
We choose physical units for several reasons: this domain is generally accessible
to anyone with some physics background and includes all software systems that
interact with real-world quantities, like robot and cyber-physical software. Further,
subjects might have some previous exposure to physical unit quantities, and we

































Figure 4.1: Process by which code artifacts are selected from the code corpus.
We collected code artifacts for our test instrument from a universe of open-
source robot and cyber-physical software (see discussion of ROS [25, 14] in § 2.4)
during February and March of 2018. As shown in Figure 4.1, this code is available
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on GitHub and repositories are selected for inclusion because some file contains a
string matching the name of a ROS library, such as ‘geometry msgs::Pose.’ The
strings that match the names of a ROS library are typically part of a C++ #include
statement. When a string matches the name of a ROS library, it is likely that the file
containing that string uses the shared data structures defined in those ROS libraries,
and therefore that file contains other variables implicitly representing physical
quantities that can be annotated with a physical unit type. In the code corpus
there are 797, 410 C++ files based on matching by case-insensitive filename suffixes
(.cpp, .c++, .cxx, .cc) from 3, 484 repositories. We narrowed these 797, 410 C++
files to 31, 928 first using the tool Phriky [13] to find C++ files containing physical
unit types using the command:
python ./phriky-units.py --only-find-files-with-units
This command uses the mechanism of recognizing ROS libraries mentioned
above. We then exclude files that did not compile because of parser errors. From
these 31, 608 files, we randomly selected functions. We only allowed functions that
met the following criterion: 1) no ‘getter’ or ‘setter’ functions; 2) more than 10
lines of code; 3) explore distinct types; and 4) code that had interactions between
different types. We established these criterion to ensure variety, capture interactions
in the type domain, and to avoid trivially easy artifacts. We repeatedly selected
and screened functions until we had 20 artifacts from 20 projects. Within each
artifact, we randomly select a variable using a random number generator to pick
line numbers within the function until we land on an assignment statement for
type annotation, reviewing the selection to ensure a variety of different types. All
code artifacts used in this study are in Appendix D.
Table 4.1 shows the most common physical unit types found in a large corpus
of open-source robot software [14], in decreasing order of frequency. In the table,
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Table 4.1: Physical unit types used in our study. COVERED indicates that a
physical unit type is a correct answer in our study.
PHYSICAL UNIT TYPE DESCRIPTION SYMBOL COVERED
meters distance m X
second time s
quaternion 3-D rotation q X
radians-per-second angular velocity rad s−1 X
meters-per-second linear velocity m s−1
radians 2-D rotation rad X
meters-per-second-squared acceleration m s−2 X
kilogram-meters-squared-per-second-squared torque kg m2 s−2 X
meters-squared area m2 X
degrees (360◦) rotation deg°
radians-per-second-squared angular acceleration rad s−2 X
meters-squared-per-second-squared velocity covariance m2 s−2 X
kilogram-meter-per-second-squared force kg m s−2
kilogram-per-second-squared-per-ampere magnetic flux density kg s−2 A−1 X
Celsius temperature ◦C
kilogram-per-second-squared spring constant kg s−2 X
kilogram-per-meter-per-second-squared air pressure kg m−1 s−2
lux luminous emittance lx
kilogram-squared-per-meter-squared-per-second-to-
the-fourth
force covariance kg2 m−2 s−4
the ‘COVERED’ column denotes whether our study used that physical unit type
as a correct answer.
4.2.2.2 Treatments
To answer our research questions, we make a small change, called a treatment, to
questions included in our online test instrument, where the difference between
these small changes helps us measure their impact on question accuracy and
timing. A sample question and artifact from our test is shown in Figure 4.2. The
code in the figure shows a callback function in a reactive software system. As
shown in the figure, we provide a visual indicator for the variable to be annotated,
and this visual indicator corresponds to the line number referenced in the question
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Figure 4.2: A code artifact used in the study. This test question shows treatment
T3, an incorrect suggestion. All code artifacts used in this work are available at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3247869 and in Appendix D.
text below the code artifact. Below the question text, the figure shows an incorrect
suggestion (treatment type T3). Other questions might have no suggestion (T1), a
correct suggestion (T2), or multiple suggestions (T4-T6). Finally, at the bottom of
the question is a drop-down box with several annotation options of physical unit
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types, discussed shortly below in § 4.2.4. We seek to approximate the annotation
task described in §2.3 by asking developers to choose a type for a variable in the
code artifact. We measure both the accuracy and time it takes for the developer to
select an annotation.
Treatments. To address our research questions, we apply to each question one of
six treatments, abbreviated as T1 through T6:
T1: No suggestion (control). A question with the suggestion section not
included. T1 is intended to approximate the base task, examining a variable and
its immediate context, and then determine which type from a type domain applies,
if any.
T2: One correct suggestion. A question with a correct suggestion immediately
above the drop-down box, where the text of the suggestion exactly matches
one option in the drop-down. The suggestion is accompanied by the caveat:
“SUGGESTION (Might not be correct).” We include this caveat to encourage subjects
to approach suggestions with skepticism.
T3: One incorrect suggestion. This treatment is identical to T2 except the
suggestion is incorrect. The incorrect suggestion has the same caveat as in T2 and
matches one option in the drop-down box. This incorrect suggestion is chosen
randomly from Table 4.1 (excluding the correct answer). Treatment T3 is shown in
Figure 4.2.
T4: Three suggestions, correct first. A question with three suggestions imme-
diately above the drop-down box. The suggestions are each on their own line and
are enumerated 1, 2, 3. All suggestions exactly match one option in the drop-down.
T5: Three suggestions, correct not first. This treatment is identical to T4
except the second or third option exactly matches an option in the drop down. We
randomly placed the correct option either second or third.
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T6: Three suggestions, none correct. This treatment is identical to T4 except
that none of the three suggestions is correct.
Treatment T1 answers both RQ1 and RQ2. T1 answers RQ1 by measuring
a baseline accuracy and answers RQ2 by measuring how long annotations take
without a suggestion. Treatment T1 is the control for RQ3 and establishes a baseline
accuracy and timing for our research question about the impact of suggestions. To
address RQ3, we compare the accuracy and timing of questions with treatment
T1 to those treatments with suggestions, T2–T6. Also addressing the portion of
RQ3 pertaining to multiple suggestions, we compare the accuracy and timing of
questions with treatment T2 (one correct suggestion) to T4 (three suggestions, first
correct), and we compare the accuracy and timing of questions with treatment T3
(one incorrect suggestion) to the union of T5 (three suggestions, correct not first)
and T6 (three suggestions, none correct). For the qualitative question, RQ5, after
every question we require subjects to provide an open-ended textual explanation
of their reasons for choosing a type. We examine all the explanations utilizing
Grounded Theory [122] to answer RQ5. Our independent variable is the kind














































Figure 4.3: Experimental design showing how code artifacts become test
instruments applied to subjects.
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4.2.2.3 Experimental Design
As shown in Figure 4.3, our experimental design is completely randomized [125],
helping to mitigate confounding effects. In this design, we randomly select
a variable to annotate in each of 20 code artifacts, creating 20 questions. We
randomly assign subsets of 10 questions from the 20 questions to create 25 tests,
balancing the tests so that each question appears the same number of times. We
then apply treatments T1–T6 randomly to questions in tests, ensuring that each
test has at least one, and no more than three, of each treatment. We then apply
tests randomly to subjects.
4.2.3 Subject Sample Population
We recruited subjects using Mechanical Turk (MTurk), an online marketplace for
labor that is popular for many kinds of empirical research [126, 127] including
software engineering [128, 129, 130]. MTurk subjects are appropriate for studies
requiring neurological diversity [131, 132], meaning that we want to capture
various ways of thinking about the task so that our results might generalize.
One caveat in collecting demographics on MTurk is that respondents have been
shown to fabricate demographic answers to qualify [133] and receive compensa-
tion. Therefore, we clearly state during demographic questions that demographic
answers will not be used to determine eligibility. We warn users to watch for
random ‘attention checks’ [134], which are simple questions designed to have an
obvious answer that could only be answered incorrectly by subjects who are not
paying attention. We ask them to watch for attention checks, because the idea of
attention checks, even without implementing them, has been shown to improve
performance (we do not assess or enforce attention).
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We pre-screen our subjects using recommended best practices that have been
shown not to bias behavioral experiments [135]. The pre-screening has three
requirements: 1) successfully complete at least 500 MTurk tasks, which means
these subjects are amoung the most the most serious turkers; 2) have at least 90%
accuracy on those tasks; and, 3) correctly complete our pretest with two annotation
questions. We pay subjects $2.00 USD to complete the pretest and $10.00 USD to
complete the main ten-question test. Paying subjects just on correct answers seems
like an incentive to provide better answers, but we do not do this because it has
been shown to be ineffective [136], meaning participants do not perform better
when rewarded financially only for correct answers. We encourage subjects not to
rush and to provide thoughtful explanations.








< 1 22 (27%) 63 (76%)
1− 5 44 (53%) 17 (20%)
5+ 17 (20%) 3 (4%)
We ask three demographic questions during the pretest to try to better under-
stand our subjects’ previous experience and to see if these demographics correlate
with performance. Table 4.2 shows a summary of the demographics for our 83
subjects. We ask about experience with (mostly) statically typed languages: “How
many years of programming experience in languages like C, C++, C#, Java?” More than
half our subjects (53%, 44/83) report 1–5 years experience with these languages.
We then ask about embedded system programming: “Years of experience program-
ming embedded systems or robotic systems or cyber-physical systems (Things that move
or sense)?” Only 24% (20/83) of subjects report one or more years of experience
with embedded systems. And thirdly, we inquire about previous experience with
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code annotation: “Have you used any code annotation frameworks?” If subjects report
having previous annotation experience, we further ask them to indicate which
frameworks they have used. Only 16% (13/83) of subjects indicate experience
with annotation frameworks such as ‘Resharper/Jetbrains’, ‘JSR 308’, and
‘SAL/MSDN’. In § 4.3.1, we examine the impact of demographics on annotation
accuracy.
4.2.4 Test Instrument Details
4.2.4.1 Type Annotations Options in the Drop-down Menu.
The contents of the drop-down menu include the 19 physical unit types listed in
Table 4.1, plus OTHER and NO UNITS. We include OTHER to allow subjects to think
beyond the options we have provided, and NO UNITS captures cases when the
variable to be annotated does not belong in the type domain. The OTHER option
is useful for less common types (i.e. kilogram-meter-squared-per-second-cubed-per-
ampere, more commonly known as voltage, an answer to one of our questions that
was correct only 33% (2/6) of the time). The NO UNITS option is important because
the type annotation task first requires developers to identify whether a variable
belongs in the domain before selecting a type. The order of the elements in the
drop-down menu is randomized every time a subject sees a question. Randomizing
the order helps mitigate the threat of response order bias [137].
4.2.4.2 Question Timing.
We instrument our web test to collect timing information for each question. Our
test consists of alternating multiple choice and open-ended questions. In the
multiple-choice question, subjects assign a type (if any) to a variable. Then in the
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open-ended questions, subjects explain why they selected that type. By tracking
how long it takes for subjects to finalize their multiple-choice type assignment
by clicking ‘next’, we can answer RQ2. The time to provide an explanation is not
included in our answers to RQ2, and although we track it, it is not part of our
results. We do not limit the time to answer individual questions and instead limit
the total test duration to four hours.
4.2.4.3 Suggestions.
We provide suggestions (as shown in Figure 4.2) to answer RQ3 and to assess
the impact of future tools that might help developers make type annotations. All
suggestions are drawn from the union of the units types in Table 4.1 along with
NO UNITS and OTHER. The exact suggestion depends on the treatment. Please see
§ 4.2.2.3 for how suggestions are used for treatments. We randomize incorrect
suggestions per test, so that each question and treatment receives an assortment of
suggestions.
4.2.4.4 Explanations.
To answer RQ5, we require subjects to provide textual explanations for why
they chose a particular type. We record explanations because we want to better
understand the sources of evidence and how that evidence is used. After subjects
have finalized their type selection, we again show them the code artifact but with
their answer and an open-ended text box. We notify subjects in the instructions
that good explanations are required to successfully complete the test.
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4.2.5 Utilized Tools
We use off-the-shelf tool in our experiments and analysis:
4.2.5.1 Phriky
Phriky [13] is a static analysis tool to detect physical unit type inconsistencies in
ROS C++ code. As shown in Figure 4.1, we only use Phriky to select the pool of
C++ files that use use as artifacts. We identify files with physical units by invoking
Phriky with the --only-find-files-with-units command line parameter.
4.2.5.2 Clang-format
Clang-format [138] is a tool to format C++ code in a standard way. As shown in
Figure 4.3, we use Clang-format to ensure that code artifacts shown to subjects are
formatted clearly and uniformly.
4.2.5.3 Qualtrics
Qualtrics [139] is a web-based survey tool. As shown in Figure 4.3, we build our
test instrument using Qualtrics and use several of its features, such as: 1) tracking
the time required by subjects to assign annotations; 2) ensuring that all questions
are answered; 3) randomizing the question order by subject; 4) randomizing the
order of options in the drop-down box for every question; 5) preventing the same
IP address from taking the test; 6) recording subject’s responses; and, 7) creating
unique IDs used to pay subjects. As shown in Figure 4.5, we use Qualtric’s API
to immediately notify us when a subject passes the pretest so we can evaluate




Mechanical Turk [9] (MTurk) is a marketplace for online labor. We use MTurk
to recruit and pay subjects for both the pretest and main test, and retain only
anonymized identifiers for remuneration as required by our IRB (# 20170817412EX,
shown in Appendix B). We use MTurk to control access to our tests using MTurk’s
‘Qualification’ mechanism where we can designate subjects as having passed the
pretest as a necessary prerequisite to see the ‘main test’ task.
4.2.5.5 MySQL
We use a relational database MySQL to organize and track tests, questions, sug-
gestions, demographics, and explanations. Our database schema is shown in
Appendix G. We use MySQL to store data, but to analyze it we use the R language.
4.2.5.6 RStudio
RStudio [140] is a statistical analysis tool that we use RStudio [141] to analyze data.
We utilized standard packages such as nnet for our binomial log-linear response
model [142](multinom), the binom package [143] for confidence internals, and the
aov function to perform ANOVA on questions about timing.
4.2.6 Study Phases
We conducted our study in April of 2018, and conducted a follow-on study in
September of 2018.
Our study has three phases: a test evaluation phase, a main test deployment






















Figure 4.4: Number of Subjects at each point during Phases Two and Three
combined.
4.2.6.1 Phase One: Evaluation and Refinement of the Test Instrument.
During the evaluation and refinement phase, we deploy an initial version of the
test to 27 subjects. This initial version has no suggestions (Treatment T1). The
purpose of this evaluation is to make sure the questions can be answered correctly
by some subjects, are not trivial, and to identify areas where our instructions were
unclear. We made several iterative improvements to our test instrument based on
this initial evaluation: 1) identified two trivial questions and replaced them with
more difficult ones; 2) added text to qualify that suggestions “Might not be correct”;
3) added to demographic questions that answers would not be used to screen
participants by adding the text “NOT GRADED OR SCORED,” in accordance with
MTurk best practices [133]; 4) visually identified the variable to be annotated using
colorblind-safe yellow markers as shown in Figure 4.2; 5) ensured that the question
order was randomized per subject; 6) modified the test so that every annotation
question was followed by a required, open-ended question about why developers
made the annotations they did. The data collected during the evaluation phase is
used only for evaluation and refinement, and all 27 evaluation test subjects were
excluded from the deployment phase of the experiment.
4.2.6.2 Phase Two: Deployment of Pretest & Main Test.
Subjects must pass a pretest and provide good explanations to qualify for our
experiment. The pretest serves several purposes. Firstly, it ensures that every
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subject has some chance to complete the annotation task in the main test, and that
the explanations will be coherent. Two pretest subjects were excluded from the
main test for providing useless explanations such as ‘asdf’ or ‘nope’ even though
they correctly identified the physical unit type. Secondly, the pretest is a kind
of tutorial and includes two practice questions to familiarize subjects with the
mechanics of the web test instrument.
4.2.6.3 Phase Three: Follow-On Survey.
As we analyzed the results from the previous phases, we realized that RQ4 would
be a natural evolution of our work, and that we had not collected the required
data. Therefore we collected these additional responses to measure the impact of
three suggestions. This phase is identical to Phase Two except that more questions
had treatments T4–T6.
Figure 4.4 shows the number of subjects in Phases Two and Three combined.
As shown in Figure 4.4, 1508 subjects started the pretest, but only 531 finished
it, indicating that many subjects opted out of the task. Of those that finished the
pretest, 32.4% of subjects (172/531) passed the pretest. For the pretest, we gave
subjects 30 minutes. As shown in Figure 4.5, after subjects complete the pretest,
we review the answers and explanations within 15 minutes and enabled subjects
to then immediately take the main test. We found that immediately qualifying
passing subjects for the main test noticeably reduced attrition. After passing the
pretest, subjects could begin the main test anytime within the next 36 hours, and
had to complete the main test within four hours once started. During Phase Two
and Three, we received 833 responses to the main test.
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Figure 4.5: Pretest review and approval process showing Qualtrics, Authors, and
MTurk.
4.3 Results
This section presents the results of our research questions presented in § 4.2.1. We
describe results for accuracy and time, then discuss the impact of suggestions, and
finish with qualitative results for why developers make the annotations they do.
4.3.1 Accuracy
Treatment T1 is the control for our experiments. In T1, subjects performed the
annotation task without suggestions. As shown in Figure 4.6, the average accuracy
for assigning unit types to identifiers is 51% (71/138), ±8.5% (Agresti-Coull) [144].
Our results strongly support the commonly-held opinion [145, 119] that the anno-
tation task is difficult without assistance.
4.3.1.1 Subjects’ Demographics Have Small Impact on Accuracy
We asked subjects about their previous experience with programming languages,
embedded systems, and annotation frameworks, as discussed in § 4.2.3. Subjects
with 5+ years of experience with programming languages (C, C++, C#, Java, 17
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subjects) had a slightly higher accuracy of 56% vs 50% for both of the other groups,
but without significance (p = 0.554). Subjects who reported the least experience
with embedded systems (N = 53) had a slightly higher accuracy of 53% compared
to 45% for subjects with 1–5 years experience, but again without significance
(p = 0.829).
RQ1 Results: Manually assigning type annotations is error-prone (51% accurate,
±8.5%).
Implication: If we rely on manual annotation alone, then type checking of
physical units will be worthless for many developers.
4.3.2 Timing
Using the accuracy of responses with the control treatment T1, we group questions
into three groups by difficulty. The groups are Easy 100%− 75% correct, Medium
75%− 25%, and Hard 25%− 0%. We grouped questions this way to explore how
difficulty correlates to other aspects, like timing and the impact of suggestions.
Detailed accuracy and timing results for questions arranged by difficulty and
treatment are shown in Appendix A, Table 9.1, including the response accuracy
(percentage and fraction) and timing (mean and median). The table shows results
by question, and the code artifacts corresponding to each question are available at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3247869 or in Appendix D.
Figure 4.7 shows the time to make a single correct type annotation, with some
outliers capped. Our timing data contains outliers, perhaps because we allowed
subjects four hours to complete the test and administered the test via the web
and therefore could not observe how subjects spent their time. To address the
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furthest outliers, we use Tukey’s interquartile ‘gate’ range method [146]. This
method specifies that values beyond k = 3 times the interquartile range plus
the third quartile (Q3) are outliers, but we use an even more conservative k = 6.
Overall, we capped two long duration responses (2/138) greater than 961 s (961 =
Q3+ k(Q3−Q1)) to 529 s, the sample mean’s 95% value.
As shown in Figure 4.7, making a single correct annotation takes 136.0 s
(median=108.6 s). Incorrect annotations take longer than correct annotations but
without significance (p = 0.184). Overall, subjects took approximately two minutes
for a single annotation for both correct and incorrect answers. The figure shows
that question difficulty appears to have the largest impact on timing for Easy and
Hard questions. Correct answers to Easy questions took an average of 112.3 s
whereas Hard questions took 219.7 s, but it should be noted that there were few
correct answers to Hard questions, so we measure no significance between the
timing for Easy and Hard correct answers (p = 0.282).
If we extrapolate from a single correct annotation taking approximately two
minutes, then the 20 randomly selected files that contained our artifacts would take
62 hours to annotate (1645 variables counted using Cppcheck version 1.80 [147]).
The smallest program in these 20 would take less than a half hour (11 variables),
and the largest would take almost eight hours (1, 645 variables).
The time required to make a correct annotation measured by our experiment
does not include the additional time required to determine what variables do not

















Figure 4.7: The quantity of time required for a single annotation question under



















RISK RATIO CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
T1 No Suggestion (control) 51% 140 72
T2 One Correct 73% 139 69
T3 One Incorrect 28% 142 58
T4 Three, 1st Correct 66% 136 66
T5 Three, Correct 2nd or 3rd 58% 146 69
T6 Three, None Correct 47% 141 69
Table 4.3: Annotation accuracy and ‘Risk Ratio’ by question
treatment. The Risk Ratio shows a 95% log-linear confidence
interval for how likely subjects are to make an incorrect type
annotation. A value of 1 means the subject has a 50% chance of
making an incorrect annotation.
RQ2 Timing Results: The type annotation task is time-intensive (mean=136.0 s,
median=108.6 s for a single variable).
Implication: Applying type annotations is time-intensive.
4.3.3 Impact of Suggestions on Accuracy
Our results for accuracy are based on responses to a multiple choice question
where the answer can either be correct or incorrect, a binomial outcome. Because
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we want to measure how treatments (suggestions) impact accuracy, we need a
mathematical model to quantify the impact. We use a binomial log-linear response
model [142]. The impact of suggestions results in a type annotation that is either
correct = 1 or incorrect = 0. The model outputs a ‘Risk Ratio’ interval that
quantifies the likelihood of choosing an incorrect type annotation because of the
treatment applied to a question.
4.3.3.1 RQ3 Results: Impact of a Single Suggestion on Accuracy
Table 4.3 shows the risk ratios for suggestions. A risk ratio >1 in our study means
an increased risk of assigning an incorrect type. The impact of suggestions varies
significantly by treatment. A single correct suggestion (T2) increases accuracy
with significance compared to no suggestions (T1) (p < 0.05). For a single correct
suggestion, the risk of annotating incorrectly is reduced on average by a factor of
0.4, meaning an increased accuracy of 73% compared to 51% with no suggestion.
The impact of a single correct suggestion is significant when compared to the
control of no suggestions (see Table 4.4).
A single incorrect suggestion (T3) increases the risk of making an incorrect
suggestion with significance compared to no suggestion (T1). Treatments T2 and
T3 are also different from each other with significance as shown in Table 4.4. When
subjects were asked to annotate a variable in the presence of a single incorrect
suggestion (treatment T3), 30% of incorrect responses (30/98) ‘took the bait’ and
answered with the provided incorrect suggestion.
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T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
T1 0.001 0.001 0.05 - -
T2 0.0001 - 0.01 0.0001




Table 4.4: Pairwise comparison of p-values of binomial Z
tests between treatments. We only show p-values where
p <= 0.05, our threshold for significance.
RQ3 Results: Suggestions have a significant impact on developer type annota-
tion accuracy—a positive impact when the suggestion is correct, and a negative
impact when incorrect.
Implication: Automated tools that can suggest type annotations could be
significantly helpful to developers.
4.3.3.2 RQ4 Results: Impact of Three Suggestions on Accuracy
To answer RQ4 and to better understand the difference between making a single
suggestion with making multiple suggestions, we examined the impact of three
suggestions with treatments T4, T5, and T6 (See § 4.2.2.3 for details on treatments).
Three suggestions, first correct (T4) is significantly more accurate than no
suggestions (T1), and when compared to a single correct suggestion we found no
statistically significant difference (see Table 4.4 for p-value comparisons). Three
suggestion with the correct suggestion 2nd or 3rd (T5) is not as helpful as a single
correct suggestion (T2), but T5 does not appear to harm accuracy since T1 and T5
are not significantly different.
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Treatment T6, three incorrect suggestions, is not as helpful as T2 or T4 (correct
suggestions first), but is also not particularly harmful when compared to T1.
Further, we measure T6 as causing significantly less detriment to accuracy than
T3, a single incorrect suggestion. Where there were three incorrect suggestions
(treatment T6), they only took the bait 12% of the time (17/147), and for three
suggestions, correct 2nd or 3rd (treatment T5), subjects’ responses matched a
suggestion 7% of the time (10/141). T5 and T6 are not significantly different than
the control, meaning that showing three suggestions with the first correct can help
and showing three with none correct is not measurably different from showing no
suggestions.
RQ3 Accuracy Results: Suggestions have a significant impact on type anno-
tation accuracy. Three suggestions (correct first) improves accuracy nearly as
much as a single correct suggestion.
Implication: Automated type annotation tools should show multiple sugges-
tions, since multiple suggestions help nearly as much as a single suggestion
when correct and three suggestions hurt significantly less when incorrect.
4.3.3.3 Accuracy by Question Difficulty
Figure 4.8 shows the range of accuracy for all treatments by question difficulty.
Correct suggestions (T2) benefit all questions compared to T1, with similar im-
provements for Hard (+33%) and Medium (+26%) questions, while only helping
Easy questions by +7%. As shown in the figure, an incorrect suggestion T3 reduces
accuracy for Easy (−53%) and Medium (−49%) questions with little impact on
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Figure 4.8: Annotation accuracy per treatment and question difficulty. The
intervals indicate 95% confidence levels.
mine the correct type annotation for a Hard question already had evidence that
eliminated the incorrect suggestion. A single correct suggestion (T2) has a similar
distribution of accuracy to three suggestions, first correct (T4). Therefore, showing
three suggestions is nearly as helpful as showing a single suggestion, as can also
be seen in the risk ratios in Table 4.3. Notice that three suggestions, none correct
(T6), causes less harm than a single incorrect suggestion (T3) for Easy and Medium
difficulty questions.
4.3.3.4 Analysis of Incorrect Answers
For incorrect answers, the most common mistake overall was NO UNITS, accounting
for 31% (115/376) of incorrect answers. This means that the subject believes that
the variable in question does not belong to the type domain of physical units. The
next most common incorrect answer was meters at 10% (37/376), followed by other
at 9% (35/376).
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Figure 4.9: Time required to provide a single correct annotation, broken down by
difficulty and treatment. The number inside each box indicates the observation
count.
4.3.4 Impact of Suggestions on Timing
Figure 4.9 shows how suggestions impact the duration required to provide correct
annotations. We examine correct annotations because we want to determine if
providing suggestions significantly delays developer’s ability to annotate correctly.
As shown in the Figure, the annotation accuracy is grouped by question diffi-
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culty along with the category All. For All, correct annotations are speediest
in treatment T2 (mean=126.1 s), compared to 33% longer with T3 (incorrect sug-
gestions, mean=168.5 s)) and 8% longer with T1 (no suggestion, mean=136.0 s).
The difference between the time between T2 and T3 is not significant (p = 0.220).
The slowest distribution of responses comes for treatment T6 (Three suggestions,
no correct answer). This might be because evaluating the incorrect suggestions
requires extra time. Overall, the time differences for all treatments lack significance,
meaning suggestions do not incur a time penalty.
Correct suggestions (T2, T4) have little impact on the timing of Easy questions.
This small impact intuitively makes sense since Easy questions are aided less
by a correct suggestion. A single correct suggestion tends to reduce the time
required for Hard questions, as shown in Figure 4.9, although this difference
lacks statistical significance because our dataset contains few (5) correct answers
to Hard questions (T1) (see Appendix A for details). Incorrect suggestions (T3) as
well as three suggestions (T4–T6) increase the tendency toward longer annotation
times for both Medium and Hard questions, but without significance.
RQ3 Impact of Suggestions on Timing: Suggestions do not impact developers’
time to make correct annotations.
Implication: An annotation tool that provides suggestions would not signifi-
cantly increase the time required to make correct annotations.
4.3.5 Qualitative Results: Clues for Choosing a Type
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GROUNDED THEORY CORRECT RESPONSES INCORRECT RESPONSES TOTAL
EXPLANATION CATEGORY T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 # %
Names only 36 54 17 40 36 27 35 20 44 23 21 20 373 48%
Math reasoning and names 20 24 18 26 32 23 5 4 12 9 10 19 202 26%
Not in type domain 4 10 1 7 8 6 19 13 25 4 18 18 133 17%
Code comments 11 9 2 5 6 5 3 - - - 2 - 43 5%
Used suggestion - 5 - 2 1 - - - 12 - 1 - 21 3%
Type depends on input - - - - - - 5 2 2 - 1 1 11 1%
Table 4.5: Summary of type annotation explanations for 783 answers.
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Annotation explanations are qualitative, unlike the results from § 4.3.1–4.3.4
that are quantitative. To better understand how and why developers choose a type
annotation, we explore the explanations subjects provided after each annotation
using a Grounded Theory [122] approach. In Grounded Theory, the goal is
to categorize all of the elements into distinct groups where each group has a
‘label’. In this approach, rather than start with pre-defined labels, we instead
examine each explanation successively in random order and assign and create
labels simultaneously so that categories emerge from the data organically. The
process is iterative, during the first iteration we identified 12 categories. With each
successive iteration we merged labels until, after three iterations, we converged
to six labels as shown in Table 4.5. Explanations might receive multiple labels,
such as a variable name reinforced by a comment. The table shows the labels we
identified broken down by treatment and whether the annotation was correct.
The most common explanation subjects gave was ‘Names only’, providing
almost half (48%) of all responses. The importance of high-quality identifiers is
well-supported [47], and our results confirm that identifiers are a significant factor
in how subjects make the semantic connection between variables and their types,
for example:
Q13: The name of the left part of the expression is msg.linear acceleration.z. I
trust the [person] who coded this and thus I think that this would be in units
of linear acceleration (meters per second squared).
Q17: At least I hope ‘torque’ is referring to torque.
Note that ‘Names only’ is also the most common explanation for incorrect
type annotations, indicating that the clues in variable names can be misleading,
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confusing, or insufficient. Our results regarding the importance of variable names
should be taken with a grain of salt, however, because every code artifact in our
study had some identifier, but not all artifacts had comments or mathematical
reasoning.
The second most common explanation is ‘Math reasoning and names,’ account-
ing for 26% of explanations, such as:
Q4: vx * cos(th) - vy * sin(th) will give a quantity in m / s. Since dt is a
quantity in seconds, multiplying by that will yield meters.
As shown in Table 4.5, subjects providing incorrect answers are less likely to
identify ‘Math reasoning and names’ as their reason for choosing a type. However,
some subjects cite math reasoning and then bungle the maths:
Q4: Meters per second times dt would cause the seconds to cancel out and the
meters to square
Where “cause...the meters to square” is not correct.
‘Not in type domain’ is the third most common explanation provided for
choosing a type (17% overall) but 73% (97/133) of these responses are incorrect. It
appears that subjects were unable to see how the variable in question belonged
to the type domain. This raises an important question in the overall process of
assigning types: which variables should be typed? It appears that future tool
developers could aide the type annotation task simply by helping find these
variables.
The fourth most commonly cited reason is ‘Code comments’ (5%), with com-
ments much more likely to be cited with correct answers (N = 36) than incorrect
answers (N = 5). Note that only 2/20 of our code artifacts contained comments
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(Q6 and Q8 in Appendix D). This might indicate that although code comments
are effective in providing a clue to the correct type annotation, the overall lack of
comments limits this as a factor.
Only 3% of explanations (21/833) explicitly say they took the provided sugges-
tion. However, this is likely only a lower bound because 63/463 (14%) of incorrect
responses matched an incorrect suggestion, and subjects might not have admitted
to using the suggestion.
Qualitative Results: The main clues for type selection are variable names and
reasoning over code operations, and names together with math operations are
more likely used in correct type annotations.
Implication: An automated method to suggested type annotations should
leverage multiple sources of evidence.
4.4 Threats
In this section we discuss both the external threats and internal threats. External
threats related to how this study might generalize, and internal threats are factors
about how we conducted the study that might bias our results.
4.4.1 External Threats
4.4.1.1 Subjects Not Representative of Developers.
Our subjects are recruited from Mechanical Turk and might not represent develop-
ers more generally, even if MTurk is appropriate for research seeking neurological
diversity [131, 132]. We mitigate this threat by requiring subjects to correctly
annotate two code artifacts during the pretest and provide good explanations for
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choosing a type. To answer the pretest questions correctly, subjects must compre-
hend code, understand the annotation task, and correctly identify the physical unit
type. However, we asked subjects to annotate code they did not write, and second,
subjects were not trained on this task. Applying type annotations to someone else’s
previously existing code can happen when developers seek to improve overall
code quality by gradually evolving untyped code into typed code [148]. Since
subjects were not specifically trained to annotate physical unit types, our results
likely underestimate the true accuracy of trained developers. Training subjects
to perform this task could improve accuracy, but we wanted to establish that the
basic annotation task is not trivially easy.
4.4.1.2 Fidelity of the Annotation Task.
We concretize this work in the domain of physical unit types as described in
§ 2.1– 2.1, and this type domain might not generalize to the type annotation
task more generally vary greatly in complexity. We note that no matter the type
domain, developers must still reason about interactions in the type system and
how code operations impact types in the type domain. Additionally, we deliver
the annotation task through a web-based test, which might not represent how
developers apply annotations in an IDE. Also, our work measures how non-authors
make type annotations, likely underestimating accuracy for authors. We observe
that our measurements apply to the case where the pre-existing, non-typed code
is gradually evolved towards greater type safety to increase reliability. To better
account for this difference in future work, we could observe code authors.
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4.4.1.3 Generality of Code Artifacts.
The code artifacts we selected might not generalize to all code that needs type
annotation. We mitigate this threat by randomly selecting code artifacts from a
corpus of 31, 928 files. Moreover, all our code artifacts are strongly-typed (C++),
although applying type annotations to non-strongly-typed languages also involves
reasoning about the type domain and how code operations impact types. We limit
the scope of analysis to functions, and the time and accuracy might differ for larger
scopes.
4.4.2 Internal Threats
4.4.2.1 MTurk Used to Recruit Subjects.
Research about using MTurk for scientific studies [133] indicates that subjects
falsify demographic data to participate and get paid. We sought to mitigate this
effect by repeatedly indicating that answers to demographic questions, including
questions about experience, would not impact eligibility for participation, and that
questions are “NOT GRADED OR SCORED.” Additionally, we screened subjects on
their ability to complete previous tasks provided a financial incentive ($2.00 USD
pretest, $10.00 USD main test) hopefully sufficient for them to undertake the task
with seriousness.
4.4.2.2 Bias from Code Context.
The code artifacts we show to subjects are limited to a function, whereas additional
context might be helpful in determining the correct type. We mitigate this threat
by testing our questions during an evaluation phase (see § 4.2.6) to ensure that it
is possible to infer the correct units with the available information.
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4.4.2.3 Classification of Questions into Easy/Medium/Hard.
We organize our results by three levels of question difficulty Easy 100 − 75%
correct, Medium 75− 25%, Hard 25− 0%. Using these three levels as defined
might distort how we present results, because our question difficulty levels are
extrinsic in practice but we use an internal measure to define them. We mitigate
this threat by exploring several groupings (two through five groups, using 66− 33%
for Medium) and finding they all exhibit similar facets of the same underlying
contours. We settled on these three groupings because they were the simplest
grouping that retains how question difficulty impacts accuracy and timing across
treatments.
4.4.2.4 Format of the Test Instrument.
We frame the type annotation task in a question and answer format, and this
format loses some of the context in which developers make type annotations,
especially as a developer gradually annotates code in a single file or project and
becomes more familiar with it. Further, we truncate 10 of 20 artifacts because they
were much longer than what would fit on a standard desktop or laptop display. We
mitigated the impact of this threat by verifying that the question could be correctly
answered using the available information during the test phase one (described in
§ 4.2.6). This format might have unforeseen impacts on subjects. We help mitigate
this threat by refining the test with visual markers.
4.4.2.5 Ordering of Suggestions by ‘Goodness’.
We did not study the impact of sorting the suggestions by ‘goodness’ or ‘closeness’,
and instead randomized the order of suggestions when possible. A real suggestion
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mechanism will likely order suggestions by some metric rather than showing
suggestions in a random order. We mitigate this by observing that suggestion
mechanisms likely will not achieve an ideal suggestion ordering, especially not
at first. Also, our experiments seek to establish baseline measurements (under
approximations) as a starting point for future refinement.
4.4.2.6 Common Names for Physical Unit Types.
Some of the physical unit types in our study have common names, such as the
type kilogram-meters-per-second-squared being more commonly known as force. In
our study, we use the fully-explicit, long form of the name. To help mitigate the
case when subjects do not connect the full name with the common name, we
examine every explanation and when subjects indicate the common name in the
explanation and select OTHER as an answer, we consider the answer to be correct.
Overall, we deemed 7/414 incorrect answers as correct because of an explanation
that correctly identifies the common name.
4.4.2.7 Duration of Test.
We allow four hours for subjects to complete the main test. During this time win-
dow, subjects might take breaks or perform other tasks. Since our test instrument
is web-based and remotely administered, we cannot distinguish between long
interludes spent thinking about questions from time spent in other activities. This
long duration might give rise to ‘ceiling effects,’ with longer overall time estimates
to complete tasks. We mitigate this threat by identifying and capping some timing
outliers (described in § 4.3.2). Its also important to note that our timing only
captures the time to choose an annotation, whereas we are aware that a developer




Some of our hypotheses that exhibit clear trends lack statistical significance
(p > 0.05) because we do not have enough responses in some categories. For
example, the timing for Hard questions indicates that they take longer to answer
correctly, but we cannot conclude that this has significance because there are few
correct answers to Hard questions. Additionally, when we segment the data by
demographics (§ 4.2.3), the samples in some segments are too small to be represen-
tative. We could address these kinds of limitations in the future by deploying more
tests and actively monitoring results during testing, to help balance the response
distributions by reassigning questions to subjects.
4.5 Discussion: Code Attributes’ Impact on Annotation Accuracy
In this section, we identify and discuss several code attributes that might impact
developers ability to make a correct type annotation. We then perform a data
analysis of how each attribute impacts accuracy and present the results.
4.5.1 Code Attributes
We examine several code attributes to determine if these features could make
type annotations more difficult. We identified five attributes. The first three are
binomial (either True or False) and the last two are real-valued, discrete quantities.
We now discuss each in more detail.
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4.5.1.1 ‘Has Good Identifiers’
For this code attribute, we examined each identifier transitively connected to the
variable to be annotated. For each of these identifiers, we determined whether the
identifiers speak to the type domain or contain substrings that contribute a useful
clue to the type. Based on the presence of these semantic clues, we designate the
question as having ‘good identifiers.’ For example, the code artifact in Figure 4.2
is designated ‘good’ because anglemsg contains the substring ‘angle’ and the
right-hand-side yaw is semantically connected to angles. These clues together
narrow the search even without considering code operations. Conversely, some
identifiers contain scant semantic meaning, such as x2, pt, k and av. Others like
tmp point out.point.x have semantic meaning but are misleading in the artifact
context (Q10) which is about force. We found ‘Good identifiers’ in 13/20 questions
(3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, in Appendix D).
4.5.1.2 ‘Is Truncated’
For this attribute, we noted whether the artifact shown to subjects in the main test
(§ 4.2.6) is truncated. We truncated some artifacts because they were significantly
longer than what could fit on a typical desktop screen (≈768 pixels) of our web-
based survey instrument. At most we showed 36 LOC. Artifacts are truncated in
10 of 20 questions (4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, in Appendix D).
4.5.1.3 ‘Requires Multiline Reasoning’
For this attribute, we noted whether the operations impacting the type of the
variable to be annotated are contained within a single line. The artifact shown
in Figure 4.2 requires multi-line reasoning because only by considering the code
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operations on lines 55 and 56 can the type on line 48 be determined to be radians
and not degrees 360. Multiline reasoning is required for 9/20 questions (1, 3, 4, 6,
7, 10, 15, 19, 20, in Appendix D).
4.5.1.4 LOC in Artifact
For this attribute, we count the number of non-blank, non-comment lines of code
in each artifact using Cloc [149], a code lines counting tool. Unlike the previous
code attributes, this attribute is not binomial but real-valued. The 20 artifacts have
a 19.6 LOC on average (σ = 10.0).
4.5.1.5 Number of Variables Involved with Type Annotation
For this attribute, we compute the number of variables that participate in the
reasoning by starting with the variable to be annotated and counting all variables
in the backwards data dependence slice within the code artifact. We do this
because the number of variables that are transitively involved might correlate with
complexity of the reasoning, and the more ways that reasoning can go wrong. The
20 artifacts have an average of 4.8 variables involved (σ = 4.3).
4.5.2 Results of Code Attributes’ Impact
Figure 4.10 shows how some binomial (True or False) code attributes impact
accuracy for responses to questions without suggestions (T1). We conducted this
analysis a posteriori to explore how these code attributes impact accuracy. As shown
in Figure 4.10, of the code attributes we examined, only ‘Has Good Identifiers’
appears to have an effect on accuracy but with only 90% confidence (p = 0.08)1,
yet again emphasizing the value of high-quality identifiers. Likewise, truncated
1In all other parts of this work, our significance threshold is p < 0.05, denoting 95% confidence.
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artifacts do not have a significant impact (p = 0.18) but this might be worth further
consideration in future studies that measure whether withholding the surrounding
context negatively impacts accuracy. We did not measure a significant impact for
‘Requires Multiline Reasoning’ (p = 0.26), which we found surprising because of
anecdotal experiences with particularly challenging type annotations that required
multi-line reasoning. We save further refinement of the role of context in type
annotation accuracy for future work.
Figure 4.11 shows the negligible impact of increasing lines of code in the code
artifact. However, as shown in Figure 4.12, the number of variable involved shows
negative correlation with accuracy, indicating the difficulty developers face when
annotating a variable that depends on the interplay of several elements of the
type domain. Note that we only have 20 code samples and that having a small
number of instances with larger variables might bias the correlation. Further note
that if we remove the observations with the largest numbers of variables then the
correlation is close to zero. As shown in the figure, the more variables involved in
an annotation, the more difficult it is to assign a type annotation correctly. This
might be a way to rank variables needing annotation by difficulty.
All of these code attributes very likely require further, larger-scale studies to
definitively characterize their impact on accuracy.
Summary
In this chapter we presented work that, to our knowledge, is the first to quantify the
type annotation burden. This work contributes to the limited empirical evidence in
the literature about code annotation more generally. We analyzed code attributes









































Figure 4.11: Accuracy by lines of




























Figure 4.12: Accuracy by the
number of variables involved.
identifiers to annotation type accuracy. We also examined code attributes such as
‘requires multi-line reasoning’, the size of the code artifact in LOC, and the number
of variables involved.
Our work strongly supports that type annotations are difficult for developers to
assign correctly and that correct suggestions significantly improve accuracy. here-
fore, the next chapter examines a method to help developers detect dimensional
inconsistencies without developer annotations.
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5 Method to Infer Types without Developer
Annotations
Since dimensional inconsistencies are a real hazard to robot software, but type
annotations are difficult for developers, we develop an approach to automatically
infer types for some program variables and detect dimensional inconsistencies
without developer annotations.
In this chapter, we identify the challenges in automatically inferring physical
unit types, propose a method that exploits an architectural feature of robot message-
passing middleware, describe our implementation of our method in a tool Phriky,
evaluate Phriky on a corpus of open-source robot software, and identify threats
and limitations of this approach.
The work presented in this section was previously published in [12].
5.1 Challenges
The challenge of this approach is to find a source of physical unit type information
while imposing neither the hassle of manual annotations nor the burden or a
specialized toolchain. This approach capitalizes on an architectural feature of
ROS [25] as discussed in § 2.4. Our approach requires a one-time effort of building
a mapping from attributes in shared libraries in ROS to units (instead of annotating
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every program that uses the shared library). As our approach analyzes a program,
the mapping enables the automatic annotation of program variables with physical
units, and applies rules from dimensional analysis to detect dimensional incon-
sistencies. The challenge is to yield a low-enough false-positive rate to justify the
value of its findings1.
5.2 Approach Overview
5.2.1 One-time Mapping from Class Attributes in Shared
Program Libraries to Units.
The goal of mapping is to assign physical units to physical attributes in shared
libraries. By physical attributes we mean class attributes or fields, structures, and
class function return values found in shared libraries that represent quantities
measured in physical units. For example, Figure 5.1 shows the contents of the
Inertia.msg data structure from the shared library geometry msgs. As shown in
the figure, the variable m is a physical attribute of the message class with physical
unit type kilogram (kg). The attribute com references another data structure Vector3,
which can take on different physical units depending on the context and itself has
attributes x, y, and z. As an attribute of the Inertia message, com’s attributes all
have the physical unit type meters (m). Likewise, the attributes ixx–izz all have
units kilogramm2. Unfortunately, most ROS message structures do not include
units in the comments for each attribute, but instead the physical meaning of the
attributes is described in the documentation for the shared library.
Rather than annotating physical attributes at the point they are defined in
shared libraries, this approach instead decouples this ‘mapping’ between physical
1Both Bessey and Hovemeyer et al. used < 20% as a baseline [150, 151]
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Figure 5.1: Inertial message class from shared library geometry msgs.
attributes and units from the shared libraries. By decoupling the relationship
between shared class attributes and physical units from the shared libraries, system
developers do not need annotated copies of those libraries, reducing the toolchain
burden. Further, this avoids the reliance on unit-aware type libraries, compilers,
or languages—all of which hinder re-use. When compared to individual system
developers annotating program variables with physical units at declaration, this
approach requires a single effort that can be broadly reused to enable dimensional
inconsistency detection in every system that uses those shared libraries. This
approach has larger benefits at larger scales. Overall, the purpose of mapping is
to achieve the same effect as if the entire user base of the shared libraries were to
agree to apply physical unit types in the shared libraries.
More formally, the mapping is a binary relation between two sets: the set
of physical attributes PHYS ATTRIB (where physical attributes are identified by
fully qualified names (FQNs) in the shared libraries) and the set of unit types ut
(Equation 2.1):
Rmapping ⊆ (PHYS ATTRIB× ut) (5.1)
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We implement this binary relation Rmapping as a lookup table for ROS message
types. The complete mapping is shown in Appendix C.
5.2.2 External Mapping Cost.
The upfront effort to create the external mapping is slightly more than applying
in-line, manual type annotations to physical attributes in shared libraries, because
of the effort to encode the mapping in an external data structure that can be used
programmatically. This additional effort is justified by the benefits mentioned
above. Compared to annotating attributes in shared libraries, an external mapping
introduces no reliance on unit-aware type libraries, compilers, or languages. When
compared to annotating programs that use shared libraries, the single effort to
create the mapping is much less than the repeated effort by every system developer
to separately annotate program variable declarations for those shared libraries.
Creating the core mapping took 3-4 days and was aided because of our extensive
familiarity with ROS. An initial investigation of similar cyber-physical middleware
like OROCOS [36], OpenRTM [37], MOOS [38], and YARP [39] indicates that a
mapping for these domains would require a similar effort. In total, we mapped
246 total physical attributes (class attributes or function return values) from 82
classes across 7 shared libraries, as shown in Appendix C. These physical attributes
mapped to 17 distinct derived units. Finally, we encoded the fully qualified name
of the physical attributes and its corresponding physical unit to create the mapping.
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5.2.3 Algorithm for Lightweight Detection of Unit
Inconsistencies
Using this mapping, we present an algorithm LightweightDetectDimensional-
Inconsistency (Algorithm 1) for dimensional inconsistency detection utilizing
this mapping. Some functions of Algorithm 1 that require further explanation are
described in the text below.
The analysis examines a program one procedure at a time and is flow-sensitive,
path-insensitive, context-insensitive, and intra-procedural. Flow-sensitive means
the analysis takes into account the sequential order of statements. Path-insensitive
means the analysis does not consider how branch outcomes can result in different
program states. Context-insensitive means the analysis does not consider the
calling context for procedures, and therefore is intra-procedural. Although the
analysis is intra-procedural, it analyzes procedures in reverse call-graph order so
we can know what units a procedure returns, if any. In these cases, the approach
applies the units returned by the function at its call point. Note that for math
procedures like atan2 we encode the return units, radians, into the mapping (see
Appendix C Table 9.3 for details). Further, the analysis accumulates information
about globally scoped variables during analysis.
A dataflow analysis is often defined using states, a transfer function, a lattice,
and a join operation [152]. The states represent knowledge at entry/exit points of
blocks, a transfer function calculates changes to the state during that block, the
lattice represents all possible abstract states arranged in a power-set hierarchy, and
the join function calculates the state at the entry to a block by ‘joining’ the states
that flow into that block in the control flow graph. In contrast, the analysis has only
a single state (as opposed to multiple states that must be joined), State, that enters
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and exits every statement. We have a single state because our analysis is path-
insensitive, meaning we never split the state at branches. State is a set of tuples
representing variable unit assignments, {(var, {units}), ...} where var ∈ VAR, the
set of program variables and {units} ⊂ ut, the unit type language of Equation 2.1.
A power-set lattice representation of the abstract state is a poor fit because physical
units form an Abelian group, and therefore have no ‘top’ or ‘bottom,’ and therefore
we instead use a unit type language (Equation 2.1).
Statements are analyzed sequentially (flow sensitive) without regard to control
flow (path insensitive). At a program point, the units of a variable in State are
the union of: 1) any units specified by the mapping because the variable is of a
type that belongs to a shared library and represents a physical class attribute; 2)
previous unit assignments. The transfer function from before a statement (the ‘in’
state) to after the statement (the ‘out’ state) is the union of: 1) the previous state; 2)
the evaluation of the units resulting from the RHS expression of assignment and
return statements. Since there is only one state, the join operation is unnecessary.
If a program path branches, and a variable were assigned different units based
on the branch taken, then the analysis reports an ‘Assignment of Multiple Units’
inconsistency (see § 2.2.1). This would be a false positive because the analysis over-
approximates the space of possible executions, but it still is likely bad programming
hygiene to use the one variable to mean two different physical concepts.
5.2.3.1 Algorithm Overview.
Algorithm 1 takes as input a program P and relation Rmapping from Equation 5.1.
During the loop in lines 5-10, the algorithm processes each program statement
once. It detects the three kinds of dimensional inconsistencies (see § 2.2) in two
ways: 1) within a statement for addition/comparison inconsistencies; and 2) by
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Algorithm 1 Lightweight physical dimensional inconsistency detection over pro-
gram P
Require: Program P and unit mapping Rmapping.
Ensure: Set of inconsistencies.
1: function LightweightDetectDimensionalInconsistency(P,Rmapping)
2: DI ← ∅ . Dimensional Inconsistencies
3: State ← ∅
4: sortedFunctions ← Preprocess(P)
5: for f unction ∈ sortedFunctions do
6: for statement ∈ f unction do
7: statement ← AnnotateWithUnits(statement, State,Rmapping)
8: statement ← EvaluateExpressions(statement)
9: DI ← DI ∪ DetectExpInconsistency(statement)
10: State ← State ∪ TransferFunction(statement)
11: DI ← DI ∪ DetectMultipleUnitInconsistencies(State)
12: return DI
13: function TransferFunction(statement)
14: newUnits ← getRHSUnits(statement)
15: if newUnits = ∅ then
16: return ∅
17: if isAssignment(statement) then
18: return {(getLHSVar(statement), newUnits)}
19: else if isReturn(statement) then
20: return {( f unctionName, newUnits)}
21: return ∅
analyzing variables in the final version of State for multiple unit assignments to
one variable.
Preprocess. In line 4, the algorithm preprocesses program P by constructing a
context-insensitive call graph (without alias analysis) and performing a reverse
topological sort, to analyze functions bottom-up. If the call graph contains a cycle,
an edge of the cycle is removed from the call graph until no cycles are found. If
the topological sort yields a partial order, the approach breaks ties arbitrarily and
examines only the first ordering for simplicity and because we do not seek for our
analysis to be sound. We examined multiple orderings on several sample programs
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and did not find differences signifiant enough to justify making the analysis 5-10
times slower for negligible gains. The output is an ordered list of functions.
AnnotateWithUnits. In line 7, this function traverses a statement’s Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST) and applies unit annotations to variables, when possible. We
assume the existence of a relation between the set of program variables VAR and
the set of physical attributes PHYS ATTRIB:
RtypeOf ⊆ (VAR× PHYS ATTRIB) (5.2)
The relation in Equation 5.2 is commonly provided by a compiler front end,
and in Phriky this is provided by Cppcheck [147]. Using the composition of this
relation with the mapping from Equation 5.1 we have:
RunitsOf ≡ (Rmapping ◦ RtypeOf) ⊆ (VAR× ut) (5.3)
Where RunitsOf is the composition of the relations in Equation 5.1 and Equa-
tion 5.2, thereby linking program variables to units.
Program variables can be annotated with units from either a prior assignment
statement listed in State or when the variable’s type is found in RunitsOf . The
function AnnotateWithUnits first checks for units in State and if no units
are found, checks RunitsOf . If neither structure yields units, then the variable is
annotated with δ, the unknown unit. An example of unit annotation using RunitsOf
is shown in the dotted boxes of Figure 5.2. These variables can be annotated
because their variable type belongs to the shared library geometry msgs that
declares a class WrenchStamped with physical class attributes included in Rmapping.
The composed relation RunitsOf connects variable force.x to the units kg m s−2.
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EvaluateExpressions. This function visits a statement’s AST and attempts to
resolve the units of expressions using the unit resolution rules shown in Table 5.1.
It works from the leaves up, matching expressions to unit resolution rules and
annotating the interior nodes of the AST with units. It continues to apply unit
resolution rules in a loop until no changes are made. These rules apply when
variables or expressions with units are combined and manipulated.
Note an important difference between the rule for multiplication and the one
for addition: during multiplication, if one operand has known units but the other
is δ, the unknown unit, we pessimistically assume the result is unknown; during
addition, if one operand is known and the other is δ, we optimistically assume the
result is the known unit. The reason multiplication is pessimistic is that there is
only one way for multiplication to yield the same units, and many ways for the
result to be different. Multiplication only yields the same units when multiplied
by a scalar with unity as the unit, and assuming that every unknown variable
involved in multiplication is a scalar leads to many false positives. The reason
addition (and equivalently subtraction) is optimistic is that the resulting sum must
have the same units as the known operand or be inconsistent, and we cannot
conclude the sum is inconsistent because δ is unknown. Further, any subsequent
dimensional inconsistency based on an optimistic assumption about the physical
unit type resulting from addition must still be valid because of Euclid’s first axiom:
“things that are equal to the same thing are equal to each other.”
An example of how the function EvaluateExpressions works is shown in
Figure 5.2. The units in the dotted boxes were applied in AnnotateWithUnits,
and the three multiplications near the bottom of the AST match the multiplication
rule in Table 5.1. By the multiplication rule, we add the exponents of the units of
the operands, yielding the unit annotations on the three ‘∗’ symbols. Next, the
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rules match the ‘+’ symbol up the tree, and apply the addition resolution rule,
yielding the union of the operands’ units. This function continues to apply unit
resolution rules until no more changes can be made. This function only adds
additional unit annotations and does not detect dimensional inconsistency in the
expressions, which happens in the next function.
DetectExpInconsistency. This function applies the unit consistency tests from
Equation 2.2 (addition) and Equation 2.3 (comparison) to expressions within a
single statement. This function scans a statement’s AST looking for inconsistencies
like those in Figures 1.1,2.2,2.3, and 5.2. The example in Figure 5.2 shows an
dimensional inconsistency detected while evaluating an addition expression.
As shown in Table 5.1, the dimensional inconsistency detection has a ‘confi-
dence’ that can be either High or Low, High if the units of all variables in the
expression are known and Low if the expression contains δ, the unknown unit.
Figure 5.2 shows the detection of inconsistent addition of kg2 m2 s−4 to kg2 m4 s−4
with High confidence.
TransferFunction. The transfer function in this analysis can only add new infor-
mation to the state, and only for assignment or return statements. For assignment
statements, the function getRHSunits at line 14 simply returns the units annotat-
ing the ‘=’, and otherwise returns the empty set. In line 10 of Algorithm 1, State
is updated as the union of State and the output of TransferFunction.
DetectMultipleUnitInconsistencies. Scanning State at line 11 of Algorithm 1
can reveal assignment of multiple units inconsistencies. This kind of inconsistency
comes from two sources 1) variables assigned units contrary to their specification
in the Rmapping; and 2) variables assigned different units at different points in the
program.
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When State contains multiple units for a variable this function reports incon-
sistencies with either Low or High confidence, based on the presence of δ in a
variable’s units. This function reports High confidence if at least two units without
δ are assigned to a program variable.
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EXPRESSION CONDITION RESULT INCONSISTENT CONFIDENCE
ut1{∗,÷}ut2 ut3 =add/subtract exponents of ut1 and ut2
ut1{∗,÷}δ ut1 ∗ δ (pessimistic)
ut1{+,−}ut2 ut1 = ut2 ut1
ut1{+,−}ut2 ut1 6= ut2 ut1 ∪ ut2 Yes, by Equation 2.2 High
ut1{+,−}δ ∗ ut2 ut1 6= ut2 ut1 ∪ δ ∗ ut2 Yes, by Equation 2.2 Low
ut1{+,−}δ ut1 (optimistic)
pow(ut1, n) n ∈ R multiple each ut1 exponent by n
sqrt(ut1) divide each ut1 exponent by 2
sqrt(δ) δ
ut1{<,>,≥,≤, 6=}ut2 ut1 = ut2 none
ut1{<,>,≥,≤, 6=}ut2 ut1 6= ut2 none Yes, by Equation 2.3 High
ut1{<,>,≥,≤, 6=}δ ∗ ut2 ut1 6= ut2 none Yes, by Equation 2.3 Low
ut1{<,>,≥,≤, 6=}δ none
{ f loor, ceil, ( f )abs}(ut1) ut1
{min, max}(ut1, ut2) ut1 ∪ ut2
{min, max}(ut1, δ) ut1
(Boolean) ? ut1 : ut2 ut1 ∪ ut2 (ternary operator)
Table 5.1: Unit resolution rules used in Algorithm 1 function EvaluateExpressions on line 8, and the inconsistency
rules are used to detect addition/comparison inconsistencies in function DetectExpInconsistency on line 9.
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Figure 5.2: Example of a statement’s AST from the code in Figure 2.3 with the
shared class fully qualified name WrenchStamped::wrench omitted for simplicity.
Figure shows unit annotation of variables by the relation RunitsOf (dotted boxes),
and evaluation of expressions’ units toward the root by unit resolution rules in
Table 5.1 (solid boxes).
5.3 Implementation: Phriky
We implement the approach from § 5.2 in a tool call Phriky. Our implementation
detects dimensional inconsistencies in C++ code written for ROS. We explored the
trade-offs between precision, speed, and scalability and aimed for a lightweight
analysis. The architecture follows the approach, is implemented in 3, 300 lines of
python, and can be run from the command-line.
Phriky utilizes Cppcheck as a C++ preprocessor and parser [147], invoked with
default parameters and includes directories:
cppcheck --dump -I ../include myfile.cpp
The dump option generates an XML file containing:
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1. Every program statement as a separate abstract syntax tree.
2. Token list.
3. Symbol database including functions, variables, classes, and all scopes.
Cppcheck can explore multiple compilation configurations (different #define
values), but in the reported results we only consider the default system configura-
tion. We considered using a more powerful preprocessor and parser framework,
Clang, and then implementing our analysis as a Clang plugin, but instead chose
Cppcheck because Cppcheck works even without a complete compilation unit.
Having results without a complete compilation unit allows us to analyze a wide
variety of open-source code without having to resolve all its dependencies. Phriky
also uses NetworkX [153] to topologically sort the call graph.
We use a visitor pattern in each statement’s AST to apply units and evaluate
expressions with unit resolution rules. During implementation, we realized that
radian and quaternion require special handling: during multiplication, radian and
quaternion act as unity since their units are meters-per-meter as discussed in § 2.1;
during addition, they are ‘coherent units of measure’ [17], meaning that they
cannot be added to a dissimilar unit, even though they are dimensionless.
An example inconsistency message for the code in Figure 2.3 reads:
Addition of inconsistent units on line 1094 with High confidence.
Attempting to add kg2m2s−4 to kg2m4s−4.
We consolidate error messages to report only the first dimensional inconsistency
for a particular variable.
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5.3.1 Termination and Complexity of Phriky
Preprocessing requires a linear pass over the program to construct the context-
insensitive call graph, and topologically sorting the call graph is O(|V|+ |E|) with
a worst case O(|E2|) when detecting and removing cycles. The loop in lines 5-10
analyzes each statement once and is linear in the size of the input program AST.
Annotating a statement’s variables with units, evaluating expressions, detecting
expression dimensional inconsistencies, and the transfer function are linear in
the size of a statement’s AST. After the loop, detecting multiple dimensional in-
consistencies requires a linear scan of State, and State is as large as the number
of program variables. Putting it all together, the worst case for the algorithm is
quadratic in time and space. Termination is guaranteed because EvaluateExpres-
sions (see § 5.2.3.1) applies unit resolution rules at most h times where h is the
height of a statement’s AST.
5.4 Research Questions
We ask:
• RQ6: How effective is Phriky at detecting dimensional inconsistencies?
• RQ7: Are the dimensional inconsistencies detected by Phriky problematic to
real robotic system developers?
We ask RQ6 to better understand how effective Phriky is at detecting these
kinds of inconsistencies. We ask RQ7 to better understand the relevance of these
kinds of inconsistencies to real robot software developers.
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CORPUS SOURCE # of REPOSITORIES
Total ROS.org “Indigo” Projects Links 2416
Live Git Repos 649 of 2416
Git REPOS with C++ FILES 436 of 649
REPOS with C++ FILES AND ROS UNITS 213 of 436
Table 5.2: ROS Open-Source Repositories
5.5 Results
To answer RQ6 we run Phriky on a corpus of publicly available robotic systems
and then hand-label the results as True and False Positives.
5.5.1 Analysis of Robotic Software Corpus
The maintainers of ROS published a list of public software repositories using ROS
in academic and industrial robots. The list, published at http://www.ros.org/
browse/list.php, includes projects at various stages of development, and for a
wide variety of purposes: mobile robot navigation, collision detection libraries
for robotic arms, drivers for depth cameras, control software for flying robots—a
diverse set.
Table 5.2 shows statistics about this corpus. At the time we gathered this corpus
in early 2017, there were 2, 416 projects linked from the ‘Indigo’ version of ROS.
Of these 2, 416 links, 649 were linked to live Git repositories. ROS supports C++,
Python, and a few projects with LISP and Java, but the majority are in C++, so
we focused on those. Of the 649 live Git repositories, 436 contained C++ files. Of
these 436, we found 213 repositories with systems containing shared libraries
with physical attributes. For this initial work, we proceed with all ROS geometry,
navigation, transform, sensor, and time libraries.
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High Confidence Low Confidence
INCONSISTENCY TYPE TP FP TP% TP FP TP%
Assignment of Multiple Units 33 6 85% 55 83 40%
Addition of Inconsistent Units 5 0 100% 9 20 31%
Comparison of Inconsistent Units 2 0 100% 0 4 0%
TOTAL 40 6 87% 64 107 37%
Table 5.3: Classification of dimensional inconsistencies found by Phriky. Note:
this table presents precision and not recall, because recall requires false negatives
(FN) that are unknown in our corpus.
Figure 5.3: Figure showing a cross-product
operation, a False Positive corner case.
5.5.2 RQ6 Results: Phriky Effectiveness
We individually examined each inconsistency reported by Phriky, reviewing the
source code surrounding each reported line, and labeled each one as either ‘True
Positive’ (TP) or ‘False Positive’ (FP). Note that labeling inconsistencies as TP or FP
lets us calculate precision, but the number of ‘False Negatives’ (FN) is unknown
and therefore we cannot calculate recall (see § 8.2.2). This labeling process required
several rounds of iterations as the analysis of some inconsistencies led us to
question and re-analyze previous labels.
Our results are summarized in Table 5.3. The overall TP rate, computed as
TP% = 100 ∗ TP/(TP + FP), for High confidence dimensional inconsistencies is
87%. This includes the three types of inconsistencies (see § 2.2), assignment of
multiple units, comparison of inconsistent units, and addition of inconsistent units.
As we noted earlier, for one of the cases where we contacted the authors of the code
for clarification, shown in Figure 1.1, the inconsistency was acknowledged as a fault
by the developers within 90 minutes and patched within 36 hours. Within the High
confidence TP, we found a TP rate of 84.6% for variables assigned multiple units.
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The False Positives with High confidence all detect redundant implementations of
vector cross-products and outer-products that are already provided by the ROS
API, where meters-squared intentionally equals meters. Figure 5.3 contains one such
case in line 90, which is frequently used and deemed correct by system developers.
In general, Phriky handles vectors like any other quantity and detects inconsistent
addition, comparison, and assignment. We believe we could modify Phriky to
detect and ignore this special case, but we would have to be careful not to blind
Phriky to unintentional assignments of meters-squared to meters, therefore for now
we accept these kinds of FP.
The overall TP rate for Low confidence dimensional inconsistencies is 37.45%,
with about 50% more low confidence TP (64) than High confidence TP (40). The
low TP rate is caused mainly by the large number of variables and constants with
implicit units not found in the mapping.
5.5.2.1 Causes of “Assignment of Multiple Units” Inconsistencies
We observe that “Assignment of Multiple Units” inconsistencies can have at least
two distinct causes:
1. Variable re-use (like temp variables).
2. Disagreement between the units defined in the mapping (from the documen-
tation) and the actual units used.
Variable re-use was identified as one category of causes of dimensional in-
consistencies by Jiang and Su [63], where they broadly identified the kinds of
dimensional inconsistencies in programs. However, disagreements between a
data structure’s specification and its use was not identified by Jiang and Su likely
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because they were not present in the software artifacts they examined. The first to
identify software component interfaces as a source of dimensional inconsistencies
was Damevski [3], to our knowledge.
We currently do not distinguish between these causes but believe they could be
separated automatically by observing whether the units come directly from the
mapping and whether they are assigned only one kind of unit in the program.
5.5.3 RQ7 Results: Developer Survey
We conducted a survey to obtain an initial assessment of whether these kinds of
dimensional inconsistencies are problematic to robotic software developers. Specif-
ically, some dimensional inconsistencies, like variable reuse and using a physical
attribute to store a quantity against its specification, might be poor programming
style, but also might not warrant a high-priority bug report. Therefore we wanted
to assess the severity of these kinds of inconsistencies. Our survey instrument
consists of eight questions (see Appendix E for the complete survey), each showing
a code artifact similar to those in Figures 1.1 and 2.3, drawn from dimensional
inconsistencies detected by Phriky.
For each code artifact, we asked “Is the dimensional inconsistency on line [X]
problematic (e.g., cause failures, increase cost of maintenance, make code more difficult to
understand, or introduce interoperability problems)?”, with a choice of responses: ‘yes’,
‘maybe’, and ‘no’. After each question, the respondents could add an open-ended
explanation. The order of the questions was randomized for each respondent.
The target population for our survey included either heads of academic robotics
research labs or their senior research associates. These labs publish regularly in top
robotic conferences and use ROS extensively. We sent our survey to ten labs and
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Table 5.4: Summary of survey responses to whether dimensional inconsistencies
found by Phriky are ‘problematic.’
Question # YES MAYBE NO
1 6 2 2
2 8 1 1
3 3 5 2
4 9 0 1
5 6 3 1
6 (Figure 5.4) 2 8 0
7 (Figure 2.3) 7 3 0
8 4 5 1
TOTALS 45 27 8
% 56% 34% 10%
received ten responses from six of the labs. We recognize the sample population
size is small and may not generalize, and a larger, more nuanced study might be
justified in the future.
Our results are shown in detail in Table 5.4. Overall, 56% of responses indicate
that ‘yes’, these dimensional inconsistencies are problematic. The ‘yes’ responses
included explanations from ‘The addition of different units means nothing in real world’
to ‘just bad programming.’ This fits with our assessment that many dimensional
inconsistencies require attention or at least special explicit justification.
The ‘maybe’ responses (34%) included explanations, such as ‘If the angular radius
is unity, then OK, otherwise could lead to error’, identifying a special case when the
code could be correct, or ‘I don’t know when you’d like to compute this.’ Several ‘maybe’
responses indicated the possibility of a special circumstance when the dimensional
inconsistency might not be problematic. In these cases Phriky indicates a possible
constraint on the circumstances under which the code behaves correctly, and for
the dimensional inconsistencies detected by Phriky, these special circumstances
were never mentioned in the code comments, to our knowledge.
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Figure 5.4: Inconsistent assignment.
Of ‘no’ responses (not problematic), half came from one respondent (4 of 8),
who explained: ‘The problem I see is that the proposed method will get hung up in
hacks that actually are workable solutions and it might be impossible for the average coder
to fix these issues.’ We contend that detecting ‘workable’ ‘hacks’ is still valuable,
especially for junior developers lacking the hard-earned experience necessary to
recognize them in the first place.
Questions 6 and 7 from Table 5.4 of the survey are also presented in this work
as Figure 5.4 and 2.3. Notice for question 6 that most respondents said ‘maybe’,
and this code artifact shows dimensional inconsistency by assignment to a data
type with a different physical unit specification, which is perhaps more an issue of
code maintenance and reuse since it only uses a technically incorrect data container.
However in question 7 (Figure 2.3) most respondents said ‘yes problematic’, and
this code artifact contains addition of inconsistent units, which is perhaps more
concerning because it might be incorrect. We believe that identifying both of these
kinds of dimensional inconsistencies has value to system developers.
At the end of the survey we let respondents write an open-ended ‘overall’ feed-
back to these kinds of dimensional inconsistencies. The most critical respondent
stated ‘Overall a lot of dimensional inconsistencies will happen for control or optimization
reasons and sometimes ... cannot be avoided,’ while the most laudatory stated ’This tool
is amazing! At the very worst, it find out questionable programming practice that needs
additional documentation. Most of the time, it finds bugs or hacky heuristics.’
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Overall, is spite of the limited size our population, and that this population does
not represent industrial system developers, most responses affirm our assertion that
the kinds of dimensional inconsistencies detected by this approach are problematic.
5.5.4 Scale and Speed.
We ran Phriky on 213 systems containing ROS physical units, analyzing 934, 124
non-blank non-commented lines of C/C++ as reported by Cloc [149]. Analyzing
all systems took 108 minutes (61 minutes to parse the files with Cppcheck and 47
minutes to perform the analysis), with an average analysis time of 31 seconds per
system, when running on a MacBook Pro (‘early 2015’) with a 2.9 GHz Intel Quad
Core i5 processor, and 16 GiB of memory. We only utilized a single core during
evaluation, although this could be easily parallelized since the files and analysis
are independent.
5.6 Threats and Limitations
5.6.1 Self-labeling.
We rely on self-labeled TP and FP. We used multiple authors to review each
inconsistency independently. Low confidence TPs were directly or transitively
involved with partial information and were harder to identify, so we assumed the
Low confidence inconsistencies were FP until proven to be a TP.
5.6.2 False Negatives.
We cannot measure recall because the total number of faults due to improper units
in the software corpus is unknown. We could address this threat by seeding faults.
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5.6.3 Limitations.
While designed to be as fast and lightweight as possible while detecting useful
inconsistencies, Phriky has limitations in applicability, soundness, and complete-
ness. This approach is unsound because it includes infeasible sets of variable-unit
assignments in State as it ignores control flow. This approach is incomplete be-
cause State misses some variable-unit assignments in loops and because it is not
path-sensitive. Further, the approach does not attempt symbolic analysis that could
reason about statements like (UNITn)(−n). The key limitation is that the only
evidence for physical units is the mapping and this only applies units to physical
attributes identified and correctly assigned beforehand.
5.6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we examined a method of detecting dimensional inconsistencies
that capitalizes on some program variables being attributes of shared ROS message
libraries. This enables us to get some evidence about the unit types for free.
However, not all program variables are ROS message class attributes, so the
number of program variables that can be labeled with unit information limits
Phriky’s power. To quantify this limitation, we instrumented Phriky to count the
number of variables that do not have unit types but likely represent real-world
quantities (float and double variable types), and found Phriky only addresses
24% of variables. We estimated 24% by manually annotating 924 variables from 30
programs and counting how many variables Phriky assigns units to (see § 7.4.1).
That Phriky labels only 24% of variables is a weakness that motivates our
efforts in § 7 to find additional sources of evidence for type inference.
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The method described in this chapter, implemented in Phriky, can detect
dimensional inconsistencies that developers deem problematic. However, we do
not know how frequently dimensional inconsistencies occur, making it hard for
developers to understand the scope of the problem. Therefore, in the next chapter
we apply Phriky to a corpus of 5.9 M lines of code.
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6 Study of Inconsistencies in 5.9 Million Lines of
Code
Phriky can detect dimensional inconsistencies, and the consequences of such in-
consistencies exhibit a range of severities, from mild to occasionally catastrophic [4].
There does not seem to exist, however, an estimate of how frequently dimensional
inconsistencies occur. Consider the 3,484 repositories of the Robot Operating
System (ROS) [25] code we study in this chapter. These repositories have hundreds
of thousands of program points where variables represent physical quantities
including time, distance, angles, torques, Teslas, and others.
The work presented in this section was published in [14].
6.1 Study Overview and Research Questions
We investigate the following research questions:
• RQ8: How frequently do dimensional inconsistencies occur in programs that
use ROS?
• RQ9: What units are used in ROS, and what does this tell us about how ROS
is used?
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• RQ10: What ROS Message classes are most commonly used with incorrect
units?
To address these research questions, we designed a study to apply our di-
mensional inconsistency and physical unit detection tool, Phriky, to a large-scale
software corpus.
6.1.1 Software Corpus
We sought to build a corpus of ROS code with physical units specified by standard
ROS message types, because ROS messages have attributes defined to have units,
and because detecting dimensional inconsistencies requires units. We constructed
the software corpus for inconsistencies in the same manner described in § 4.2.2.1.
GitHub is one of the largest collections of open-source code available and has been
used as the basis of other large-scale software studies [43]. To find ROS code with
units, we used the GitHub code search API to submit keyword queries for each
ROS message type defined at http://wiki.ros.org/common_msgs, and extracted
the repository names from the results. We conducted the search and built the
corpus in mid-2017. In total we found 4,736 repositories that contained search hits
on ROS-related terms. Of this, 73% or 3,484 repositories contain compilable C++
code that uses the ROS messages defined to have physical units. Within these 3,484
repositories, we found a total of 20, 843 files with units containing 5, 950, 839 lines
of C++ code as measured using the tool Cloc (http://cloc.sourceforge.net).
We provide a complete list of repositories used in this study in Appendix H.
The corpus contains ≈ 30% of duplicate code. We consider two files to be
duplicates if they have the same md5 hash. Since we evalute code duplication at the
file level, we likely underestimate the amount of code duplication that occurs at
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the function or statement level, since files might only be different by one character
and have a different hash. We decided to leave duplicates in the corpus because
we wanted to assess the frequency of units in code that is re-used across ROS
developers.
6.2 Results
6.2.1 RQ8 Results: Dimensional Inconsistency Frequency.
We detected dimensional inconsistencies in 211 of the 3, 484 repositories, or 6%.
Granted, some of these inconsistencies might be FP, since Phriky has an 87% TP
rate 5.5.2, which might cause a slight overestimate. However, 6% might be an
underestimate because we do not know how many dimensional inconsistencies
exist in these repositories, only how many Phriky detects.
This 6% answers RQ8, and this result shows that dimensional inconsistencies
lurk in a non-trivial number of repositories.
6.2.2 RQ9 Results: Kinds of Inconsistencies
Dimensional inconsistencies in software appear in several forms, and the most
common in ROS is the ‘Assignment of Multiple Units’ type (defined in § 2.2), as
shown in Table 6.1. This inconsistency represents 75% (267/357) of all inconsisten-
cies found by Phriky, and is most likely to occur with meters and meters-per-second,
as shown in the table. The meters-squared associated with ‘Addition of Inconsistent
Units’ are usually caused by improperly formed distance metrics (Euclidean dis-
tances), like that shown in Figure 1.1. These distance metrics are either typos or





































Table 6.1: Dimensional Inconsistencies by Type with the most frequently involved
units. Note that multiple units can be involved with one inconsistency.
constraints on the values that effectively normalize the values. However, these
implicit assumptions hinder portability and might introduce faults when these
assumptions change. The comparison of inconsistent units happens for a variety of
reasons, but most often involve velocities and inconsistent interactions with time.
All inconsistency types were more likely to be caused by interactions between
simple units, such as seconds, meters, meters-per-second, and quaternions. The more
sophisticated units (combination of three or more base units) like torque are used
less frequently in the corpus and account for an even smaller percentage of
inconsistencies, suggesting that either the developers who work with sophisticated
units are more careful not to cause dimensional inconsistencies, or the space for
inconsistencies across those units is smaller. Further, many inconsistencies are
caused when developers use ROS message types contrary to their specification.
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This might not manifest as incorrect behavior if these misused data structures
are used consistently. However, these data structures can cause confusion when
sharing or maintaining code.
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meter m 2,669 9,930 112,538 19,525
second s 2,433 9,939 85,299 9,573
quaternion (rotation) (dimensionless) 2,078 6,169 49,449 2,749
angular velocity s−1 1,790 4,313 17,645 1,363
velocity m s−1 1,598 3,961 21,885 2,078
radian (angle) (dimensionless) 1,106 3,133 159 21,557
acceleration m s−2 355 456 1,580 171
torque kg m2 s−2 257 403 2,373 18
area or pose covariance m2 187 314 333 770
degree 360 (angle) (dimensionless) 172 232 844 68
angular acceleration s−2 168 199 544 3
acceleration covariance m2 s−4 156 183 495 0
Newton (force) kg m s−2 154 606 2,366 29
Tesla (magnetic induction) kg s−2 A−1 46 52 151 10
Celsius (temperature) ◦C 37 40 42 2
Pascal (pressure) kg m−1 s−2 17 21 23 2
lux lx 12 12 12 0
Pascal covariance kg2 m−2 s−4 3 3 3 0
Table 6.2: Most common physical units used in 20,843 files across 3,484 open-source repositories in 5.9M lines of
code, based on units from both ROS Messages and units inferred in the code by Phriky.
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6.2.3 Units Used and Frequencies
Table 6.2 shows the frequency of physical units used in ROS code. By ‘Unit
Usage by ROS Msg Definition’ we mean the number of program points where
a variable has units because it is a ROS Message attribute or the result of a
known math operator, like atan2. By ‘Unit inferred usage by assignment‘ we
mean the number of program points where a variable has units not based on a
ROS Message definition but instead inferred by the context of the program as the
result of assignment statements and mathematical operations. This distinction is
important because it tends to separate the units used externally in ROS Messages
to communicate between nodes from those used internally in a ROS node during
computation.
At a high level, Table 6.2 shows that simpler units are used more frequently, in
more repos and files, and used more frequently during computations. There are
some exceptions to this overall trend, including for meters-squared, force, torque, and
radians, as we now discuss.
The radian unit, as shown in Table 6.2, is the most common way to represent
an angle, but notice that it is used more times as an inferred unit (21,557) than
as a ROS Message definition (159). This suggests that robot software developers
make extensive use of this representation of an angle, but that ROS does not have a
standard way to represent it within ROS nodes. The radian’s inferred usage comes
mostly from the result of math operators such as atan2, acos, or asin.
Force (kg m s−2) is only found in 4% (154/3,484) of repositories, but is used
2,395 times. Likewise torque (kg m2 s−2) is found in 7% (257/3,484) of repositories
and used 2,391 times. This means most ROS projects do not measure, compute, or
communicate about forces and torques, or that many users are not using standard
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message types for force and torque. However, repositories that use force and torque
perform several calculations and manipulations on these quantities. This might
suggest that < 10% of ROS projects involve systems like robot arms, where force
and torque measurements are more common.
Meters-squared (area or pose covariance) is used by definition 333 times and
inferred 770 times. The inferred uses are usually Euclidean distance metrics,
while the use by definition is position covariance. Although these quantities have
the same units, they represent different kinds of quantities and should not be
combined or compared, but in this case dimensional analysis would not detect
this, because they have the same units.
These results address RQ9, and indicate that the more sophisticated units (like
force and torque) are used in less than 10% of repositories, and that most ROS code
achieves its goals using a combination of less complex units.
6.2.4 ROS Message Classes Most Likely to be Used with the
Wrong Units.
Phriky detects when ROS Messages are used with units contrary to their spec-
ification, often the result of interactions between two conflicting sources of unit
information. In our case, this interaction occurs because of a mismatch between
the units specified by the ROS Message type, and the units actually assigned to
the variables of the ROS Message.
To help identify the ROS classes most likely to be used together inconsistently,
we plotted the pairs of ROS Message classes involved in inconsistencies in Fig-
ure 6.1. Note that this figure would not show dimensional inconsistencies such
as those from Figure 2.3 because that inconsistency only involved units that origi-
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Figure 6.1: Pairs of ROS Message classes involved with dimensional
inconsistencies. Edges between ROS Message classes indicate an instance of
inconsistent usage involving these two classes. Numbers preceding the ROS
Message class indicate the number of inconsistencies. Stamped and unstamped
messages were combined.
nated from one ROS Message class, geometry msgs::Wrench. This figure shows an
edge drawn between classes to indicate a pairwise inconsistent interaction. For
example, the inconsistent usage shown in Figure 2.1 results in a edge between ge-
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ometry msgs::Twist and geometry msgs::Pose. Some ROS Messages types have
two subtypes, stamped and unstamped, which are identical other than a timestamp
attribute. Figure 6.1 combines stamped and unstamped messages for simplicity.
As shown in Figure 6.1, usage of geometry msgs::Twist accounts for 41%
(148/357) of all inconsistent ROS Message usage, and is used most frequently in
combination with tf:Pose and tf::Vector3. Also note the inconsistencies between
tf::Vector3 and nav msgs::Odometry, that often happen with the velocity portion
of Odometry, much in the same way as happens with Twist. This answers RQ10.
6.3 Practical Implications
6.3.1 Use Standardized ROS Units
Our study found that standardized ROS units are used in 70% (3,484/4,736)
of the accessed repositories, with units related to position, time, and velocity
making the bulk of the units we identified (they are 2.4 times more common
than the rest of the units combined). As mentioned, the usage estimate is an
under-approximation, as many declared variables containing physical units do not
employ the standardized ROS units. For example, we found that variables named
‘time’ and ‘duration’ are defined with type ros::Time or ros::Duration in 39%
(4,123/10,530) of the instances those variable names are used, otherwise they do
not have standardized ROS units that could be leveraged by our dimensional
analysis. Not using standardized units negatively impacts reuse, making code
comprehension more difficult, and undermining the application of tools like
Phriky that can help to detect dimensional inconsistencies.
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6.3.2 Run an Automated Checker To Detect Dimensional
Inconsistencies in Code
Even a lightweight inconsistency detection tool like Phriky, which requires no
additional effort for code annotation or migration, can detect certain dimensional
inconsistencies with high confidence. On a MacBook Pro (‘Early 2015’) 2.9 GHz
Intel i5 with 16 GiB of memory, it can analyze approximately 150 lines of code
per second, its operation is trivially parallelizable, and it can be easily integrated
as part of standard building processes. So, even for practitioners that have been
hesitant to invest in code annotations or specialized libraries usage, there is little
reason not to run a tool like Phriky.
6.3.3 Avoid Common Anti-Patterns
Since geometry msgs::Twist is the most misused ROS Message type, we per-
formed an additional analysis of how Twist is used by ROS developers.
We modified Phriky to track assignments made to variables of type Twist.
Twist has 6 attributes: 3 linear velocity components x,y,z and three angular velocity
components x,y,z. For every Twist message in the corpus, we tracked which of
these 6 attributes were written during programs, and the results are shown in
Table 6.3.
As shown in Table 6.3, Twist is mostly used for 2-D planar robots (2-D in this
case means that the program never writes to attribute linear.z). This usage is not
inconsistent in itself, since Twist is intentionally overloaded to mean either 2-D
or 3-D velocities (Euclidean dimensions). However, many of these instances also
use angular.z to store the heading, not angular velocity as intended. As shown
in the figure, developers add the content of Twist directly to Pose, as a kind of
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twist.linear. twist.angular.




1,101 X X X
planar 201 X117 X
3-D 1,534
1213 X X X X X X
169 X X X X
152 X X X
Table 6.3: Usage of geometry msgs::Twist showing majority of 2D planar usage
of a 3D structure. A ‘X‘ indicates an attribute was written, and a blank means the
attribute was never written. Table does not show read-only instances.
‘delta.’ Phriky detects this dimensional inconsistency because the physical unit
types do not match. Overall, Table 6.3 shows that Twist is used in many different
and sometimes inconsistent ways, making it difficult for others consuming such
messages to correctly interpret what Twist means. This might indicate the need to
revisit the overload of the structure of this message.
Summary
In this chapter, we found that Phriky detects dimensional inconsistencies in 6%
(211/3, 484) of open-source robot software repositories we examined. This means
that dimensional inconsistencies happen frequently enough to justify the effort
to build and improve automated tools to help developers detect and avoid them,
even though 6% is an underestimate. Further, in § 5.6.4 we estimated that Phriky
only assigns physical unit types to 24% of variables that likely could represent real-
world quantities. This means Phriky has no knowledge of what inconsistencies
could be hiding in interactions between untyped varialbes. Therefore, in the next
chapter we present an improved method of inferring and predicting physical
unit types for more program variables, thereby increasing the power to detect
inconsistencies.
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7 Improved Physical Unit Inference with a
Probabilistic Method
Since Phriky can infer units for only 24% of variables, its power to detect dimen-
sional inconsistencies is limited. To address this limitation, we extend our approach
from § 5 to utilize evidence of physical unit types available in variable names.
However, this evidence is uncertain because developers might give an incorrect
or uninformative name (i.e., result). The extended approach presented in this
chapter uses probabilistic graphical models [154] to combine uncertain evidence in
variable names with type evidence through program dataflow analysis [152] and
evidence from ROS message types.
The work presented in this section was published in [10], a group effort. The
other authors contributions includes: 1) creating a substring similarity metric; 2)
using probabilistic graphical models for abstract type inference and formulating
probabilistic constraints; 3) choosing prior probabilities for various kinds of evi-
dence according to norms in probabilistic reasoning; 4) contributing to the core
programming of Phys; and, 5) contributing to the evaluation and debugging of
Phys’s results.
My contributions to the work presented here includes: 1) guiding the extension
of Phriky to reason probabilistically about type assignments in the tool Phys; 2)
contributing to the evaluation and debugging of Phys’s results; 3) creating the code
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Figure 7.1: Code example where PUT type inconsistency can be detected by
adding evidence in variable names.
corpus used during evaluation; 4) examining and classifying the inconsistencies
detected by Phys; 5) the comparison between Phys and Phriky; and, 6) proposed
extensions to Phys to make it an annotation tool in § 7.8.
7.1 Challenges
The dimensional inconsistency in Figure 7.1 line 550 cannot be detected by Phriky,
because Phriky does not have sufficient information to determine the physical unit
type for variable q1. On line 550, the variable joint state .velocity has units
per-second because it is defined in a shared ROS message library. However, q1 has
no units from the shared ROS message libraries and no units from flow, making
it impossible for Phriky to detect the dimensional inconsistency, ‘subtraction of
inconsistent units.’ This inconsistency is interesting because the code commands a
wheel to turn, and it would turn in the right direction. However, the developers
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on line 550 forgot to scale the angular velocity of the wheel by the radius of
the wheel by multiplying by the radius. This is coincidentally correct when
then wheel diameter is near 1 m. Otherwise, it turns too fast or too slow based
on the scale of the real robot. In this kind of scenario, the system developers
might blame the lower-level controller or the tuning parameters. Changing the
tuning parameters, especially increasing the gains, might make the system more
susceptible to instabilities.
The challenge is to overcome the limitations of Phriky, which can only assign
physical units to 28% of variables. This approach uses information in variable
names so it can assign physical unit types to more variables and detect more
dimensional inconsistencies. The first insight is that variables representing physical
quantities are often given an informative name. For example, in Figure 7.1 line
504, the variable linearSpeedXMps contains the substring speed, implying a type
of m s−1. The second insight is that although variable names can have useful
evidence, this evidence is only partially reliable. Therefore, we must treat this
evidence probabilistically.
7.2 Approach Overview and Implementation in Phys
To collect and combine uncertain information, our approach: 1) collects obser-
vations (also called beliefs) using substring matching of variable names against a
pre-existing list of likely string fragments (shown in Appendix F) with prior prob-
abilities; 2) collects evidence from the ROS message libraries; 3) collects evidence
from dataflow, such as assignment and mathematical operations; 4) combines and
propagates these beliefs using the sum-product belief propagation algorithm [155],
finding for each variable the most likely physical unit type, if any.
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Figure 7.2: High-level overview of Phys.
Figure 7.2 shows a high-level overview of Phys.
7.2.1 Stage 1: Infer Physical Unit Types.
As shown in Figure 7.2, Phys, like Phriky (see § 5), takes as input C++ code written
with ROS and a ‘Predefined Unit Map’ (the mapping from § 5.2), simply a dictionary
between attributes of ROS message data structure classes and physical unit types.
Phys preprocesses and traverses the code much in the same way Phriky
does (see § 5.3). However, the key difference is that during code traversal Phys
collects evidence called ‘probabilistic constraints,’ as shown on the left-hand side
of Figure 7.2. These probabilistic constraints are a way to represent evidence, or
beliefs, about physical unit types within a probabilistic mathematical framework.
As shown in Figure 7.2, the probabilistic constraints are used to construct a factor
graph, a graphical representation that connects all the physical unit type evidence
in the program. The factor graph can then be input to a ‘belief propagation engine,’
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an off-the-shelf solver that determines the most likely physical unit type for each
variable.
The factor graph is made of probabilistic constraints, and Phys collects three
main kinds: Names, Dataflow, and Computed Unit. We now discuss each type in
detail.
7.2.1.1 Name Constraints
We infer Name constraints when identifiers (also called ‘names’) contain substrings
that are similar to substrings in a predefined, heuristically determined table. This
table, called the ‘name assumptions table,’ links common physical unit names to
physical unit types. This table is shown in full in Appendix F. Name constraints
encode assumptions about identifiers names into a probability distribution, also
called a belief.
For example, when Phys encounters a variable linearSpeedXMps, it finds the
closest match in the name assumptions table, specifically speed, and adds a
constraint that expresses the belief that linearSpeedXMps’s physical unit type is
meter-per-second (m s−1). More formally, Phys finds the probability Pname equal to







Where len(LCS(var, s, k)) is the length of a longest common substring (LCS)
between var and substring s, and k is the minimal length of match we allow
(k = 3, determined empirically). If the variable length is less than k, then we
assume the name contains no evidence for any physical unit type. Then the
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quantity len(LCS(var, s, k)) is divided by the length of the longest entry in the
assumptions table, MAX LEN SUFFIX = 12. For variable linearSpeedXMps and
name assumption speed, the score would be 5/12, or 0.42.
This value, Pname = 0.42 becomes a probabilistic name constraint that says
linearSpeedXMps’s physical unit type is meter-per-second with likelihood:
P(var, unit) = (0.5+ 0.5 ∗ Pname) (7.2)
Where Equation 7.2 simply normalizes the probability to a scale where 0 means
‘absolutely false’, 1 means ‘absolutely true,’ and 0.5 means ‘neutral.’ This results in
name constraint of P(linearSpeedXMps, meter-per-second= 0.71 Even if the name is
a perfect match to a name in the assumptions table, we still assign a maximum
confidence value of P(var, unit) = 0.7, a heuristic adopted by our co-authors in
previous work [111]. This is because naming constraints are the least reliable
evidence for physical units types when compared with constraints derived from
flow and code operations. Intuitively, if we assumed perfect confidence in a name,
with Pname = 1.0, then there is no room for doubt, and we want some doubt because
sometimes variable names are wrong.
7.2.1.2 Dataflow
Phys generates Dataflow constraints based on assignment statements, such as x=y.
In this case, Phys adds a dataflow constraint that says ‘the physical unit type of x
should be the same as the physical unit type of y.’ More formally:
P(y, unit)
0.95←→ P(x, unit) (7.3)
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Under the hood, a dataflow assignment would be initialized with a confidence
of Pname = 0.95, because probabilistic reasoning algorithms (like the Sum-Product
algorithm [155] that we use for Phys) work better when they have some small
margin of uncertainty [154, 111]. Note that the implication goes in both directions,
and we use the heuristic of 0.95 to indicate a strong belief.
Phys also adds dataflow constraints as a result of addition, subtraction, com-
parison, min(), and max(), because these code operations are evidence that the
operands have the same physical unit type, or else they must be dimensional
inconsistencies.
7.2.1.3 Computed Unit
Phys adds computed unit constraints based on mathematical (or ’computed’) code
operations. Phys encodes how multiplying and dividing quantities with known
physical unit types results in a new unit based on the outcome of the computation.
For example, if x=y*z, then the physical unit type of x must be the product of
the units of y and z. Phys adds a constraint expressing the belief that a variable,
var has the computed unit, cu:
(
P(y = unit1, z = unit2)
0.95−−→ P(var, cu)
)
⇔ (unit1{∗,÷}unit2 = cu) (7.4)
Computed units are also used by Phys to express the result of known mathe-
matical operations, such as sqrt(var) and pow(var, exp). If we know the physical
unit type of the argument var to sqrt, then we know the resulting physical unit
type, and likewise, if we know the physical unit type for var and the exponent exp.
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Figure 7.3: Factor graph constructed by Phys for the probabilistic constraints and
variables detected in the code shown in Figure 7.1. Dotted boundaries on nodes
indicate a Name Constraint.
7.2.2 Building the Factor Graph
Phys collects evidence, or beliefs, from all over the program in the form of proba-
bilistic constraints. Phys combines these beliefs into a graph, called a factor graph.
A factor graph is also a bipartite graph, meaning all the node in the graph belong
to one of two sets, and edges are only allowed between nodes in different sets [156].
Let our two sets be called CONSTRAINTS and VARS.
We construct the graph as follows: For each probabilistic constraint con, add a
node to set CONSTRAINTS. For each variable var in the program, add a node to
set VARS. Then if a probabilistic constraint con has evidence about a variable var,
add an edge between the node for con and the node for var.
For example, consider the code in Figure 7.1. The corresponding factor graph
that Phys constructs is shown in Figure 7.3. As shown in the figure, the left-
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hand side shows the set of nodes CONSTRAINTS formed by the probabilistic
constraints from the code in Figure 7.1. In Figure 7.1, line 405, the code has a
variable linearSpeedXMps. Phys adds a name constraint (see § 7.2.1.1) for this
variable because linearSpeedXMps contains the substring ‘speed’ that likely means
meter-per-second from the assumptions table (see Appendix F). The code on line 405
also has the expression v ref x - linearSpeedXMps. For this expression, Phys
adds a dataflow constraint because v ref x and linearSpeedXMps are operands
of a subtraction operation, as shown near the top left of Figure 7.3.
Overall, Figure 7.3 shows how nodes in the CONSTRAINTS set connect to
their corresponding node in the VARIABLES set.
Continuing with the approach overview in Figure 7.2, the factor graph is input
to the Belief Propagation Engine. The belief propagation engine runs the Sum-
Product [155] algorithm on the factor graph that calculates, for each variable, a
distribution over the set of possible unit types. Note that the distribution over the
set of units is uncertain and represents a consideration of all available evidence in
the program. Further, Sum-Product finds the most likely units for all variables in
the program when considering all physical unit type assignments collectively.
If the most likely variable is above a certain likelihood threshold (we use 0.6),
then Phys applies the most likely unit as shown by the ‘Apply Units’ of Stage 1
shown in Figure 7.2. Phys then uses these newly inferred units and runs the whole
visitor pattern (see § 5.3) traversal of the program again, trying to leverage the
previously inferred physical unit types to infer new physical unit types.
Once a fixed-point or a bounded number of iterations (four) is complete, Phys
moves to Stage 2, as shown in Figure 7.2. We chose four iterations based on
observations of 30 sample programs, in which no program took more than four
iterations to converge. Other datasets might require more iterations or we could
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change Phys to warn developers when Phys bounds the number of iterations. For
additional examples and details about how to convert probabilistic constraints into
factors graphs, please see [10].
7.2.3 Stage 2: Unit-inconsistency Detection.
The dimensional inconsistency detector scans the annotated abstract syntax tree
(AST) for dimensional inconsistencies in the same way Phriky does (see § 2.2),
seeking inconsistent addition/subtraction, comparison, or assignment. Phys
then outputs a list of inconsistencies and optionally, a list of physical unit type
assignments to variables.
7.2.4 Complexity and Termination of Phys
Preprocessing builds a context-insensitive call graph, and topologically sorting
this graph is O(|V|+ |E|), worst case O(|E2|) when removing cycles. Collecting
probabilistic constraints involves at most h loops over each statement where h is
the height of the statement’s AST. The probabilistic inference engine implements
an approximate solution to the sum-product message passing algorithm [157] that
is quadratic. Collecting probabilistic constraints and the sum-product run within a
loop bounded by a constant (four times). After the loop, detecting inconsistencies
involves a linear scan of program variables and the program’s AST. Overall,
complexity is quadratic in time and space. This approach terminates because




Phys uses the same third-party software as Phriky (see § 5.3) plus these additional
tools: NLTK [158] is used to parse identifier strings into smaller units and to identify
parts-of-speech, and libDAI [159] is used as the probabilistic inference engine.
Our code is available at https://unl-nimbus-lab.github.io/phys/.
Our implementation uses many ‘magic parameters’, as mentioned in § 7.2.1.
To find these values, we explored a range of values and determined empirically
that we had the best results for detecting dimensional inconsistencies when the
evidence from variable names is the weakest evidence. We tested our parameters
for variable names and a balance between ‘dialing up’ the confidence in names to
infer more physical unit types and ‘dialing down’ the confidence to avoid false
positive dimensional inconsistencies. We address the threats caused by ‘magic
parameters’ in § 7.5.
7.4 Evaluation of Phys
Our evaluation of Phys asks two questions:
• RQ11. How effectively can Phys infer physical unit types for variables
compared to Phriky?
• RQ12. How well can Phys detect dimensional inconsistencies?
We evaluate Phys on a set of ROS C++ files selected randomly from a ROS-based
project available on GitHub. These files were not used during the evaluation of
Phriky in § 5.5 but were included in our large-scale analysis of 5.9 MLOC in § 6.
We use 30 files to answer RQ11 because of the manual annotation effort, described
shortly below, and 60 files for RQ12, dimensional inconsistency detection.
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Figure 7.4: XML encoding of manual physical unit type annotations using during
evaluation.
7.4.1 Results of Comparison of Physical Unit Type Inference in
Phriky vs Phys
The robotics programs in our experiments are devoid of physical unit information.
We begin by manually annotating every program variable in these 30 programs,
and use this as ground truth. Overall we annotated 924 variables in these 30
programs, taking approximately two days. To help ensure that the manual anno-
tations are correct, at least two authors from [10] reviewed each type annotation
independently. We only consider variables that might have physical units, because
some variables do not represent any physical quantity, e.g., a for loop index
variable.
Additionally, we assume that integer variables are dimensionless. The process
of annotation involved using Cppcheck as a preprocessor to identifier all the
variables. Then for every double or float variable in the list, we examined
evidence such as the variable name, code operations involving that variable, the
surrounding context, and interactions between variables. For each variable, we
determined whether it had any physical unit type (whether it belongs to the
physical units type domain) and if so, what units it had.
As shown in Figure 7.4, we implemented the compact vector representation of
physical units proposed in [49] and encoded it in an XML file. The figure shows two
lines from a larger file, representing the manual physical unit type annotations
for two variables. The first line is for a variable nh of type ros::NodeHandler
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of Phys and Phriky’s ability to infer and assign physical
units for variables in 30 sample programs.
that does not have units. The second line is for a variable x of type float that
has units meter-per-second. Notice that meter-per-second is encoded as units="1,-
1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0", where each number represents an exponent for each of the
seven base units plus radians, degrees 360, and quaternions. After making this
structured encoding, we modified Phys and Phriky to read these physical unit
type annotations. This allowed us to automate the process of counting how many
variables are assigned physical unit types by Phriky and Phys.
Phys reports a ranked list of units for each variable, but for this experiment,
we consider only the top unit. Variables that are ROS message types from the
mapping 7.2 are not included in the evaluation, because we just want to focus on
quantifying the improvement of Phys over Phriky.
To address RQ11, figure 7.5 shows that Phys assigns physical units to 82%
(783/957) of variables in this dataset as compared to 24% (230/957) for Phriky. Of
the 783 variables Phys assigns types to, it assigns type correctly to 93% of variables.
Phriky assigns the correct type to 98% of variables.
To answer RQ12, we evaluate the ability of Phys to detect high-confidence
dimensional inconsistencies. We consider an inconsistency to be high-confidence
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Figure 7.6: Source of files used to evaluate Phys.
Figure 7.7: Comparison of Phriky and Phys ability to detect dimensional
inconsistencies.
only if all physical units in the inconsistent expression are known, meaning no
unknown units for variables or constants, the same as for Phriky (see § 5.2).
7.4.1.1 Experiment Setup.
We compute the TP rate of the reported inconsistencies for both Phys and Phriky,
using a set of 60 randomly selected files. We use a different set of 60 files from
the 30 files used in § 7.4.1 because those 30 files were used for testing during
development. An overview of the file selection process is shown in Figure 7.6.
As shown in the figure, we run Phys on 28, 484 ROS-based projects available on
GitHub. Phys reports inconsistencies in 990 files (≈ 3.5% of files with units as
reported by Phriky). We then randomly selected 60 files for which inconsistencies
were reported by Phys to form the evaluation set.
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7.4.2 RQ12 Results: Phys Detected Inconsistencies.
Figure 7.7 shows the summarized results, with Phys having a TP rate of 82%
on this dataset of 60 files. Phys detects 103.3% more inconsistencies compared
to Phriky, including every inconsistency that Phriky detects. This makes sense
because Phys is only adding information to what Phriky can already infer. Phys
finds 156 true positive inconsistencies in 45 files, whereas Phriky finds only 75 in
24 files. Phys has 28 FP on this dataset, significantly more than Phriky’s 7. This
might be because Phys is parameterized to detect inconsistencies by making a
trade-off between type inference power and inconsistency detection. By allowing
Phys to infer more types, we can detect more inconsistencies but at the cost of
more false positives. Overall, Phys overcomes limitations of Phriky and opens the
door to future analyses that utilize evidence from even more uncertain sources,
such as code comments or deep learning of type patterns.
7.5 Threats and Limitations
7.5.1 Self-labeling.
We self-label both variable physical unit types and TP or FP for inconsistencies.
We mitigate this threat for type annotations by having multiple authors review the
type assignments and also used Phys to show inconsistencies when a physical unit
type needed correction. As in § 5.6, to mitigate this threat with inconsistencies, the
authors evaluated inconsistencies independently and compared results.
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7.5.2 Overfitting.
We assume English for variable names. Our substring matching assumes ‘speed’
could mean either linear or angular velocity (different abstract types), hence there
is a threat of overfitting. We mitigate this threat by using a small list (41 entries).
7.5.3 Predefined Confidence Values and ‘Magic Parameters.’
We use three predefined confidence values for the constraints collected in Stage 1
of Figure 7.2. We tested a range of values experimentally and found that the results
are not particularly sensitive to the values, except for the name constraints. The
confidence value for the name constraint seems to be a ‘dial’ that increases the
number of variables that are assigned a physical unit type, but when ‘dialed’ too
high, can cause an excessive number of false positive dimensional inconsistencies.
We determined a confidence value for names empirically by examining Phys’
results on a randomly selected set of files not used during the rest of the evaluation.
7.5.4 False Negatives Limitation.
As in § 5.6, the number of false negatives in the dataset is unknown, so we cannot
calculate recall. To address this limitation, we will examine evaluating the approach
after seeding faults (see § 8.2.2).
7.5.5 Generality Limitation.
Like with Phriky, this approach relies on having some initial abstract type informa-
tion for physical units, in our case the ROS shared message libraries. However, this
approach could also leverage type information from developer type annotations,
even if the developer only provides type annotations for some variables. While
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our evaluation focuses on ROS C++ software for impact, the technique generalizes
for other robotic systems.
7.6 Open Dataset of Physical Inconsistencies
To help software researchers better study and understand dimensional inconsis-
tencies, we created the first publicly available dataset of inconsistencies. This
dataset contains 108 files and was published as part of [10] and is available at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1310129. For each file, the dataset includes
the source, a link to the original GitHub repository including the line number
containing an inconsistency, and our classification of inconsistencies as TP or FP.
The code artifacts in the dataset represent a wide variety of robotic applications,
including but not limited to autonomous car navigation, quadrotor simulators,
path planning, odometry, motor controllers, hardware interfaces, and teleoperation.
7.7 Discussion
7.7.1 Comparison of Phys and Phriky
The goal of this section is to highlight the improvement Phys makes over Phriky
and to show where there is room for improvement, especially if Phys could
work with developers by making physical unit type suggestions. As shown in
§ 4.3.3, suggestions have a significant impact on a developer’s ability to make
type annotations correctly. Moreover, Phys makes multiple suggestions, ordered
by confidence, of which we consider only the top three to be consistent with our
study (see § 4).
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Table 7.1 shows the type predictions made by Phriky and Phys for the 20
variables in the questions of our developer study (§ 4.2.2). The tool Phriky makes
predictions for 10/20 (50%) of the variables, but only 6/10 (60%) suggestions are
correct, whereas Phys makes predictions for 15/20 (75%) variables and gets 11/15
(73%) correct as the first guess (highest confidence), 13/15 (87%) correct in the first
or second guess, and 2/15 (13%) completely wrong. The results on this dataset
contain several variables with radians, which can be hard for Phriky and might
explain its weaker performance.
In general, these tools make errors for the following reasons: failing to account
for the surrounding context, failing to consider the possibility that a variable might
be dimensionless (like ratio to consume in Table 7.1), and missing domain-specific
nuances in the identifiers. As shown in Table 7.1, Phriky guesses incorrectly about
robotSpeed.angular.z which from the surrounding context in Q5 is about angular
rotation and not linear rotation as Phriky supposed. Some variables, like ratio -
to consume are not in the type domain (Table 7.1, Q3) but Phys believes it is (it has
no units). Further, some variable names like w (Q6) seem to have very little semantic
information, but within the robotics software domain, w is used to represent the
similar looking ω (omega), which often means angular velocity [160]. Phys gets
right all the variables that Phriky does, plus several like delta x and xi. However
Phys, like Phriky, struggles when variable names have little semantic information,
like x2, w, av, and x. Both of the suggestions Phys gets right on the 2nd guess,
motor .voltage[1] and dyaw, indicate that Phys is on the right track and shows




Q# DIFFICULTY VARIABLE NAME CORRECT TYPE 1st 2nd 3rd
12
Easy
pose.orientation q X X
9 delta d m X X




delta x m X
6 w rad s−1
16 av rad s−1
8 path move tol m X
2 springConstant kg s−2 7 7 7
3 ratio to consume NO UNITS 7 7 7
7 x NO UNITS
10 wrench out.wrench.force.y kg m s−2 X X
11 data->gyro z; m s−2 X X
14 xi m X




13 angular velocity covariance rad s−2 7 X
17 torque kg m2 s−2 X X
19 anglesmsg.z rad X X
20 dyaw rad 7 7 X
Table 7.1: Correct types for each question compared to Phriky and Phys unit
annotations. Ordered by question difficulty. The original questions are in
Appendix D.
7.7.2 Implications for Future Tool Developers
Future tool developers should consider the following implications:
• Determining if a variable needs a type annotation is valuable because devel-
opers struggle to identify which variables belong in the type domain.
• Finding an order for annotating variables can be valuable because assigning
a type for some variables transitively implies the type of others.
• Figure 4.6 shows that correct suggestions improve the accuracy of Hard type
annotations the most, and therefore developers could maximize the impact of
their tools by focusing on potentially Hard variables. As mentioned in § 4.5,
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a possible way to determine the difficulty could be the number of variables
involved.
• A tool that suggests types might simultaneously suggest an improved vari-
able name.
7.8 Possible Extensions to Phys
In this section, we discuss several possible extensions to Phys. The content
presented in this section was not previously published in [10]. The first extension
enables Phys to become a physical unit type annotation assistant. The second
extension makes Phys compatible with other static analysis frameworks, especially
for the ROS development community. The third extension would enable Phys to
suggest improved variable names. The fourth extension would expand Phys’s
analysis to include units-of-measure [70] and real-world types [52].
7.8.1 Extending Phys: Towards a Type Annotation Tool
The overall vision for a physical unit annotation tool is within an IDE. Phys is
currently a command-line-interface tool, but research suggests [114] that IDE-
based annotation assistants help developers more than batch processing tools. We
imagine that the IDE tool would provide visual cues, like highlights, that could
alert developers to untyped identifiers and potential inconsistencies. The IDE
plugin could build on the strengths of the Checker Framework [115] that shows
a visual representation of speculative consequences [161] for the current type
assignments.
The vision for these extensions is to enable Phys to work together with devel-
opers to apply supplemental physical type annotations, only for those variables
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that Phys cannot infer with high confidence since research shows that tools and
developers together outperform tools alone [114]. Our proposed extensions have
two parts: 1) a physical unit annotation format that specifies the type annotations
developers can add to program comments; and 2) a method to order annotation
worklists that takes into consideration the cost of interrupting a developer’s current
context [162, 163, 164].
7.8.1.1 Annotation Tool Consideration 1: Comments & Format
There are many ways to associate an identifier with its physical unit type [54,
55, 68, 165], including type declarations from special class libraries or language
extensions. We adopt the method of Hills, Feng, and Ros¸u [61] who proposed
including physical unit type annotations in comments. As discussed in § 3.2.3,
their work used a rewriting engine to modify the code into typed code, whereas
in our proposed method the comments are read directly by a preprocessor as an
input to Phys.
Putting supplemental type annotations in comments is appealing for several rea-
sons: 1) it imposes no toolchain burden; 2) the annotated code remains completely
portable to contexts that do not use the type annotations. Putting type annotations
in comments would be familiar to users of Microsoft’s TypeScript [166]. But using
comments for type annotations is not without potential downsides, because type
annotations could displace useful developer insights at that comment location.
However, avoiding the toolchain burden is appealingly aligned with ROS’s philos-
ophy of least constraints (“ROS is designed to be as thin as possible” [167]). We only
intend to add type annotations in code for those variables whose physical unit
type cannot otherwise be inferred.
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To read comments, either Phys or Cppcheck would have to be significantly
modified. Phys uses Cppcheck as it preprocessor, and Cppcheck does not include
program comments in its ‘dump’ output that Phys takes as input. Modifying
the open-source Cppcheck, although technically possible, creates an undesirable
design dependency on the modified version. Otherwise, Phys would have to be
modified to use another preprocessor.
Retooling Phys with a new preprocessor like Clang would allow Phys to
read comments during analysis. Further, Clang is part of a powerful analysis
framework (LLVM). However, Cppcheck fails gracefully in the presence of an
incomplete compilation unit whereas Clang does not. In either case, the physical
unit type annotations contained in comments would have to follow a standard,
machine-readable format. Therefore, we present our annotation format as a
context-free grammar in Backus-Naur form [168]:
〈annotation〉 ::= 〈u〉 | dimensionless| blended
〈u〉 ::= 〈u〉 〈u〉 | 〈base unit〉 〈power〉 | per 〈base unit〉 〈power〉
〈base unit〉 ::= kilogram|meter|second|mole|ampere|kelvin|candela|
radian|degree|quaternion
〈power〉 ::= squared | cubed | tothe (i ∈N)| “”
(7.5)
As shown in Equation 7.5, this grammar creates strings that are physical unit
annotations. This grammar builds on ideas from the LATEX package siunitx [169],
specifically the ‘squared’, ‘cubed’, and ‘tothe’ (‘to the’) literals for exponents. The
package siunitx is used to format quantities in SI units in text documents.
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Notice that the grammar in Equation 7.5 is similar to the ‘unit types’ grammar
in Equation 2.1, that likewise expresses the space of possible unit types. Like
the grammar in Equation 2.1, the grammar in Equation 7.5 generates equivalent
strings,1 for example:
meter per second ≡ per second meter (7.6)
Both of these strings represent the same physical phenomena because the
strings in Equation 7.6 represent the mathematical expression ms−1 and s−1m,
respectively. Since the terms are multiplied, the commutativity property ensures
that any ordering of the base terms is equivalent. We adopt the convention that all
‘per’ terms shall be placed to the right so that meter per second is preferred to the
equivalent per second meter.
By convention, we adopt the shortest form of the equation. For example, these
strings both represent a distance:
meter ≡ meter meter per meter (7.7)
On the right-hand side, ‘meter per meter’ would divide out, leaving only ‘meter’.
Although equivalent, we prefer the simplest, shortest form.
These annotations can be used to specify the physical unit type at variable
declaration:
double a c c e l t h r e s h o l d ; / / phys : met e r p e r s e c o n d s q u a r e d
1The language in Equation 7.5 has the property that any string has an infinite number of
distinct equivalent strings, but in practice this number is finite. Bruce Hamilton (Hewlett-Packard
Laboratories) [170] observed that the exponent for any useful physical unit is between −7 and +7,
inclusive.
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By annotating types at declaration, instead of at every use, we leverage the
ability of automated software tools to propagate units with flow. Notice the phys:
prepended to the type annotation. We suggest using a sentinel to notify Phys that
the comment contains a physical unit type annotation. The eagle-eyed reader will
note that some languages (including C++) allow developers to declare multiple
variables in a single line. We realize that it might cause an inconvenience, but for
now, we would require one variable declaration per line so that each variable has
into own type annotation (only if the type cannot otherwise be inferred). Declaring
one variable per line might help with program readability as well.
Even if an identifier does not have units, our format enables developers to
specify that no units are present:
f l o a t s c a l i n g f a c t o r = 0 . 4 2 ; / / phys : d i m e n s i o n l e s s
Note that this example also shows a constant, 0.42, and that adding physical
type annotation could be extended to constants as well.
Further, developers occasionally intentionally blend units (see the code in
Figure 2.3 in § 2.2.3) and the ‘blended’ annotation empowers developers to declare
that a dimensional inconsistency on the current line is intensional.
Optionally, the grammar in Equation 7.5 could include common names like
force or abbreviations such as F for force (kg m s−2) and Hz for frequency (s−1).
7.8.1.2 Annotation Tool Consideration 2: Worklist Ordering
The annotation task in Definition 1 (§ 2.2) specifies what developers must do but
not how they should do it. This design consideration is motivated by Orchard et
al. [72] who observed that nearly 80% of type annotations in Fortran programs
could be inferred given a ‘critical subset’ of manually annotated variables (see
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§ 3.2.3.2). Manually annotating this critical set maximally amplifies the information
provided by each developer annotation.
Assuming there are multiple program variables that lack type information, then
the question arises: how best to order the type annotation worklist to maximize
annotation accuracy? Every identifier in the critical set ‘unlocks’ the understand-
ing of some other variable. We could rank the unannotated variables based on
the number of other variables they unlock, plus the number of variables those
variables unlock. This metric alone would allow us to rank potential annotations
greedily. However, this greedy ordering ignores the human part of the ‘automated
tool/human developer’ team.
We propose an annotation ordering that takes both information gain and human
factors into account:
• Maximum information gained from each annotation, denoted as I. The
information gain I is defined as an annotation that maximally reduces the
number of untyped variables.
• The cost of switching the developer’s current context, denoted as C. The
context-change penalty C is defined as the distance between the current
annotation scope and the new annotation scope.
Combining I and C gives us:
arg max x (αIx − βCx) (7.8)
Where Ix is the total transitive information gained for an identifier x, Cx is the
penalty for switching developer context, and α and β are tuning parameters that
might be left to the preference of the developer. The next annotation in this ideal
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worklist is the one with the highest score in the formula: The cost of calculating I
and C depends on the precision of the static analysis used (i.e. alias analysis is
generally expensive, but increases precision).
Additionally, Equation 7.8 could be modified to account for the predicted
difficulty based on code attributes like those identified in § 4.5 by adding an
‘expected difficulty’ term. Ordering the annotations by expected difficulty would
allow developers additional worklist flexibility.
Extending Phys to be an annotation assistant would likely require overcoming
additional technical challenges not addressed here, like determining what parts
of Phys’ analysis should be run based on the current changeset, and how often
Phys should run the full analysis. Additionally, these proposed extensions would
have to be evaluated empirically to determine if the tool is useful in helping
developers assign type annotations quickly and accurately. We leave these and
other non-trivial implementation details for future work, and here propose two
initial parts of the overall design, the annotation format, and the worklist ordering.
Together, the two proposed Phys extensions lay a foundation for a future physical
unit annotation tool.
7.8.2 Extending Phys: Compatibility with Existing Analysis
Frameworks
Currently, Phys requires the developer to identify target ROS files individually
and the scope of the analysis is only within a complication unit. The ROS analysis
tool Haros (see § 2.4), by contrast, identifies how information flows between
separate compilation units, determining statically the ROS graph through which
information flows in messages (also see § 2.4).
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By extending Phys to consider a set of interrelated files, Phys could potentially
leverage information in one compilation unit to inform the analysis in another. This
is useful in several ways. Firstly, for custom messages, where the attributes of the
shared data structure are not defined in ROS shared libraries, and therefore, their
physical units must be inferred or predicted. Evidence in one compilation unit
might be leveraged in another. Secondly, if Phys was informed by how information
flows between these separate files, it could use units associated with an attribute
of a message data structure in one file and use those units is code in another file
that reads that same kind of message.
Modifying Phys to make it compatible with Haros entails creating an interface
on Phys. This interface would return Phys inconsistency messages in a manner
than Haros expects. Currently, Haros runs plugins on each file of a launch file
individually, but the authors of Haros have expressed intent to make all files
available simultaneously to plugins. The larger change is modifying Phys to reason
across compilation units. This would likely entail a two-step process. The first
step finds evidence from each complication unit and determines what evidence
generalizes to other programs, for example, custom message data structures. The
second step would be running Phys with this added evidence and, when new
evidence about a shared data-structure is inferred, re-running Phys on other files
that use the shared data structure.
7.8.3 Extending Phys: Suggesting Improved Variable Names
Another future direction is to help developers improve the quality of identifiers
with respect to a type system. The semantic-based technique we explored with
Phys (§ 7) measures how closely an identifier matches pre-defined substrings (see
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Appendix F). This method could be extended to find identifiers whose physical
unit types can be strongly inferred by flow or context, but whose variable name
has a low score for the inferred type. This indicates an identifier name that could
be improved. Such a tool might both find identifiers and suggest improvements to
the current identifier that specify the abstract type.
7.8.4 Extending Phys: Beyond Dimensional Analysis with
Units-of-Measure and Real-World Types
Handing scaled versions of SI units, such as kilo-meters and centi-meters would
make the analysis more power and could catch inconsistencies that have the same
dimension (length) but are different units-of-measure. This problem of scaling
quantities within the SI system is nearly equivalent to using units-of-measure from
other systems, such as Imperial units. In both cases, the units are dimensionally
equivalent but incompatible because of a scaling factor. The non-trivial complexity
of addressing units-of-measure is discussed in [63], and before devoting significant
effort, it might be worth conducting an empirical study of a large-scale corpus to
estimate how often other units are used and therefore how impactful an automated
solution might be.
We are also inspired by the work of Xiang, Sullivan, and Knight [52] who widen
the ideas of dimensional analysis to include closer semantic ties to the real world,
with rules that are a superset of dimensional analysis, such as ‘a magnetic heading
cannot be used in an expression with a true heading.’ One key difference with their
work is that we seek to automatically infer additional, real-world types, whereas
Xiang et al. depend on manual developer annotations.
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Summary
In this chapter, we presented a method of inferring physical units that leverages
evidence in both shared component interfaces and identifier names. We further
demonstrated that this method, implemented in a tool Phys, assigns physical units
to ≈ 75% of program variables as opposed to only ≈ 24% for Phriky. We also
identified possible extensions to Phys, such as an annotation ordering and format,
that could be the foundation for a physical unit annotation tool.
Next, we discuss the overall contributions of this work and identify future
work.
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8 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this chapter, we identify, summarize, and itemize the contributions of the overall
work. Next, we describe several promising opportunities for future research.
Finally, we conclude by commenting on the work as a whole.
8.1 Contributions
This work presents several major contributions:
First, in § 4, we presented a study of developers showing that they correctly
annotate variables with physical unit types only 51% of the time and require two
minutes to make a single correct annotation. We also empirically determined that
three physical unit type suggestions are better than one. This is because three
helps nearly as much as a single correct suggestion, but that three suggestions with
none correct hurts developers’ accuracy less than a single incorrect suggestion.
Second, in § 5, we showed a method to automatically infer physical units
for ROS variables and detect dimensional inconsistencies. It further showed an
implementation of this method in an open-source tool Phriky, and an evaluation
of Phriky showing an 87% True Positive (TP) rate in 231 open-source systems.
Third, in § 6, we described a large-scale empirical study of Phriky on a
corpus of 5.9 M lines of open-source robot software to determine how frequently
dimensional inconsistencies occur in this corpus and found at least 6% (211/3, 484)
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of repositories contain inconsistencies. We further identified the main kinds of
dimensional inconsistencies, finding that the most common inconsistency is the
misuse of data structures from the ROS message libraries.
Fourth, in § 7, we showed a new tool, Phys, that improved the detection
power of Phriky by using additional evidence in variable names with probabilistic
reasoning. We conducted an empirical study of Phys on 108 files and found: 1)
Phys can infer units for 82% of variables; and, 2) Phys can detect dimensional
inconsistencies with 82% accuracy.
Lastly, in § 7.6, we presented an open dataset of physical inconsistencies
identified by the tool Phys. To our knowledge, this is the first open dataset of these
kinds of inconsistencies.
8.2 Future Directions
8.2.1 Role of Context in Type Annotation Accuracy
Developers making physical unit type annotations consider multiple sources of
evidence before assigning a type. The results of our research question RQ5 (see
§ 4.3.5) on why developers choose a particular type shows that variable names
and reasoning about code operations are key sources of evidence. In our study,
we showed subjects code artifacts with whole or truncated functions (see § 4.2.2.1)
without giving subjects access to the surrounding context, such as the rest of the
program or repository, or the target system for the software. Our study did not
seek to address important questions about the role of context in assigning a type
correctly.
Context matters during software development [171] because it more fully
describes the information available to developers when they are reasoning about
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program types. A future developer study might take a broader view of the type
annotation task, and have developers make several type annotations in the same
program while showing, for example, a backwards data-dependency slice for an
untyped variable or other usages of that variable in different parts of the program.
Such a study might help future tool developers make better tools by revealing the
contextual clues that maximally increase annotation accuracy or speed.
8.2.2 False Negatives and Seeding Faults
One way to evaluate the effectiveness of static analysis tools is using metrics of
‘False Positives’ (FP) and ‘False Negatives’ (FN). FPs and FNs correspond to Type I
and Type II errors, respectively. The FP rate (FPrate) is defined as:
FPrate =
detected real faults
# of detected faults
(8.1)
In this work we evaluate the FP rate for both Phriky (§ 5.5) and Phys (§ 7.4)
by evaluating detected inconsistencies by hand. However, we cannot determine
the FN rate because this would require knowing all the inconsistencies in a given





To address the problem of unknown faults, software researchers proposed
fault seeding [172, 173] to approximate the FN rate. In this technique, faults (in
our case, dimensional inconsistencies) are intentionally introduced into programs.
By counting the number of seeded inconsistencies that a method detects, we can
estimate the FN rate. The FN rate is estimated by:
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FNrate ≈ detected seeded faults# seeded faults (8.3)
The challenge of introducing seeded inconsistencies is that the accuracy of this
technique depends on seeding faults are representative of real faults. This requires
tester skill, understanding, and experience with these kinds of faults.
Introducing realistic faults is challenging because examples of dimensional
inconsistencies are poorly documented in the literature, and our open dataset of
dimensional inconsistencies is the first of its kind, to our knowledge. However, our
dataset of dimensional inconsistencies (See § 7.6) as well as all the inconsistencies
identified in this work were discovered by running Phriky and Phys on open-
source robot software. Therefore it is possible that there are types of dimensional
inconsistencies lurking in programs that have escaped detection using our tools.
These kinds of inconsistencies are therefore unlikely to be introduced by us during
seeding, thereby inflating our estimate of FNrate.
A more complete understanding of FNs in dimensional inconsistencies would
be helpful in understanding the detection power of Phriky and Phys.
8.2.3 Exploring the Performance / Precision Trade-off
Phriky implements a lightweight analysis with an eye toward continuous integra-
tion (see § 5.2.3). Likewise Phys, which is built on Phriky, inherits many trade-offs
that favor speed over precision. Even though our analysis is lightweight, both
Phriky and Phys detect real dimensional inconsistencies with > 80% accuracy.
However, there might be deeper inconsistencies (dimensional or units-of-
measure or real-world inconsistency, see § 7.8.4) that our analysis overlooks because
we favor speed. A lightweight analysis is useful to detect and avoid shallower
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inconsistencies. A deeper, slower, and more precise analysis might occasionally be
justified for increased assurance of physical systems that can have dangerous or
expensive, real-world consequences. To make our analysis more precise, we could
make it interprocedural, context-sensitive, path-sensitive, or by performing alias
analysis (also called ‘points-to’ analysis).
Both interprocedural and context-sensitive analysis can be computationally
expensive because they require constructing an interprocedural control flow graph
and trigger a new analysis at every call point and during recursion or loops.
They consider the dataflow into and out from a procedure at its call points,
including the impact on the global program state. Anecdotally, we have yet to
see any dimensional inconsistencies that would have been detected by either
interprocedural or context-sensitive analysis. Further, we instrumented Phriky to
detect procedures whose arguments have different physical unit types at different
call points and found a few procedures such as a sign(x) function that returns
whether x is positive or negative, or a bound(x, max, min) function that limits
x to values within a specified minimum and maximum. Procedures like sign()
and bound() take arguments with different physical unit types yet they are not
dimensionally inconsistent. Finding one or more examples in the wild with an
empirical study might motivate the time and effort to implement and perform
interprocedural or context-sensitive analysis.
As yet, adding path-sensitivity does not appear promising because our current
lightweight analysis over-approximates feasible program paths yet causes few false
positives. If there were deeper inconsistencies along particular program paths,
we believe they would also be contained within an over-approximation of those
paths. Further, over-approximating paths might be an acceptable solution because
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it reveals cases where the same variable has different physical unit types along
different paths, a kind of ‘code smell’ that might hinder code comprehension.
Alias analysis seems to be a promising way to detect deeper inconsistencies
because alias analysis helps determine what complex variables, like pointers and
complex data structures, may or must mean. In general, our analysis performs best
when we know what all the variables mean. Since many ROS programs use C++,
leveraging the alias analysis already built into the LLVM compiler infrastructure for
C++ might enable new versions of Phys to efficiently explore performance/precision
trade-offs.
Overall, Phriky and Phys detect real inconsistencies even with a lightweight
analysis, but increasing the precision of the analysis might reveal deeper inconsis-
tencies.
8.2.4 Code-Aware Robot Simulation and Scenario Generation
High-resolution physical simulations provide essential and cost-effective validation
of robotic systems. However, robotic simulation is intentionally and architecturally
separate from the inner workings of the software that reads sensors and com-
mands actuators. Recent standardizations in robot simulation tools (SDFormat)
provide a data structure through which concerns in the simulation can be linked
to concerns in code. For example, the code implies that system behavior depends
on temperature, but the simulation does not model temperature. Phys reveals
the physical concerns present in code when it infers physical unit types. This
connection between simulations and programs can enrich robot simulation by
making it aware of what is happening in the code.
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8.2.5 Connecting Programs to the Real World.
Program analysis relies on several powerful transformations of source code into
abstractions: control flow graphs, dependency graphs, abstract syntax trees. These
representations lift program analysis into abstract representations that model
critical program properties, like domination and reachability. Recent work in
robotics and artificial intelligence (AI) leverage hypergraphs that connect multiple
levels of abstractions. For example, map coordinates (x1, y1) have an edge to
a semantic graph node (BlueChair), and a trivial robot path can be represented
by [(x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3)] or (BlueChair, YellowHallway, RedDoor). These kinds
of abstractions have been fruitful for advances in AI, and this idea is to extend
existing program analysis graphs with connections to semantic understandings of
programs in the current context.
The idea is to leverage Phys to bridge the gap between entities in program
analysis and entities in the real world. Knowing a variable’s physical unit type
helps ground its meaning in the real world. This might enable program analysis
to reason about the interplay of variable values and the future state of the physical
system, such as: “the integrator term of the PID will not wind up beyond threshold X in
region Y of the map given the current plan and state estimation, with confidence Z.” Our
work here begins to bridge this gap by inferring physical unit types, and future
work seeks to make far-reaching connections. Inferring the semantic meaning
of code within the context of an environment at runtime might be a gateway to
assuring critical safety properties of autonomous systems.
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8.3 Conclusions
This work seeks to activate the power of type checking in untyped contexts. We
focus our efforts in the robotics domain because reliable robot software is a key
barrier to unlocking the tremendous potential of robotic systems.
We motivated the problem with real-world examples. We demonstrated in a
user study of 83 subjects that developers struggle to assign types correctly. We then
proposed a method to infer physical unit types without developer annotations and
showed that this method detects real inconsistencies with a high TP rate (87%).
Using an implementation of this method called Phriky, we conducted the first
large-scale analysis of dimensional inconsistencies in open source robot software.
We found inconsistencies in 6% of repositories.
Building on Phriky, we implemented a probabilistic method in a tool called
Phys that uses uncertain evidence in identifiers together with evidence from
middleware interfaces to dramatically increase (triple) the number variables for
which we could infer physical unit types. We used Phys to create the first open
dataset of dimensional inconsistencies.
These are vibrant and novel contributions in an increasingly important area.
However, recent tragedies with the Boeing 737 MAX-8 [174] point to a failure
in our ability to ensure system reliability in the complex interplay of humans,
software, hardware, and the environment—even within the safety-critical domain
of aviation with a rigorous safety assurance process. As more complex cyber-
physical and robotic systems enter the mainstream, working ever more closely
with human partners, the process of creating software will likely continue to exhibit
a tension between prototyping with ‘fast-and-loose’ software and delivering high-
assurance software. Efforts that start as prototypes but then transition eventually
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towards higher-assurance are acutely challenged and could benefit from automated
software tools. As automated software development tools mature, future systems
will become increasingly reliant on developers working with automated tools
during all stages of a system’s life cycle. Our work here is a small step toward
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Table 9.1: Accuracy and time for questions by treatment.
Q# DIFFICULTY
CONTROL TREATMENTS
ONE SUGGESTION THREE SUGGESTIONS
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6











































































100 6⁄6 76 70 83 5⁄6 111 36 33 2⁄6 162 121 100 6⁄6 54 42 83 5⁄6 162 62 67 4⁄6 95 57
9 90 9⁄10 113 90 80 8⁄10 112 70 67 4⁄6 93 68 100 6⁄6 52 34 100 6⁄6 124 68 83 5⁄6 287 134
15 83 5⁄6 169 141 83 5⁄6 122 103 40 4⁄10 125 102 78 7⁄9 90 87 89 8⁄9 109 114 33 2⁄6 150 133
5 83 5⁄6 144 82 83 5⁄6 237 155 17 1⁄6 116 49 67 4⁄6 66 56 50 3⁄6 109 91 67 6⁄9 99 104
All Easy 89 25⁄28 124 88 82 23⁄28 141 70 36 10⁄28 124 74 74 23⁄27 68 54 81 22⁄27 124 86 63 17⁄27 152 104
6
Medium
67 4⁄6 134 130 75 6⁄8 156 103 50 3⁄6 146 76 89 8⁄9 187 93 33 2⁄6 133 87 44 4⁄9 131 65
4 67 4⁄6 153 102 80 8⁄10 151 105 20 2⁄10 223 146 50 3⁄6 244 148 67 6⁄9 258 354 33 2⁄6 187 178
16 67 4⁄6 64 65 90 9⁄10 200 72 33 2⁄6 104 77 67 4⁄6 81 61 89 8⁄9 170 138 70 7⁄10 242 125
8 64 7⁄11 130 141 90 9⁄10 98 79 33 2⁄6 163 103 67 4⁄6 84 71 67 4⁄6 170 102 67 4⁄6 120 71
3 60 6⁄10 302 233 83 5⁄6 202 139 17 1⁄6 150 123 67 4⁄6 68 76 100 6⁄6 184 139 83 5⁄6 138 142
2 60 6⁄10 120 105 33 2⁄6 75 54 20 2⁄10 72 58 50 3⁄6 92 94 33 2⁄6 102 124 50 3⁄6 191 77
7 50 3⁄6 226 103 80 8⁄10 155 153 17 1⁄6 86 69 67 4⁄6 193 150 33 3⁄9 191 112 20 1⁄5 399 297
10 43 3⁄7 87 105 83 5⁄6 97 100 33 2⁄6 184 184 89 8⁄9 125 146 44 4⁄9 156 110 83 5⁄6 278 222
11 33 2⁄6 151 128 100 3⁄3 52 65 67 6⁄9 171 112 50 3⁄6 88 65 44 4⁄9 145 128 83 5⁄6 203 135
18 33 2⁄6 167 50 100 6⁄6 126 125 33 2⁄6 264 218 67 6⁄9 285 145 67 4⁄6 162 120 83 5⁄6 271 182
14 33 2⁄6 106 101 67 4⁄6 75 42 0 0⁄6 75 53 83 5⁄6 54 37 56 5⁄9 87 57 11 1⁄9 246 220
All Medium 51 41⁄80 153 112 77 65⁄84 140 90 28 21⁄74 143 108 69 52⁄75 144 86 57 48⁄84 161 123 56 42⁄75 215 143
19
Hard
17 1⁄6 213 201 50 3⁄6 90 85 17 1⁄6 174 83 67 6⁄9 143 80 33 2⁄6 118 73 50 3⁄6 239 188
1 17 1⁄6 245 188 67 4⁄6 56 52 40 4⁄10 258 175 67 4⁄6 115 83 33 2⁄6 187 98 17 1⁄6 96 65
17 17 1⁄6 54 32 33 2⁄6 198 126 57 4⁄7 233 111 67 4⁄6 270 182 43 3⁄7 198 195 0 0⁄6 136 134
13 17 1⁄6 130 90 50 3⁄6 99 67 0 0⁄6 156 146 0 0⁄6 231 193 56 5⁄9 222 198 11 1⁄9 231 143
20 17 1⁄6 234 196 50 3⁄6 231 168 0 0⁄6 111 84 14 1⁄7 244 273 33 2⁄6 302 283 0 0⁄6 330 311
All Hard 17 5⁄30 175 118 50 15⁄30 135 91 23 8⁄35 196 99 44 15⁄34 196 145 41 14⁄34 206 122 15 5⁄33 208 137
All Questions 53 73⁄138 152 109 74 103⁄139136 83 31 43⁄140 156 99 66 90⁄136 142 88 58 84⁄145 165 112 47 64⁄135 201 135
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B IRB for Human Study in § 4.2.3
 IRB#17412      
Assessing Programmers' Abilities to Infer Physical Units 
 
Purpose:   
This research project will aim to assess how well programmers can determine the physical units associated with 
program variables. Participants in the states of Nebraska and Alabama must be at least 19 years old or older to 
participate, participants in the state of Mississippi must be at least 21 years old to participate, and participants 
in all other states must be 18 years old to participate. You are invited to participate in this study because you 
are familiar with computer programs. 
 
Procedures:  
You will be asked to view software code samples and determine the physical units (like ‘meters’ or ‘seconds’) 
associated with program variables.  You will be asked to take a pre-test to determine that you meet the study 
criteria, and you will be excluded from the rest of the study if you do not pass the pre-test.  The procedures will 
last for ~20 minutes, and will be conducted on your computer.     
 
Benefits: 
There are no direct benefits to you as a research participant; however, the benefits to science and/or society 
may include better understanding of how programmers reason about physical units.   
 
Risks and/or Discomforts: 
There are no known risks or discomforts associated with this research. 
 
Confidentiality:  
Any information obtained during this study that could identify you will be kept strictly confidential.  
 
Identifiable files will be kept until compensation has been distributed and then deleted.  Non-identifiable survey 
results will be kept at least 1-year and possibly indefinitely. The data will be stored electronically through a 
secure server and will only be seen by the research team. The MTurk worker ID will not be shared with anyone. 
The MTurk work ID will only be collected for the purposes for distributing compensation and will not be 
associated with survey responses.  Note that any work done on MTurk can be linked to a workers public profile, 
as described in https://www.mturk.com/mturk/privacynotice.  
 
Compensation: 
You will receive $0.25 for passing the pre-test and $0.25 for each correctly answered question of the 20 
questions up to a total of $5.50.  
 
Opportunity to Ask Questions: 
You may ask any questions concerning this research and have those questions answered before agreeing to 
participate in or during the study. Or you may contact the investigator(s) at the phone numbers below.  Please 
contact the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Institutional Review Board at (402) 472-6965 to voice concerns about 
the research or if you have any questions about your rights as a research participant. 
 
Freedom to Withdraw: 
 Participation in this study is voluntary. You can refuse to participate or withdraw at any time without harming 
your relationship with the researchers or the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, or in any other way receive a 
penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. 
 
 256 Avery Hal l  /  P.O. 880115 /  L incoln,  NE  68588-0115 
(402) 472-2401 /  FAX (402) 472-7767 
Computer Science and Engineer ing Department 
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Consent, Right to Receive a Copy: 
You are voluntarily making a decision whether or not to participate in this research study. Your signature certifies 
that you have decided to participate having read and understood the information presented. You will be given a 






Participant Name:    
 
______________________________________ 
          (Name of Participant) 
 
Consent: 
By marking this checkbox, I hereby consent to participate in this study.    
 
Date:      ________________ 
 
 
              
 
 
Name and Phone number of investigator(s) 
 
John-Paul Ore, Principal Investigator Office: (402) 882-2118 






LIBRARY CLASS ATTRIBUTE PHYSICAL
UNITS
geometry msgs Accel angular s−2
geometry msgs Accel linear m s−2
geometry msgs AccelStamped angular s−2
geometry msgs AccelStamped linear m s−2
geometry msgs AccelStamped stamp s
geometry msgs AccelWithCovariance angular s−2
geometry msgs AccelWithCovariance linear m s−2
geometry msgs AccelWithCovarianceStamped angular s−2
geometry msgs AccelWithCovarianceStamped linear m s−2
geometry msgs AccelWithCovarianceStamped stamp s
geometry msgs Inertia com m
geometry msgs Inertia ixx kg m−2
geometry msgs Inertia ixy kg m−2
geometry msgs Inertia ixz kg m−2
geometry msgs Inertia iyy kg m−2
geometry msgs Inertia iyz kg m−2
geometry msgs Inertia izz kg m−2
geometry msgs Inertia m kg
geometry msgs InertiaStamped com m
geometry msgs InertiaStamped ixx kg m−2
geometry msgs InertiaStamped ixy kg m−2
geometry msgs InertiaStamped ixz kg m−2
geometry msgs InertiaStamped iyy kg m−2
geometry msgs InertiaStamped iyz kg m−2
geometry msgs InertiaStamped izz kg m−2
geometry msgs InertiaStamped m kg
geometry msgs InertiaStamped stamp s
geometry msgs Point x m
geometry msgs Point y m
geometry msgs Point z m
geometry msgs Point32 x m
geometry msgs Point32 y m
geometry msgs Point32 z m
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geometry msgs PointStamped stamp s
geometry msgs PointStamped x m
geometry msgs PointStamped y m
geometry msgs PointStamped z m
geometry msgs PointStampedPtr stamp s
geometry msgs PointStampedPtr x m
geometry msgs PointStampedPtr y m
geometry msgs PointStampedPtr z m
geometry msgs Polygon points m
geometry msgs PolygonStamped points m
geometry msgs PolygonStamped stamp s
geometry msgs Pose orientation quaternion
geometry msgs Pose position m
geometry msgs Pose2D theta rad
geometry msgs Pose2D x m
geometry msgs Pose2D y m
geometry msgs PoseArray orientation quaternion
geometry msgs PoseArray position m
geometry msgs PoseArray stamp s
geometry msgs PoseStamped orientation quaternion
geometry msgs PoseStamped position m
geometry msgs PoseStamped stamp s
geometry msgs PoseWithCovariance orientation quaternion
geometry msgs PoseWithCovariance position m
geometry msgs PoseWithCovarianceStamped orientation quaternion
geometry msgs PoseWithCovarianceStamped position m
geometry msgs PoseWithCovarianceStamped stamp s
geometry msgs Quaternion w quaternion
geometry msgs Quaternion x quaternion
geometry msgs Quaternion y quaternion
geometry msgs Quaternion z quaternion
geometry msgs QuaternionStamped stamp s
geometry msgs QuaternionStamped w quaternion
geometry msgs QuaternionStamped x quaternion
geometry msgs QuaternionStamped y quaternion
geometry msgs QuaternionStamped z quaternion
geometry msgs Transform rotation quaternion
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geometry msgs Transform translation m
geometry msgs TransformStamped rotation quaternion
geometry msgs TransformStamped stamp s
geometry msgs TransformStamped translation m
geometry msgs Twist angular s−1
geometry msgs Twist linear m s−1
geometry msgs TwistStamped angular s−1
geometry msgs TwistStamped linear m s−1
geometry msgs TwistStamped stamp s
geometry msgs TwistWithCovariance angular s−1
geometry msgs TwistWithCovariance linear m s−1
geometry msgs TwistWithCovarianceStamped angular s−1
geometry msgs TwistWithCovarianceStamped linear m s−1
geometry msgs TwistWithCovarianceStamped stamp s
geometry msgs Wrench force kg m s−2
geometry msgs Wrench torque kg m2 s−2
geometry msgs WrenchStamped force kg m s−2
geometry msgs WrenchStamped stamp s
geometry msgs WrenchStamped torque kg m2 s−2
nav 2d msgs Twist2D theta rad
nav 2d msgs Twist2D x m s−1
nav 2d msgs Twist2D y m s−1
nav 2d msgs Twist2D32 theta rad
nav 2d msgs Twist2D32 x m s−1
nav 2d msgs Twist2D32 y m s−1
nav 2d msgs Twist2D32Stamped theta rad
nav 2d msgs Twist2D32Stamped x m s−1
nav 2d msgs Twist2D32Stamped y m s−1
nav msgs GridCells cell height m
nav msgs GridCells cell width m
nav msgs GridCells stamp s
nav msgs MapMetaData map load time s
nav msgs MapMetaData resolution m
nav msgs MapMetaData x m
nav msgs MapMetaData y m
nav msgs MapMetaData z rad
nav msgs OccupancyGrid map load time s
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nav msgs OccupancyGrid resolution m
nav msgs OccupancyGrid stamp s
nav msgs OccupancyGrid x m
nav msgs OccupancyGrid y m
nav msgs OccupancyGrid z rad
nav msgs Odometry angular s−1
nav msgs Odometry linear m s−1
nav msgs Odometry orientation quaternion
nav msgs Odometry position m
nav msgs Odometry stamp s
nav msgs Path orientation quaternion
nav msgs Path position m
nav msgs Path stamp s
ros Duration nsec s
ros Duration sec s
ros Rate rate s−1
ros Time nsec s
ros Time sec s
sensor msgs BatteryState capacity A s
sensor msgs BatteryState cell voltage kg m2 A−1 s−3
sensor msgs BatteryState charge A s
sensor msgs BatteryState current A
sensor msgs BatteryState design capacity A s
sensor msgs BatteryState stamp s
sensor msgs BatteryState voltage kg m2 A−1 s−3
sensor msgs FluidPressure fluid pressure kg m−1 s−2
sensor msgs FluidPressure stamp s
sensor msgs FluidPressure variance kg m2 s−2
sensor msgs Illuminance illuminance cd m−2
sensor msgs Illuminance stamp s
sensor msgs Illuminance variance cd2 m−4
sensor msgs Imu angular velocity s−1
sensor msgs Imu angular velocity covariance s−2
sensor msgs Imu linear acceleration m s−2
sensor msgs Imu linear acceleration covariance m2 s−4
sensor msgs Imu orientation quaternion
sensor msgs Imu stamp s
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sensor msgs JointState effort kg m2 s−2
sensor msgs JointState position rad
sensor msgs JointState stamp s
sensor msgs JointState velocity s−1
sensor msgs LaserEcho echoes m
sensor msgs LaserScan angle increment rad
sensor msgs LaserScan angle max rad
sensor msgs LaserScan angle min rad
sensor msgs LaserScan range max m
sensor msgs LaserScan range min m
sensor msgs LaserScan ranges m
sensor msgs LaserScan scan time s
sensor msgs LaserScan stamp s
sensor msgs LaserScan time increment s
sensor msgs MagneticField magnetic field kg A−1 s−2
sensor msgs MagneticField magnetic field covariance kg2 A−2 s−4
sensor msgs MagneticField stamp s
sensor msgs MultiDOFJointState stamp s
sensor msgs MultiEchoLaserScan angle increment rad
sensor msgs MultiEchoLaserScan angle max rad
sensor msgs MultiEchoLaserScan angle min rad
sensor msgs MultiEchoLaserScan range max m
sensor msgs MultiEchoLaserScan range min m
sensor msgs MultiEchoLaserScan ranges m
sensor msgs MultiEchoLaserScan scan time s
sensor msgs MultiEchoLaserScan stamp s
sensor msgs MultiEchoLaserScan time increment s
sensor msgs NavSatFix altitude m
sensor msgs NavSatFix latitude degrees 360
sensor msgs NavSatFix longitude degrees 360
sensor msgs NavSatFix position covariance m2
sensor msgs NavSatFix stamp s
sensor msgs PointCloud points m
sensor msgs PointCloud stamp s
sensor msgs PointCloud2 points m
sensor msgs PointCloud2 stamp s
sensor msgs PointCloud2Iterator points m
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sensor msgs PointCloud2Iterator stamp s
sensor msgs Range field of view rad
sensor msgs Range max range m
sensor msgs Range min range m
sensor msgs Range range m
sensor msgs Range stamp s
sensor msgs Temperature stamp s
sensor msgs Temperature temperature ◦C
sensor msgs Temperature variance ◦C2
sensor msgs TimeReference stamp s
sensor msgs TimeReference time ref s
shape msgs Mesh vertices m
shape msgs SolidPrimitive dimensions m
stereo msgs DisparityImage T m
stereo msgs DisparityImage stamp s
tf Pose getOrigin m
tf Pose getRotation quaternion
tf Quaternion getW quaternion
tf Quaternion getX quaternion
tf Quaternion getY quaternion
tf Quaternion getZ quaternion
tf StampedTransform getOrigin m
tf StampedTransform getRotation quaternion
tf StampedTransform stamp s
tf Transform getOrigin m
tf Transform getRotation quaternion
tf2 Pose getOrigin m
tf2 Pose getRotation quaternion
tf2 Quaternion getW quaternion
tf2 Quaternion getX quaternion
tf2 Quaternion getY quaternion
tf2 Quaternion getZ quaternion
tf2 StampedTransform getOrigin m
tf2 StampedTransform getRotation quaternion
tf2 StampedTransform stamp s
tf2 Transform getOrigin m
tf2 Transform getRotation quaternion
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trajectory msgs JointTrajectory accelerations s−2
trajectory msgs JointTrajectory effort kg m2 s−2
trajectory msgs JointTrajectory positions rad
trajectory msgs JointTrajectory stamp s
trajectory msgs JointTrajectory time from start s
trajectory msgs JointTrajectory velocities s−1
trajectory msgs JointTrajectoryPoint accelerations s−2
trajectory msgs JointTrajectoryPoint effort kg m2 s−2
trajectory msgs JointTrajectoryPoint positions rad
trajectory msgs JointTrajectoryPoint time from start s
trajectory msgs JointTrajectoryPoint velocities s−1
visualization msgs InteractiveMarker lifetime s
visualization msgs InteractiveMarker orientation quaternion
visualization msgs InteractiveMarker position m
visualization msgs InteractiveMarker stamp s
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerControl lifetime s
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerControl orientation quaternion
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerControl position m
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerControl stamp s
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerFeedback orientation quaternion
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerFeedback position m
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerFeedback stamp s
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerInit lifetime s
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerInit orientation quaternion
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerInit position m
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerInit stamp s
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerPose orientation quaternion
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerPose position m
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerPose stamp s
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerUpdate lifetime s
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerUpdate orientation quaternion
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerUpdate position m
visualization msgs InteractiveMarkerUpdate stamp s
visualization msgs Marker lifetime s
visualization msgs Marker orientation quaternion
visualization msgs Marker position m
visualization msgs Marker stamp s
186
visualization msgs MarkerArray lifetime s
visualization msgs MarkerArray orientation quaternion
visualization msgs MarkerArray position m
visualization msgs MarkerArray stamp s
Table 9.2: Phriky’s Mapping of that relates attributes of classes defined in shared













Table 9.3: Phriky’s Mapping that relates known procedures to physical unit types.





2. Do much better than random.
3. Provide good explainations.
 
Watch for random attention checks (ACs).
 




What are the units for return on line #78?
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
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What are the units for return on line #78?
 
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID5/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  




What are the units for springConstant on line #44?
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
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What are the units for springConstant on line #44?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID7/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 3
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
189
  
What are the units for ratio_to_consume on line #134?
 
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
190
  
What are the units for ratio_to_consume on line #134?
 
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID12/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  




Assume vx and vy are  meters­per­second. What are the units for delta_x on line #46?
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
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Assume vx and vy are  meters­per­second. What are the units for delta_x on line #46?
 
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID15/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 5
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
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What are the units for robotSpeed.angular on line #105?
  
What are the units for robotSpeed.angular on line #105?
 
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID16/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 7
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
194
What are the units for w on line #61?
 
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
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What are the units for w on line #61?
 
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID20/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
 
Block 8
 What are the units for x on line #215?
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
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  What are the units for x on line #215?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID22/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 10
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
197
 What are the units for path_move_tol_ on line #46?
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
198
 What are the units for path_move_tol_ on line #46?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID28/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 11
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
199
  
What are the units for delta_d on line #149?
 
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
200
  
What are the units for delta_d on line #149?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID30/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 12
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
201
  
What are the units for wrench_out.wrench.force.y on line #55?
 
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
202
  
What are the units for wrench_out.wrench.force.y on line #55?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID32/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 13
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
203
  
What are the units for data­>gyro_z on line #26?
 
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
204
  
What are the units for data­>gyro_z on line #26?
 
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID37/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
 
Block 14
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
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What are the units for pose.orientation on line #45?
 
  
What are the units for pose.orientation on line #45?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID39/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 15
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
206
  
What are the units for imu_message_.angular_velocity_covariance[8] on line #128?
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
207
  
What are the units for imu_message_.angular_velocity_covariance[8] on line #128?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID46/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 16
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
208
  
What are the units for xi on line #39?
 
  
What are the units for xi on line #39?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID47/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds




If  the units for m_pos[0] on line #89 are meters, what are the units for x2 on line #93?
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
210
  
If  the units for m_pos[0] on line #89 are meters, what are the units for x2 on line #93?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID48/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 18
Click Count: 0 clicks
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
211
  
What are the units for av on line #143?
 
  
What are the units for av on line #143?
 
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID53/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
 
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds




What are the units for torque on line #251?
 
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
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What are the units for torque on line #251?
 
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID55/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 20
  
What are the units for the expression nominal_torque_per_motor /
paramters_.torque_per_voltage on line #144?
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds




What are the units for the expression nominal_torque_per_motor /
paramters_.torque_per_voltage on line #144?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID56/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 21
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
215
  
What are the units for anglesmsg.z on line #48?
 
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
216
  
What are the units for anglesmsg.z on line #48?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID57/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
Explain why you made that selection:
Block 22
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks
217
  
What are the units for  dyaw_ on line #75?
 
 
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds




What are the units for  dyaw_ on line #75?
 
Your Answer:     ${q://QID59/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
  
















































































































































































































force kg m s−2
thrust kg m s−2
energy kg m2 s−2
effort kg m2 s−2










pressure kg m−1 s−2
voltage kg m2 s−3 A−1
Table 9.4: Phys’s substring assumptions
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G Database Schema for Developer Study of Annotation Burden
F r i  A p r  1 9  1 1 : 2 2 : 0 6  2 0 1 9 ,  N e w  M o d e l  -  E E R  D i a g r a m  ( p a r t  1  o f  1 )
1  o f  1
a n s w e r
a n s w e r _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
q u e s t i o n _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
u s e r _ t a k e s _ t e s t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
a n s w e r _ t e x t  V A R C H A R ( 1 0 2 4 )
t i m i n g _ f i r s t _ c l i c k  F L O A T ( 8 , 2 )
t i m i n g _ l a s t _ c l i c k  F L O A T ( 8 , 2 )
t i m i n g _ p a g e  F L O A T ( 8 , 2 )
t i m i n g _ c l i c k _ c o u n t  I N T ( 1 1 )
e x p l a n a t i o n  V A R C H A R ( 1 0 2 4 )
c o r r e c t e d  T I N Y I N T ( 4 )
o r i g i n a l _ a n s w e r _ t e x t  V A R C H A R ( 1 0 2 4 )
I n d e x e s
p h y s i c a l _ u n i t
p h y s i c a l _ u n i t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
p h y s i c a l _ u n i t _ d e s c r i p t i o n  V A R C H A R ( 1 2 8 )
I n d e x e s
q u e s t i o n
q u e s t i o n _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
q u e s t i o n _ n u m b e r  V A R C H A R ( 2 0 )
q u e s t i o n _ n u m b e r _ i n _ p a p e r  V A R C H A R ( 2 0 )
q u e s t i o n _ t y p e  V A R C H A R ( 1 6 )
c o r r e c t _ a n s w e r  V A R C H A R ( 1 2 8 )
d i f f i c u l t y  V A R C H A R ( 2 0 )
d i f f i c u l t y _ 2  V A R C H A R ( 2 0 )
d i f f i c u l t y _ 3  V A R C H A R ( 2 0 )
r e q u i r e s _ m u l t i _ l i n e _ r e a s o n i n g  T I N Y I N T ( 4 )
n u m b e r _ o f _ v a r i a b l e s _ r e q u i r e d _ i n _ r e a s o n i n g  I N T ( 1 1 )
l i n e s _ o f _ c o d e  I N T ( 1 1 )
i s _ t r u n c a t e d  T I N Y I N T ( 4 )
t y p e _ c o m p l e x i t y _ s c o r e  I N T ( 1 1 )
v a r _ n a m e _ i s _ g o o d  T I N Y I N T ( 4 )
e x p r e s s i o n _ i d e n t i f i e r s _ a r e _ g o o d  T I N Y I N T ( 4 )
I n d e x e s
q u e s t i o n s _ o n _ t e s t
t e s t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
t r e a t m e n t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
q u e s t i o n _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
p h y s i c a l _ u n i t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
s u g g e s t i o n _ l i n k _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
p h y s i c a l _ u n i t _ p h y s i c a l _ u n i t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
I n d e x e s
s u g g e s t i o n
s u g g e s t i o n _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
s u g g e s t i o n _ l i n k _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
p h y s i c a l _ u n i t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
d i s t a n c e _ 1  I N T ( 1 1 )
q u e s t i o n s _ o n _ t e s t _ t e s t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
q u e s t i o n s _ o n _ t e s t _ t r e a t m e n t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
q u e s t i o n s _ o n _ t e s t _ q u e s t i o n _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
I n d e x e s
t e s t
t e s t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
t e s t _ i d e n t i f i e r  V A R C H A R ( 2 0 )
t e s t _ d e s c r i p t i o n  V A R C H A R ( 1 2 8 )
I n d e x e s
t r e a t m e n t
t r e a t m e n t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
d e s c r i p t i o n  V A R C H A R ( 1 2 8 )
I n d e x e s
u s e r
u s e r _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
w o r k e r _ I D  V A R C H A R ( 2 4 )
i p _ a d d r e s s  I N T ( 1 0 )
l a t  F L O A T ( 1 5 , 1 2 )
l n g  F L O A T ( 1 5 , 1 2 )
M T u r k C o d e  I N T ( 1 1 )
p a s s e d _ p r e t e s t  T I N Y I N T ( 1 )
t a k e n _ m a i n _ t e s t  T I N Y I N T ( 1 )
e x p e r i e n c e _ w i t h _ l a n g u a g e s  V A R C H A R ( 5 0 )
e x p e r i e n c e _ w i t h _ r o b o t i c s  V A R C H A R ( 5 0 )
a n n o t a t i o n _ e x p e r i e n c e  T I N Y I N T ( 1 )
a n n o t a t i o n _ t o o l s  V A R C H A R ( 2 5 6 )
I n d e x e s
u s e r _ t a k e s _ t e s t
u s e r _ t a k e s _ t e s t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
u s e r _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
t e s t _ i d  I N T ( 1 1 )
p e r c e n t _ c o m p l e t e d  I N T ( 1 0 )
q u a l t r i c s _ r e s p o n s e _ i d  V A R C H A R ( 2 0 )
s t a r t _ d a t e  D A T E
e n d _ d a t e  D A T E
s c o r e  F L O A T
I n d e x e s
233


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 9.5: Open source systems analyzed in § 6.
